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Chapter 1
Understanding actors’ dynamic goals
in solution value co-creation
Can people walk together without agreeing on
the direction?
based on Amos 3:3, New Living Translation Bible
Faced with rampant commoditization, manufacturing companies are increasingly under pressure to address declining revenues and margins (Eggert et al.,
2014; Ostrom et al., 2015). Many of these companies have moved to provide
service-based offerings to solidify their positions in what they perceive as
increasingly competitive markets (Ulaga & Reinartz, 2011; Shankar et al.,
2009). It leads to the well-documented “servitization” trend in the B2B space
(Vandermerwe & Rada, 1988; Oliva & Kallenberg, 2003; Kowalkowski et al.,
2017).
Some of the companies pursuing such “servitization” make particular efforts to provide customized product-service combinations that render a specific output relevant to their business customers (Nordin & Kowalkowski,
2010; Worm et al., 2017). Such offerings are also known as solutions (Ulaga
& Reinartz, 2011). One example is Volvo Truck’s uptime solution that combines a truck and an uptime service contract. By leveraging digital technologies, Volvo can accurately predict and pre-empt truck problems and
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guarantee “truck uptime” (the solution output) that customers (truck operators) require for improving operational efficiency (Huang, 2018).
Multiple actors are involved in co-creating solution value1, from solution
value proposition development and solution development to solution utilization. In the example of the truck-uptime solution, the truck company discusses with the truck operator the development of an uptime solution
suitable for the customer’s needs. The truck company equips the truck with
sensors to monitor the real-time status of truck components. The back-office
service center analyzes the ongoing status data of the truck and keeps the
workshop informed when a “truck fix” is necessary. The fleet-management
team plans the optimal combinations of transportation tasks for the truck
driver to make the best use of truck uptime.
Generally, the participants share a common interest in supporting solution value co-creation. However, many practitioners find that the participants
in solution value co-creation always have other goals to create value for
themselves, an agenda that often causes trouble for the process. Here are two
quotes from the case studies of the thesis that illustrate this problem. The
first is from a solution provider and the second is from a solution customer.
It is not enough to have a Ferrari to win the race . . . [There are] so many other
factors that can lead to failure in the process. For example, the fish feed could
be of poor quality because the supplier wants to reduce costs. Even though I
made a very good system, I cannot control everything that goes into the system.
This means you have many risks. (Fish expert, Wallenius Water Co., Ltd)
Managing the workers was another headache. Operators were paid per unit.
Therefore, they would run the machine tool at a speed exceeding the speed limit.
This could easily destroy the equipment, though the equipment was of good
quality. The operators also did not care much about consumable spending.
(CEO, Shengweiyi Co., Ltd)

The above quotes illustrate that having a solution of good quality does not
necessarily guarantee solution value. In the process of solution value co-creation, the customer always must integrate the solution with many resources
from other actors (e.g., the operators’ skills) to create solution value. These
1

In the thesis, solution value refers to the value of solutions for customers
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other actors may have their own goals to pursue in solution value co-creation.
Sometimes, their goals become discordant with customers’ goals to create
solution value (e.g., the operator’s goal to earn more money and the customer’s goal to control operational costs, see the second quote), and this
causes a problem for solution value co-creation.
Therefore, studying the process of solution value co-creation, especially
from the perspective of the actors’ goals, could help us acquire a deeper understanding of the problem, e.g., why a quality solution does not warrant the
creation of solution value and how different actors’ goals to create value for
themselves relate to this problem.

1.1

Solution value co-creation—a theoretical
perspective

In the solutions literature, solution value is increasingly regarded as co-created by multiple actors, including solution customers (e.g., Cova & Salle,
2008; Aarikka-Stenroos et al., 2012; Jaakkola & Hakanen, 2013; Hedvall et
al., 2019). Many researchers have focused on studying particular aspects of
solution value co-creation, e.g., the reciprocal interdependencies between
customers and providers (Windahl & Lakemond, 2010), the role of the customer’s networks (Cova & Salle, 2008), and the key account management
(KAM) teams’ impacts on solution value co-creation (Hakanen, 2014).
However, fewer studies investigate the solution value co-creation process
relative to specific aspects of solution value co-creation. Aarikka-Stenroos et
al. (2012) take a dyadic perspective to inquire into joint problem-solving processes involved in solution value co-creation. Biggemann et al. (2013) study
the solution value co-creation process from a network perspective, specifically concerning solution development and implementation. However, network actors other than customers and suppliers are somehow invisible in the
discussions, as the authors admit. Following the research tradition of Industrial Marketing and Purchasing (IMP) (Håkansson & Snehota, 2017), which
emphasizes value as created in interactive processes in a network of relationships, Skarp and Gadde (2008) offer a rich discussion of the development of
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new solutions and their implementation in a network context. The work centers on describing problems and solving processes during solution value cocreation. However, the discussions mainly focus on the activities of solution
provider and customer; not much discussion addresses how other network
actors contribute to solution value co-creation. Therefore, the solutions literature especially needs process studies that inquire into the solution value
co-creation processes from a network perspective.
1.1.1 Subprocesses involved in solution value co-creation

Several authors describe the solution processes from a dyadic/network
perspective. Tuli et al. (2007) claim that a solution consists of four suppliercustomer relational processes, from defining customer requirements to postdeployment support. However, these processes mainly concern the solution
provider’s activities. Petri and Jacob (2016) add problem and need definition
process prior to the four sequential processes that Tuli et al. (2007) discuss.
Several studies (e.g., Biggemann et al., 2013; Storbacka, 2011) suggest that
the solution processes are actually iterative rather than sequential. AarikkaStenroos et al. (2012) identify five iterative supplier-customer subprocesses
for co-creating solution value. The study does not take account of the
subprocesses in relation to the use of the solution in the customer’s context,
an equally critical aspect of value co-creation (Vargo et al., 2008). Skarp and
Gadde (2008) identify three problem-solving phases related to solution value
co-creation: evaluation, transition, and a post-implementation phase. The
rather vague and general terms they use to describe the phases do not
demonstrate the uniqueness of subprocesses involved in the solution value
co-creation process. The extant literature provides some knowledge of the
supplier-customer processes for co-creating solution value but offers little
concerning the subprocesses involved in the solution value co-creation
process from a network perspective, e.g., what critical subprocesses are
involved in the process of solution value co-creation.
1.1.2 Actors’ dynamic goals in solution value co-creation

Solution value co-creation involves multiple actors (Cova & Salle, 2008;
Jaakkola & Hakanen, 2013; Reypens et al., 2016). These actors participate in
solution value co-creation with diverse goals, e.g., building a reputation,
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getting revenue, learning (Hakanen & Jaakkola, 2012; Pera et al., 2016). On
the one hand, their goals are to support the co-creation of solution value. On
the other hand, these actors could also have goals that they want to achieve
for themselves by participating in solution value co-creation, e.g., learning
from customer use and marketing solutions. In this situation, they too
become users of the solutions, integrating solutions with other resources in
a way that may favor their value creation (Cantù et al., 2012; Mason, 2012).
Their goals can be discordant with each other, causing conflicts in solution
value co-creation (Biggemann et al., 2013). Moreover, due to certain reasons,
such as changing business environments (Prior, 2013) and problems
encountered in solution value co-creation (Skarp & Gadde, 2008), their goals
vary over time during the solution value co-creation process (Macdonald et
al., 2013; Macdonald et al., 2016).
Few studies address the actors’ goals in solution research. Epp and Price
(2011) study the implications of customer network goals for solution design.
They find that customers reshape the solutions according to their network
actors’ different goal relations (synergetic and discordant). Macdonald et al.
(2011) discover that customer assessment of solution value evolves as the
customers’ goals evolve over time. However, extant research offers little
insight into the implications of the development of actors’ goals for solution
value co-creation, e.g., how the development of actors’ goals contributes to
each subprocess of solution value co-creation.

1.2

The purpose of the thesis

In the context of the discussion above, the purpose of this thesis is to
investigate the process of solution value co-creation from a network perspective.
The concept of solution has been defined in several ways (see e.g., Foote
et al., 2001; Windahl et al., 2004; Storbacka, 2011). In this thesis, a solution
is defined as a customized product-service combination that renders a
specific output that is relevant to a business customer (based on Worm et al.,
2017). Solution output denotes the results to be delivered by solutions
according to customer-specified metrics, e.g., 100% truck uptime. In the
performance-based contracting (PBC) line of research, this is typically called
(solution) ‘performance’ (Selviaridis & Wynstra, 2015).
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Various disciplines (e.g., marketing and innovation) have extensively
discussed the concept of value co-creation (Galvagno & Dalli, 2014). In this
thesis, I take the service-dominant logic (SDL) perspective on value cocreation. In SDL, the value co-creation process is a multiparty (e.g.,
companies, customers, and governments), all-encompassing process
(McColl-Kennedy et al., 2012), from the supplier creating value propositions
to the beneficiary (often, the customer) determining value through use in the
process of acquisition, usage, and disposal (Vargo et al., 2008). It is worth
stressing that the notion of a network perspective does not imply an ambition
to map the “global” network structure in which actors are positioned, as
typically done in a structural network analysis. Instead, assuming a network
perspective in the thesis involves tracing the actors who are or become
directly involved in the solution value co-creation process.
Accordingly, the purpose of the thesis is to investigate the solution value
co-creation process from the development of a solution value proposition to
the determination of solution value with a network perspective.

1.3

Research questions

Specifically, the thesis addresses the following research questions:
How do actors co-create solution value?
1) What are the subprocesses involved in solution value co-creation?
2) How does the development of actors’ goals contribute to each
subprocess of solution value co-creation?
The research questions support the thesis’s two-step intention to understand
solution value co-creation from a network perspective.
First, the thesis seeks to identify subprocesses involved in solution value
co-creation, e.g., what actors do to co-create solution value in each
subprocess. Four subprocesses are identified from the literature on solutions.
Then, two case studies are used to investigate whether the theoretically
derived subprocesses are applicable.
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Second, the thesis focuses on actors’ goals, as a means of further inquiry
into solution value co-creation. Actors are those directly involved in the
subprocesses to co-create solution value. In other words, this study does not
consider actors among the “concerned” actors if they are not actively
engaged in any of the subprocesses identified in the first step. Actors can be
both individuals and companies in this thesis, because both the collective
goals of companies (e.g., suppliers’ cost goals) and personal goals of
individuals (e.g., operators’ revenue goals) can have impacts on solution value
co-creation. Because actors’ goals vary over time during solution value cocreation (Macdonald et al., 2013; Macdonald et al., 2016), studying solution
value co-creation from the perspective of the actors’ goals must take account
of the dynamics of actors’ goals to understand the contribution of their
development to solution value co-creation. This is investigated mainly
through the two case studies.

1.4

Theoretical tools

The thesis draws on three lines of research to support its investigation of
solution value co-creation from the perspective of actors’ goals. One is
solution research. Extant solutions literature offers rich discussions of
different processes involved in solution provision and solution utilization,
which could be especially helpful for the study’s identification of the
subprocesses involved in solution value co-creation. Another is the SDL
literature; value co-creation is core in SDL. From an SDL perspective, value
is co-created through resource integration. The concept of resource
integration describes the process of how actors co-create value. Therefore,
the resource integration concept in SDL can offer useful theoretical insights
for the study’s uncovering how actors co-create solution value. The third line
of research is valuation studies. The literature in this area highlights value
creation involving two intertwined processes: actors’ creating (potential)
value and actors’ value assessment. Moreover, the valuation theory of Dewey
(1939) describes how actors’ goals guide their value creation and how these
goals are shaped in the actors’ temporal context (e.g., the actors’ previous
value creation and future value creation). Hence, valuation studies support
the study of solution value co-creation from an actors’ goal perspective.
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A sub-theme of the thesis— understanding
solution digitization effects on solution value
co-creation

The thesis focuses on studying the solutions that render a specific output
relevant to business customers. Today, such offerings often involve some
level of solution digitization, as solution providers usually have to guarantee
the solution outputs from a distance. The solution providers digitize
solutions so that they can still monitor the operations of the solutions that
are located at customers’ distant sites and influence the solutions when
necessary to guarantee solution outputs. The digitized solutions (e.g., uptime
solutions) also could allow actors (e.g., solution customers and providers) to
get access to the ongoing operations of the solutions, helping them to make
continuous improvements in the process of solution value co-creation. As
such, solution digitization impacts on the process of how actors co-create
solution value, i.e. the focal process of the study.
Therefore, understanding the effects of solution digitization on solution
value co-creation is a sub-theme of the thesis. For the core focus of the study
is to investigate solution value co-creation from an actors’ dynamic goal
perspective, the discussion on the effects of solution digitization will be only
based on the two empirical case studies of the thesis.

1.6

Structure of the thesis

In total, the thesis consists of 10 chapters. Following this chapter, Chapter 2
presents a thorough review of the solutions literature, SDL value co-creation
literature, and valuation studies. Based on the literature review, Chapter 3
provides the definition of “solution value” in this thesis, identifies the
subprocesses involved in solution value co-creation, delimits the “concerned
actors” in such processes, builds a conceptual framework concerning
individual actors’ goal-led value creation, presents a tentative process model
of solution value co-creation, and proposes an additional research question
at the end. Chapter 4 discusses the methods used in this thesis. I first discuss
process ontology and process epistemology as adopted in the thesis. Then, I
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describe how I have conducted my research, i.e., the research design, the
data-collection methods, the process analysis, and four iterative research
processes. Thereafter, I present some reflections concerning the quality
implications of these methods and their limitations.
The next four chapters presents the two empirical cases. Chapter 5
presents the Wallenius Water (WW) case, describing Wallenius Water’s
journey to sell its Recirculating Aquaculture System (RAS) solutions in China
and the problems it faced on the way. In Chapter 6, the WW case is analyzed
in light of the conceptual frameworks developed in Chapter 3, to generate
insights concerning how actors co-create solution value. The analysis results
in four main findings. First, the conceptual framework concerning individual
actors’ goal-led value creation developed in Chapter 3 is modified. Second,
three patterns of influence between actors’ value creation in solution value
co-creation are identified. Third, the four subprocesses identified in Chapter
3 are found applicable in the WW case analysis. Fourth, a detailed account is
created of how the development of actors’ goals contributes to each
subprocess of solution value co-creation. In Chapter 7, the case of Shenyang
Machine Tool Co., Ltd (SMTCL) is introduced. SMTCL launched its first
smart machine tool—the i5—in 2013. The case describes its journey in
search of the right model to facilitate value creation using the i5’s
“smartness.” Chapter 8 analyzes the SMTCL case. The purpose of the case
analysis is to examine whether the findings from the WW case are replicable
in another empirical setting. The analysis replicates the modified framework
concerning individual actors’ goal-led value creation and three patterns of
influence between actors’ value creation in solution value co-creation,
identified in Chapter 6. Moreover, the analysis enriches the narrative of how
the development of actors’ goals contributes to each subprocess of solution
value co-creation developed in Chapter 6. Also, the five features of solution
digitization and the effects of these features on solution value co-creation are
discussed.
In Chapter 9, the findings of two within-case analyses are compared to
draw general conclusions. Specifically, the discussions are around five
themes, i.e., goal and value register, the conceptual framework of valueregister-led value creation (VRVC), the patterns of actors’ value creation in
solution value co-creation, the evolvement of solution value and other value
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in solution value co-creation, and the contribution of actors’ value-register
development to solution value co-creation in four subprocesses. This results
in the modification of the process model of solution value co-creation
developed in Chapter 3. The effects of solution digitization on solution value
co-creation are discussed at the end of Chapter 9. In Chapter 10, the
conclusions of the study, its theoretical contributions, the implications for
managers, and the potential areas for future research are discussed. In brief,
the study makes three main contributions. First is the development of the
value register concept, contributing to the SDL literature by clarifying the
characteristics of individual actors’ intentions for value creation in value cocreation. A second contribution is the development of the VRVC
framework, which contributes to the SDL literature by advancing our
understanding of how individual actors create value in solution value cocreation. Also, the identification of three patterns of influence between
actors’ value creation in solution value co-creation contributes to the SDL
literature by revealing the microlevel context that shapes individual actors’
value creation in solution value co-creation. A third contribution is the
articulation of a process theory of how the development of actors’ value
registers relates to subprocesses of solution value co-creation, enhancing the
solutions literature by advancing our understanding of the actors’ value
register conflicts in solution value co-creation.

Chapter 2
Literature review

The literature review consists of four main parts: a review of the solution
literature, a review of value co-creation from an SDL perspective, a review
of valuation studies, and a brief summary.

2.1 Solution literature review
The following review presents servitization literature and solution research
background to provide an overview of the solution research field, after which
definitions and related features of solutions are summarized. Then, the review focuses on the extant literature concerning solution value creation and
co-creation. Finally, a brief summary of the solutions literature review is presented.
2.1.1 Servitization

A term coined by Vandermerwe and Rada (1988), “servitization” refers to
the trend of adding services to product offerings. The phenomenon is also
called “service infusion” (Brax, 2005; Kowalkowski et al., 2012) and “service
transition” (Fang et al., 2008; Oliva & Kallenberg, 2003). Wide consensus in
both academia and business regards a move toward servitization as a means
for traditional manufacturers to improve profitability (Wise & Baumgartner,
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1999), enable sustainable revenues (Araujo & Spring, 2006), and build competitive advantage (Mathieu, 2001) in a market environment of increased
commoditization (Paiola et al., 2013; Windahl & Lakemond, 2006).
In servitization literature, researchers frequently refer to a product-service continuum proposed by Oliva and Kallenberg (2003) to discuss this
movement (e.g., Neu & Brown, 2005; Kindström, 2010). The assumption is
that traditional manufacturers can undertake the transition journey along a
continuum from adding product-oriented services to support their core
product offerings, toward employing products to support the provision of
customized and process-oriented services. However, the transition is dialectical and difficult, rather than smooth and gradual as anticipated (Böhm et
al., 2017; Benedettini et al., 2017; Kowalkowski et al., 2017), because providers often must experiment with their new offerings in the market and learn
from trial and error (Kowalkowski et al., 2017; Folkman et al., 2017; Valtakoski et al., 2017).
Five aspects of the servitization of manufacturing are the main focus of
the research, namely, competitive strategy (e.g., Sawhney et al., 2004), customer value (e.g., Matthyssens & Vandenbempt, 1998), customer relationships (e.g., Edvardsson et al., 2008), product-service differentiation—i.e., the
debate about the terminology, ideas and concepts that describe and differentiate products and services (e.g., Fisk et al., 1993)—and product-service configuration, i.e., discussions on the design of product-service combination and
delivery (e.g., Davies, 2004). In the product-service configuration research,
many scholars devote their work to exploring the integration of the product
with advanced services (i.e., customized and customer process-oriented services) (Windahl & Lakemond, 2010; Ulaga & Reinartz, 2011), also called “solutions” (Nordin & Kowalkowski, 2010).
2.1.2 Solution research background

The history of solution provision is traceable to the industrial marketing literature of the 1960s, which studies “systems selling” (Mattson, 1973; Hannaford, 1976). In systems selling, product suppliers combine products and
services into a system to generate opportunities for selling more and seeking
differentiation (Mattson, 1973). Since the 1990s, the idea of selling solutions
has emerged in sectors such as capital goods and software, aiming to solve
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customer problems by integrating goods and services from pertinent actors
(Cova & Salle, 2007). With the advancement of solution research, the solution approach increasingly diverges from system selling in two areas. Solution
studies pay more attention to value creation for customers (e.g., Galbraith,
2002; Sawhney, 2006) than does the system selling literature that mainly discusses value creation for suppliers (e.g., Mattson, 1973). Also, it recognizes
solution value as the co-creation of network actors (including customers),
rather than the provider’s deliverable envisioned in the systems selling approach (Cova & Salle, 2008).
The extant solution literature primarily studies solutions from four different perspectives (see also Hedvall et al., 2019). (1) The majority of studies
take a solution provider’s perspective on investigating the topics, including
solution provision strategies (e.g., balancing solution standardization and
customization) (Foote et al., 2001); firm capabilities for solution provision
(e.g., cross-functional alignment ability) (Storbacka, 2011); organizational
changes when migrating into solution businesses (e.g., building customercentric organizations) (Galbraith, 2002); solution selling (e.g., sales role in
reducing solution uncertainty) (Ulaga et al., 2018); and pricing (e.g., valuebased pricing) (Sharma & Iyer, 2011); (2) Researchers adopt a solution customer’s perspective to study themes such as customer assessment of solution value in use (Macdonald et al., 2016) and customers’ views of solution
criteria (Töllner et al., 2011). (3) Increasingly, studies employ a dyadic perspective, following the seminal work by Tuli et al. (2007), which proposes a
solution as a set of supplier-customer relational processes, e.g., studying the
impact of dyadic interaction process design and execution in solution businesses (Axelsson, 2018), the dyadic problem-solving processes involved in
solution provision (Aarikka-Stenroos et al., 2012), the role of the customer
as solution value (co-)creator (Petri & Jacob, 2016), and a provider-customer
process to co-produce a solution (Brax & Jonsson, 2009). (4) Others take a
network perspective to study solutions in the areas, such as value co-creation
(Jaakkola & Hakanen, 2013), resource combinations (Cantù et al., 2012), network impacts on a firm’s introduction of solutions (Andersson & Axelsson,
2018), and interorganizational interdependencies (Hedvall et al., 2019).
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2.1.3 Solution definitions and features

So far, the solutions literature offers no coherent body of literature on solutions and uses a great variety of concepts (Windahl & Lakemond, 2010; Nordin & Kowalkowski, 2010). These include product service (Mathieu, 2001),
full service (Stremersch et al., 2001), functional products (Kumar & Kumar,
2004), solutions (Galbraith, 2002), integrated solutions (Davies, 2003; Wise
& Baumgartner, 1999), solution offerings (Brax & Jonsson, 2009), business
solutions (Spencer & Cova, 2012), and customer solutions (Tuli et al., 2007).
This thesis defines a solution as a customized product-service combination
that renders a specific output that is relevant to a business customer.
The definitions of most of these concepts regard the solution as an object, a (customized) combination of products and services for addressing customer needs (Mathieu, 2001; Stremersch et al., 2001; Galbrith, 2002; Davies,
2003; Brax & Jonsson, 2009; Spencer & Cova, 2012). In contrast, Tuli et al.
(2007) define customer solutions as a set of processes ranging from customer
requirements definition to post-deployment customer support. Since then,
more authors have adopted a process view of the solution, e.g., Cova and
Salle (2008), Storbacka (2011), and Storbacka et al. (2013).
In essence, the two different views on solutions allow researchers to uncover two different kinds of solutions features, namely, static features and
dynamic features. Authors taking an object-oriented view of solutions often
focus on their static features. These include the purposes of solutions (e.g.,
supporting suppliers’ products or supporting customers’ processes)
(Mathieu, 2001), the ownership of solutions (Windahl & Lakemond, 2010),
the customization (e.g., account-based customization or industry-based customization) (Johansson, 2003), and integration levels (e.g., technical application, business process integration) (Matthyssens & Vandenbempt, 2008)
within a solution, different types of services (e.g., life-cycle product system
support, functional system support) involved in a solution (Kapletia & Probert, 2010), and interdependencies between suppliers and customers (Windahl
& Lakemond, 2010). However, those taking a process-oriented view of solutions often find that solutions are inherently emergent over time and, therefore, unpredictable and complicated, involving intensive (dyadic/network)
interactions and iterative processes (Tuli et al., 2007; Storbacka, 2011; Biggemann et al., 2013). Still, little is known concerning what triggers the solutions
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to emerge over time, as the process-oriented researchers observe (Biggemann
et al., 2013).
2.1.4 Solution value (co)-creation

Value creation is a core theme in solution studies (Sawhney, 2006; Jaakkola
& Hakanen, 2013), as solutions are supposed to bring superior value to traditional offerings (Cova & Salle, 2007). Solution providers could accrue value
from providing solutions, e.g., by building repeatable solutions (Salonen et
al., 2018; Storbacka, 2011), establishing value-based pricing (Sawhney, 2006;
Storbacka, 2011), and forming long-term and intimate customer relationships
(Windahl & Lakemond, 2010; Wise & Baumgartner, 1999). However, the
solutions literature encompasses two distinctive views on creating solution
value for customers: (1) The provider generates the value embedded in the
solution by customizing and integrating different components into a seamless whole (Evanschitzky et al., 2011; Sawhney, 2006). (2) The provider, the
customer (Aarikka-Stenroos et al., 2012), and other network actors (Windahl
& Lakemond, 2006; Hakanen & Jaakkola, 2012) co-create the solution value.
The first view tends to see the value of solutions as arising from the integrated parts providing greater value than that of simply summed individuals
(Brax & Jonsson, 2009). The additional value results when the providers rely
on their competencies in making integrated components compatible and interoperational (Brady et al., 2005). In this view, solution engineering (e.g.,
integration and customization) generates value for customers, following the
neoclassical view of value, which assumes that production creates value
(Marx, 1867/1995) and embeds it in the solution before customers use it
(Vargo & Lusch, 2004). This reasoning raises two problems. First, solution
engineering itself has no value for customers unless they use its outcomes to
create the value in their use contexts. Second, the neoclassical view disregards
the roles of the customer and other network actors in co-creating the value
of a solution. Essentially, the customers integrate the solutions with other
resources in their use context to create value for themselves, and other network actors, such as sub-suppliers and research organizations, also contribute to solution value co-creation (Windahl & Lakemond, 2006).
In contrast, the second view aligns well with service-dominant logic
(SDL) (Vargo & Lusch, 2004), regarding solution value as co-created (Cova
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& Salle, 2008; Jaakkola & Hakanen, 2013). Providers cannot deliver that
value; they only offer value propositions (Vargo & Lusch, 2008). I find that
most of the work presented by the articles in this stream takes SDL as its
theoretical point of departure. However, a majority of the studies do not attend to the process concerning the co-creation of solution value in detail.
Rather, with a few exceptions (Skarp & Gadde, 2008; Aarikka-Stenroos et al.,
2012; Biggemann et al., 2013), those discussions mainly concern specific aspects that matter to solution value co-creation, e.g., the impacts of network
relationships (Windahl & Lakemond, 2006), solution providers’ offering
strategies (Cova & Salle, 2008), and factors affecting co-creation (Hakanen
& Jaakkola, 2012).
Figure 2.1 shows the extant literature concerning solution value creation
categorized in two dimensions, namely, the value perspective (i.e., value as
embedded/value as co-created) and the focus area (e.g., solution value (co)creation processes, aspects of solution value (co)-creation).
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Figure 2.1 A categorization of solution value (co)-creation related articles

Focus area/Value
perspective

Value as
embedded

Value as
co-created

Solution value (co)-creation
processes

Solution value (co)-creation
aspects

e.g., Davies (2004);
Brady et al. (2005);
Sawhney (2006);
Tuli et al. (2007);
Töllner et al. (2011)

e.g., Matthyssens &
Vandenbempt (1998);
Matthyssens & Vandenbempt
(2008);
Miller et al. (2002)

Skarp & Gadde (2008);
Aarikka-Stenroos et al. (2012);
Biggemann et al. (2013)

e.g., Windahl & Lakemond
(2006)
Cova & Salle (2008)
Hakanen & Jaakkola (2012);
Jaakkola & Hakanen (2013);
Prior et al. (2013);
Hakanen (2014)

Figure 2.1 is not meant to be exhaustive. Rather, it signals trends and identifies potential gaps in research on solution value co-creation. The thesis takes
a value-co-creation perspective and focuses on studying the solution value
co-creation process (i.e., the grey area), making particular efforts to identify
relevant articles (in the grey area) based on one solution literature review
(Nordin & Kowalkowski, 2010) and the studies discussing the processes related to solutions (Töllner et al., 2011; Aarikka-Stenroos et al., 2012; Biggemann et al., 2013; Petri & Jacob, 2016; Hedvall et al., 2019). The results
comprise three articles: Skarp and Gadde (2008), Aarikka-Stenroos et al.
(2012), and Biggemann et al. (2013).
The review indicates the tendency of recent articles to take the value cocreation perspective. However, fewer studies—in fact, only three articles—
investigate solution value co-creation process relative to specific aspects of
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solution value co-creation. Aarikka-Stenroos et al. (2012) take a dyadic perspective, while the other two studies claim to adopt a network perspective.
In the work of Biggemann et al. (2013), other network actors (except customers and suppliers) are somehow invisible in the discussions, as the authors admit. Following the research tradition of Industrial Marketing and
Purchasing (IMP) (Håkansson & Snehota, 2017), which emphasizes value as
created in interactive processes in a network of relationships, Skarp and
Gadde (2008) offer a rich discussion of the development of new solutions
and their implementation in a network context. The work centers on describing the problems encountered and solving processes during solution value
co-creation. However, the discussions mainly focus on the activities of solution provider and customer; how other network actors contribute to solution
value co-creation is not well discussed.
In brief, studies increasingly adopt the “value as co-created” perspective
to investigate the subjects related to solution value co-creation. However,
most studies focus on exploring the specific aspects that matter for solution
value co-creation, with a few exceptions that attend to understanding the
process of solution value co-creation (Skarp & Gadde, 2008; Aarikka-Stenroos et al., 2012; Biggemann et al., 2013). In particular, studying solution
value co-creation process from a network perspective remains scarce in the
field, indicating the need for more relevant research.
2.1.5 Solution value co-creation process

Most solution research proposes a provider perspective on processes involved in solution provision, e.g., Sawhney (2006), Storbacka (2011), and Davies (2004). Töllner et al. (2011) articulate from a customer perspective the
solution provider’s processes that customers expect. Several authors describe
the solution processes from a dyadic/network perspective, including the
studies of Tuli et al. (2007), Skarp and Gadde (2008), Aarikka-Stenroos et al.
(2012), and Petri and Jacob (2016). Figure 2.2 summarizes their work.
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Figure 2.2 Extant research on solution processes—a dyadic/network perspective

Skarp and Gadde (2008)

Transition phase

Evaluation phase

Problem &
need definition

Requirements
definition

Customization
& integration

Post-implementation phase

Deployment

Postdeploym
ent
support

Tuli et al. (2007)

Petri & Jacob (2016)

Designing and producing
the solution

Diagnosing needs

Implementing
the solution

Organizaing the resources and processes

Managing value conflicts

Aarikka-Stenroos et al. (2012)

As the figure shows, all the studies cover the earlier stages (e.g., customer
requirements definition and solution development) of solution value co-creation process, where solution providers often play a lead role (Aarikka-Stenroos et al., 2012). Only two studies (i.e., Skarp & Gadde, 2008; Tuli et al.,
2007) incorporate the post-implementation processes, where the customer
takes a lead role in utilizing the solution to co-create solution value.
Though Tuli et al. (2007) claim that a solution consists of four suppliercustomer relational processes, these processes mainly concern the solution
provider’s activities. Petri & Jacob (2016) add one process (i.e. problem &
need definition) prior to the four sequential processes discussed by Tui et al.
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(2007). However, several studies (e.g., Biggemann et al., 2013; Storbacka,
2011) find that the solution processes are iterative rather than sequential.
Aarikka-Stenroos et al. (2012) identify five iterative supplier-customer processes for co-creating solution value. Notably, they find that both suppliers
and customers must manage value conflicts (i.e., the disparity between suppliers and customers in value proposal evaluations) before creating a solution, and the suppliers often take a lead role in organizing the required
resources and processes before solution implementation. However, the study
does not take account of the processes concerning use of the solution in the
customer’s context, an equally critical part of value co-creation (Vargo et al.,
2008). Skarp and Gadde (2008) identify three problem-solving phases related
to solution value co-creation: evaluation, transition, and a post-implementation phase. Interestingly, they find that both “ready” solutions and customer
interface resources require further adjustment in the transition phase (i.e.,
solution implementation), and suppliers and customers learning from the use
of solutions characterizes the post-implementation phase. However, the
terms they use to describe the phases are rather vague and general, which
cannot demonstrate the uniqueness of solution value co-creation process.
The above literature provides some knowledge of the supplier-customer
processes for creating solution value but offers little concerning the subprocesses involved in solution value co-creation process from a network perspective.
2.1.6 Multiple goals of actors

The goals of customers seeking to acquire/use solutions are often multifarious, e.g., efficiency improvement, asset control, asset maximization, and risk
management (Macdonald et al., 2011). Hence, solution value is inherently
multidimensional, corresponding to such goals (Macdonald et al., 2016).
In some circumstances, customers may have discordant goals that drive
them to prioritize some goals over others or balance conflicting goals. Consequently, such decisions of the customers lead the subsequent customer resource integration activities in solution value creation (Epp & Price, 2011).
Customers and other network actors (e.g., solution providers) participate in
solution value co-creation with multiple goals (Jaakkola & Hakanen, 2013).
On the one hand, their goals are to support solution value creation. This does
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not necessarily mean that these goals are aligned, because the actors may have
different opinions about what customers consider solution value (AarikkaStenroos et al., 2012). On the other hand, these actors could also have goals
that they want to achieve by participating in solution value co-creation, e.g.,
learning from customer use and marketing solutions. In this situation, they
too become users of the solutions, integrating solutions with other resources
in a way that may favor their value creation (Cantù et al., 2012; Mason, 2012).
Moreover, the goals are not static; they are subject to changes due to
certain reasons, such as changing business environments (Prior, 2013) and
problems encountered in value creation (Biggemann et al., 2013).
The above review shows how actors co-create solution value with multiple goals. The goals of actors are sometimes discordant, and the goals change
during solution value co-creation. However, we still know little about the
implications of multiple and changing actors’ goals for solution value cocreation, i.e., how the development of actors’ multiple goals contributes to
solution value co-creation.
2.1.7 Summary

Overall, the above review reveals that an increasing number of studies in the
solution field adopt a value co-creation perspective to investigate specific aspects of solution value co-creation. However, we still have a limited understanding of the process of solution value co-creation from a network
perspective.
This is a vital issue. A network perspective should allow us to find out
how involved actors (not just the solution provider and the customer) contribute to solution value co-creation. In addition, a process-oriented study
could render an opportunity to uncover: (1) the temporal dimension of solution value co-creation, e.g., the ordered subprocesses involved in solution
value co-creation process and the changes in it over time; (2) the spatial dimension of solution value co-creation, i.e., its different sites (e.g., in the solution provider’s space or the customer’s space); (3) the actor dimension, i.e.,
those involved in co-creating solution value and with what goals; (4) the activity dimension, i.e., various activities undertaken to co-create solution value
and (5) the resource dimension, i.e., transformation of resources to afford
solution value co-creation. Altogether, we can build knowledge concerning
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how multiple actors, through their interactive activities at different sites over
time, carry out the dynamic process of co-creating solution value.
Specifically, extant solution research indicates that actors’ goals lead them
to co-create solution value (e.g., Cantù et al., 2012; Macdonald et al., 2016;
Epp & Price, 2011). Therefore, one of the entry points to exploring the solution value co-creation process is to investigate how the goals of actors lead
their interactive activities in the course of solution value co-creation. Given
that the goals of actors change over time (Prior, 2013; Biggemann et al., 2013)
during solution value co-creation, a process-oriented study would allow us to
explore how the development of actors’ goals contributes to solution value
co-creation. Some recent solution research begins to pay attention to the customers’ goals, the goal-led value-creating activities of those customers (Epp
& Price, 2011), and customer value assessment based on their goals (Macdonald et al., 2016). Still, we know little about how the goals of multiple involved actors contribute to solution value co-creation and how the changes
in their goals over time influence it.
The above literature review reveals that most work on solution value cocreation adopts the SDL perspective on value co-creation as its theoretical
point of departure. SDL asserts that multiple actors co-create value, the basis
on which to fully grasp the process and extent of value co-creation (Vargo &
Lusch, 2011). The SDL view on value co-creation aligns with the purpose of
the thesis, namely, to understand how multiple actors co-create solution
value. Hence, I will continue the literature review on value co-creation from
an SDL perspective.

2.2 Value co-creation literature review
The literature review consists of three parts. The first presents the value cocreation background, especially concerning the shift from value-in-exchange
to value-in-use. The second discusses SDL developments in value co-creation, in terms of the studies on value co-creation contexts and processes,
resource integration, and value proposition. The last part presents a brief
summary of the value co-creation literature review.
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2.2.1 Value co-creation background

The concept of value co-creation is traceable to Normann and Ramirez
(1993) (McColl-Kennedy & Cheung, 2018) and extensively discussed since,
in various disciplines (e.g., marketing and innovation) (Galvagno & Dalli,
2014). Various approaches to value co-creation include the service dominant
logic (SDL) approach and the service logic approach (Saarijärvi et al., 2013).
The shared understanding is the recognition of the more active role of the
customer and the subjective and processual nature of value (Saarijärvi et al.,
2013), also known as value-in-use (Ranjan & Read, 2016).
2.2.2 From value-in-exchange to value-in-use

Value is a pivotal construct for the marketing discipline (Holbrook, 1994).
Traditionally, the concept defined in marketing emerged from economics,
which advocates defining value based on exchange (value-in-exchange) (Alderson, 1957; Bagozzi, 1975). That is, value is created (manufactured) by suppliers, distributed in the market, and established through an exchange of
goods and money (Vargo et al., 2008). From this perspective, value is embedded in the products before customers use them. Hence, customers neither create nor determine value; it is independent of customer usage
processes. This connotes the exchange value (e.g., exchange price) of the
providers’ offerings, which cannot reflect customer perceptions of value
based on use. Addressing this deficiency, several focused marketing studies
have explored the customer’s perspective on value, often termed “customer
value” (e.g., Holbrook, 1999; Woodruff, 1997). Most authors consider that
customer value involves customer trading off benefits versus sacrifices
within a use situation (e.g., Hauser & Urban, 1986; Lapierre, 2000; Slater &
Narver, 2000; Teas & Agarwal 2000; Zeithaml, 1988). In fact, the benefits
that customers evaluate regarding use relate to customers’ goals for satisfying
various needs, such as functional and symbolic needs (e.g., Park et al., 1986;
Sheth et al., 1991). Not only the benefits, but also the sacrifices customer
pay are also related to customers’ needs as well, e.g., removing or reducing
the sacrifices (Smith & Colgate, 2007). These different types of customer
needs correspond to different value dimensions, which constitute the overall
value that customers seek. This is in line with Woodruff’s (1997) goal-based
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definition of customer value (Flint et al., 2002), which regards it as a customer’s perceived preferences for and evaluation of products in use situations and related consequences arising from use, which facilitate (or block)
achieving the customer's goals. Perceiving customer value from the perspective of goals, the notion of trading off benefits and sacrifices is described as
the customer balancing and prioritizing among all goals (Epp & Price, 2011).
The perspective on value gradually shifted with the growing recognition
that customers could be involved in the value creation process by participating in their suppliers’ value-creation activities (e.g., IKEA’s customers assembling the furniture by themselves) as co-producers (Normann & Ramirez,
1993). Still, the basic assumptions are from the concept of value-in-exchange.
As the main body of value creation, suppliers decide whether and in which
processes they want to facilitate customers joining value creation (Saarijärvi
et al., 2013).
Informed by SDL developments, a growing consensus in marketing suggests a shift from a value-in-exchange to a value-in-use perspective (McCollKennedy & Cheung, 2018). Value-in-use is from Aristotle’s value theory,
namely, that value is derived from the outcome of using a commodity, rather
than the inherent property of the commodity (Gordon 1964; Woodall, 2003).
In line with this view, SDL proposes that ‘‘there is no value until an offering
is used” (Vargo & Lusch, 2006 p. 44). For SDL, all exchange is based on
service (Vargo & Lusch, 2004), and goods are service-delivery vehicles
(Vargo et al., 2008). Providers do not embed value in goods or services. Rather, SDL suggests that multiple actors co-create value through the integration of resources (Vargo & Lusch, 2016), always including the beneficiary
(i.e., the customer) (FP 6/Axiom 2), who always determines the value (Vargo
et al., 2008).
Taking a customer-grounded perspective, the service logic approach interprets value-in-use as accumulated over time in the customer’s sphere, and
customers govern value creation (Grönroos & Voima, 2012). The providers
are seen as value facilitators (Grönroos 2008, 2011) and become value cocreators only through direct interactions with customers (Grönroos &
Voima, 2012). From this perspective, value co-creation takes place only in
selected situations (Grönroos & Voima, 2012).
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In the context of solutions, Macdonald et al. (2016) propose a goal-based
conceptualization of value in use. That is, all customer-perceived consequences arise from a solution that facilitates or hinders achievement of the
customer’s goals. These goals are not just related to solution usage but also
include all goals of a customer in the relational process of a solution (Macdonald et al., 2016).
2.2.3 SDL developments in value co-creation

Value co-creation is the central concept in SDL (Vargo & Lusch, 2017). As
specialization and, thus, interdependency characterizes human systems, no
one has adequate resources to create value alone (Vargo & Lusch, 2016).
Hence, all the actors must use resources from others to create value. In that
regard, the SDL approach advances the tenet that value co-creation always
involves multiple actors (Vargo & Lusch, 2016). Value co-creation in SDL is
defined as the integration by multiple actors of resources from a range of
sources, always involving the customer, to realize the benefit of use by the
beneficiaries in a given context (McColl-Kennedy & Cheung, 2018). So far,
much work addresses SDL’s deepening of the understanding of value cocreation in various dimensions that include studying the context, the processes of value co-creation, resource integration, and value proposition.
Value co-creation context
Context frames exchange, service, and the potentiality of resources in value
co-creation. Therefore, it is an important dimension for understanding value
co-creation (Chandler & Vargo, 2011). Vargo and Lusch proposed revising
the concept of value-in-use to a concept of value-in-context in SDL (Vargo,
2009; Vargo et al., 2009). In their work, Chandler and Vargo (2011) define
“a particular context as a set of unique actors with unique reciprocal links
among them” (p. 40). They suggest value co-creation activities cross three
levels of context: microlevel context framing dyadic exchange, mesolevel
context framing triadic exchange, and macrolevel context framing complex
network exchange. When complex networks successfully institutionalize resources, they get linked together as a service ecosystem (Chandler & Vargo,
2011). In this framework, the dichotomy between firms and their customers
is replaced with a collective conceptualization of actors who co-create value
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(Chandler & Vargo, 2011). All actors contribute to the creation of value for
themselves and for others, an important aspect of value co-creation (Vargo
& Lusch, 2008; Chandler & Vargo, 2011).
Drawing on social construction theories, Edvardsson et al. (2011) argue
that value co-creation is embedded in a wider social system and actors are
invariably part of a social context that different actors also actively construct.
The social context has a profound influence on the value co-creation process
because the boundaries of the social systems in which they are operating and
their positions and roles within those boundaries determine the actors’ perceptions of value and value-creating activities to co-create value (Edvardsson
et al., 2011).
Koskela-Huotari and Vargo (2016) propose taking institutions as a resource context for understanding how value is co-created. According to
them, institutions are humanly devised schemas, norms, and regulations that
enable and constrain the behavior of social actors and make social life predictable and meaningful. Institutions are the coordinating elements that influence value co-creation and serve as the reference base for actors’ value
assessments.
The studies cited above are useful in understanding the three different
levels of context for co-creation, how the service ecosystem becomes the
context for value co-creation (Chandler & Vargo, 2011), and how a wider
social system (Edvardsson et al., 2011) and institutions (Koskela-Huotari &
Vargo, 2016) are the context for shaping value co-creation activities and outcomes. The service ecosystem, the wide social system, and institutions can
be described as “macrolevel context” for actors’ value co-creation. However,
few discussions exist of SDL in terms of “microlevel” context for value cocreation (Storbacka et al., 2016)—e.g., how the connected actors’ value creating activities serve as the context for the focal actor’s value creation.
Value co-creation processes
In SDL, the value co-creation process is a multiparty (e.g., firms, customers,
and governments), all-encompassing process (McColl-Kennedy et al., 2012),
from the supplier creating value propositions to the beneficiary (often, the
customer) determining value through use in the process of acquisition, usage,
and disposal (Vargo et al., 2008). Payne et al. (2008) propose a process-based
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value co-creation framework consisting of three main components: supplier,
customer, and encounter processes. They suggest that customer value creating processes are customer goal-directed, dynamic, interactive, nonlinear, and
often unconscious processes. Specifically, their framework stresses that customer and supplier learning can interactively affect their value creating activities. However, their focus lies solely in a dyadic-based value co-creation.
Value co-creation is accomplished through resource integration (Vargo
& Lusch 2004, 2008). McColl-Kennedy et al. (2012) investigated empirically
how customers co-create value through their resource-integrating activities,
drawing on the resources in the customer’s network. They identify customers’ roles, level of activities, and the number of interactions underlying customer value co-creation as key for the outcomes of customer value cocreation in health care. Though the study takes a network perspective on
value co-creation, other actors’ resource-integrating activities for co-creating
value are not explored.
The discussion around value co-creation is mainly conceptual and occurs
at a macrolevel (Vargo & Lusch, 2017), e.g., in the context of a service ecosystem. However, Foss and Pederson (2014) argue that the real causal relations involve lower-level actions and interactions (e.g., microlevel) rather
than those between macrolevel variables (e.g., arguments that capabilities
cause performance). Drawing on microfoundation research from strategic
management, Storbacka et al. (2016) suggest studying value co-creation by
investigating actor engagement at a microlevel, as value co-creation is difficult to observe empirically. Actor engagement is an interactive co-creative
process in which the capacity of an actor to appropriate, reproduce, or potentially innovate connections in the current time and place, in response to a
specific past and/or toward a desired future, is a central condition for resource integration activity (Storbacka et al., 2016). According to these authors, the temporal aspect and an actor’s intentionality (i.e., an actor’s goals)
are key for understanding value co-creation at a microlevel. Thus, they call
for more work to explore how the temporal context of an actor relates to the
motives for engagement in value co-creation.
The work above offers insights into value co-creation processes from
different angles. However, from a network perspective at a microlevel, little
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is done empirically to investigate how actors intentionally and interactively
co-create value and how the temporal aspect affects their co-creation.
The following part discusses selected literature concerning resource integration—a key mechanism underlying value co-creation (Gummesson &
Mele, 2010)—and value proposition, a key process in value co-creation
(Vargo et al., 2008; Payne et al., 2008).
Resource integration
SDL suggests that value is co-created through actors’ resource integration
efforts (Vargo & Lusch, 2016). Drawing on the work from IMP (e.g.,
Håkansson & Snehota, 1995) and relationship marketing (e.g., Grönroos,
2004), Gummesson and Mele (2010), in their conceptual paper, generalize
resource integration to actor-to-actor (A2A) interaction through which the
actors link their resources for mutual benefit in the network. To achieve this
purpose, they propose that the core task of resource integrators is striving to
reach “matching,” i.e., matching the resources, activities, and processes, in
terms of both internal configuration (within an actor) and external configuration (for the whole network or a subgroup within it) (Gummesson & Mele,
2010). Furthermore, they argue that it is necessary to take a complex host of
interests of actors into consideration in the analysis of value co-creation
(Gummesson & Mele, 2010). However, they do not go further to discuss
how the multiplicity of actors’ interests (i.e., goals for value creation) contribute to value co-creation.
Kleinaltenkamp et al. (2012) conceptualize resource integration as a recursive process (see Figure 2.3). For them, the agency of the actors—i.e., the
ability of self-reflexive actors to act with choice (Archer, 2000)—is key for
resource integration. In the process of resource integration, actors integrate
their resources collaboratively to co-create value. They regard actors’ value
appraisal as part of resource integration, driving actors to continuously improve their resource integration. Against this background, they call for more
work to explore interactivity and reciprocity in value co-creation (Kleinaltenkamp et al., 2012).
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Figure 2.3 Resource integration framework

Adopted from Kleinaltenkamp et al. (2012, p. 202)

Based on the virtual brand community (VBC) cases, Carida et al. (2019) also
conceptualize resource integration as a process embedded in actors’ value cocreation, emerging through three sequential phases: matching (i.e., the fitting
of available resources), resourcing (i.e., the actors’ operating on the available
resources for a shared purpose), and valuing (i.e., actors’ assessment of value
in the social context). Informed by VBC cases, their conceptualization of
resource integration concerns how actors together integrate their resources
for a shared purpose at a common site, such as Lego and its engaged users
through an online platform (i.e. a common site) to integrate their resources
(e.g., Lego’s software and users’ technical know-how) for the development
of the Lego Mindstorm Kit. However, the actors joining value co-creation
do so not just for a shared purpose, but often because they hold distinctive
goals to create value for themselves (Gummesson & Mele, 2010). Not all
involved actors whose resources are used in resource integration are active
in matching, resourcing, and valuing phases. Hence, the conceptualization by
Carida et al. (2019) of resource integration has limited generalizability.
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In her recent work on resource integration, Peters (2018) highlights that
the keys to understanding resource integration are to explore feedback processes (e.g., how the focal actor gets feedback from other actors in the service
ecosystem) and coordination processes (e.g., how the actor coordinates the
activities to support others in creating value). Moreover, she suggests that
studying the act of valuation (i.e., actors’ value assessment) would offer new
opportunities to examine how the phenomenological determination of value
in resource integration processes may take place.
Overall, the above literature shows resource integration as a process
(Kleinaltenkamp et al., 2012; Carida et al., 2019) in SDL, involving actors’
practices, such as matching (Gummesson & Mele, 2010; Carida et al., 2019),
operating (i.e., integrating resources) (Carida et al., 2019; Kleinaltenkamp et
al., 2012), and valuing (Kleinaltenkamp et al., 2012; Carida et al., 2019; Peters,
2018). The feedback and coordination processes, as well as the act of valuation, are key for further development of resource integration in SDL (Peters,
2018). As actors engage in resource integration for mutual benefit in the network, a complex set of actor interests must be considered in the analysis of
value co-creation (Gummesson & Mele, 2010). Given the scarce studies in
this area, more work is needed to explore the nature of interactivity of value
co-creation (Kleinaltenkamp et al., 2012).
Value proposition
From an SDL perspective, value co-creation starts from the development of
value propositions (Vargo et al., 2008) that set the expectations for customer
value-in-use (Frow & Payne, 2011). During the development of a value proposition, the customer is a co-producer, together with the supplier, to develop
the value proposition “through shared inventiveness [and] co-design” (Lusch
et al., 2007, p.11).
Several studies exist on the value proposition concept with an SDL orientation. For example, Frow and Payne (2011) identify the development of
value propositions as an important mechanism for aligning the co-creation
of value between stakeholders. Kowalkowski (2011) argues that firms’ value
propositions emphasize either value-in-exchange or value-in-use, and these
two kinds of value are aligned better when value-in-exchange is linked to
ongoing generated customer value-in-use, such as in a performance-based
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contract and gain-sharing pricing. Ballantyne et al. (2011) suggest the concept
of reciprocal value propositions, in which exchange participants use the development of value propositions as a communicative mechanism to reciprocally determine their own sense of what is of value and communicate it to
their counterparts. This implies at least two evaluators in the development of
a value proposition (the supplier and the customer) whose respective perspectives on value become linked in the value proposition (Ballantyne &
Varey, 2006). As the anticipated value that each actor holds does not remain
the same over time, due to changing environments, the accepted value propositions can be co-created or co-evolved over time (Ballantyne et al., 2011).
These value propositional principles align well with the relational processes
of solution development (Ballantyne et al., 2011); however, the value proposition concept is not well-discussed in solution studies (Ballantyne et al.,
2011).
As shown, the development of value propositions is an important communicative and alignment mechanism for actors’ reciprocal value creation
(Frow & Payne, 2011; Ballantyne & Varey, 2006). Due to the changing goals
of actors, the value propositions can be co-developed over time (Ballantyne
et al., 2011). The value proposition concept must be further investigated in
the solution field (Ballantyne et al., 2011).
2.2.4 Summary

In brief, value co-creation in SDL involves multiple actors through their resource integration for reciprocal value creation (Vargo & Lusch, 2008). Conceptually based studies dominate the field (Vargo & Lusch, 2017). Efforts
have been made to understand the “macrolevel” context (e.g., service ecosystem and social system) for value co-creation (e.g., Chandler & Vargo,
2011; Edvardsson et al., 2011), but less is known concerning what shapes the
“microlevel” context (i.e., a mundane level) for actors’ value co-creation. The
extant process-oriented studies on value co-creation in SDL highlight its important aspects, including actors’ learning (Payne et al., 2008), intentionality
of actors (for their own value creation and for supporting others to create
value) (Storbacka et al., 2016; Payne et al., 2008), and the temporal aspect of
value co-creation (Storbacka et al., 2016). However, little is done empirically
at a microlevel to investigate how actors intentionally and interactively co-
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create value and how the temporal aspect affects their co-creation, e.g., how
the development of actors’ multiple goals (i.e., actors’ intentionality) contributes to value co-creation over time. This is also a call from SDL for more
research in the next 10 years, to study how the “purposeful” cooperative
activity leads to value co-creation, with evidence-based empirical studies particularly needed (Vargo & Lusch, 2017).
Furthermore, the review on resource integration (RI) shows it as a process in SDL (Kleinaltenkamp et al., 2012; Carida et al., 2019) that includes
actors’ practices, such as matching (Gummesson & Mele, 2010; Carida et al.,
2019) , operating (i.e., integrating resources) (Carida et al., 2019; Kleinaltenkamp et al., 2012), and valuing (Kleinaltenkamp et al., 2012; Carida et
al., 2019; Peters, 2018) to enable value co-creation to take place. Extant research asserts that self-reflexive actors (Kleinaltenkamp et al., 2012) co-creating value based on the feedback and coordination processes (Peters, 2018).
Studying the valuations of actors (i.e., value assessment of actors) helps look
into this (Peters, 2018).
Moreover, the valuation theory of Dewey (1939) describes how actors’
goals guide their value creation and how these goals are constantly shaped in
the actors’ temporal context (e.g., the actors’ previous value creation and future value creation). Therefore, the literature on valuation studies is selected
based on its relevance to the research question of the thesis, i.e. exploring
solution value co-creation from actors’ dynamic goal perspective.

2.3 Valuation studies
A brief discussion on valuation studies and Dewey’s (1939) valuation theory
is presented. The review concludes with identifying similarities and differences between value co-creation and valuation, and lessons from valuation
theory relative to the development of value co-creation.
2.3.1 Valuation theory

Valuation studies related to understanding “value” as a noun (i.e., things that
are values, and objects that have value) and “value” as a verb (i.e., the act of
treating things as objects of activities that connote being valued) (Kjellberg
et al., 2013). Vatin (2013) proposes that valuation has two facets—valorizing
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(i.e., producing things to be of value) and assessing (i.e., things undergo judgments of value). This differs from Peters’s (2018) view on valuation (see
above), which emphasizes only the assessing aspect (i.e., evaluation of value)
of valuation.
These two processes (i.e., valorization and assessment) are closely intertwined (Aspers & Beckert, 2011). How evaluation is supposed to be conducted affects valorization, and the course of valorization guides evaluation
(Aspers & Beckert, 2011; Kjellberg et al., 2013). The assessment is eminently
contingent on the context, such as time period and social milieu (Fourcade,
2011), and associated with the “improvement” aspect of valuation practices
(Heuts & Mol, 2013).
These insights into the valuation process have their primary roots in
Dewey’s (1939) valuation theory. Dewey stresses having an evaluated desire
(also called “end-in-view”) that is formed based on an actor’s evaluation of
the “end” needed to address the “recognized lack” and realizable in terms of
the means employed in the existential context as the starting point of a valuation process. For him, “valuation involves desiring. . . . When, accordingly,
valuation is defined in terms of desiring, the prerequisite is a treatment of
desire in terms of the existential context in which it arises and functions”
(Dewey, 1939, pp. 15-16).
Hence, in his valuation theory, Dewey conceptualizes valuation as a process starting with an actor’s evaluated goal in an existing situation. Led by
that goal, the actor conducts activities to transform the existing situation into
a prospective possible situation that will generate an “attained end.” Then,
value is assessed by appraising the means adopted in the course (e.g., the
expenditure of materials) and by prizing the attained “end,” compared to the
actor’s goal. Last, the actor evaluates his/her goal in a context transformed
by the present valuation (e.g., the attained value and learning from the valuation) for further adjustment, as well as for developing new goals to lead
subsequent valuations. Dewey (1939) also mentions that the actor should
evaluate his or her goals for value creation, also based on the outcome (e.g.,
the attained value) of the subsequent valuations.
As shown, Dewey’s conceptualization of valuation consists of both valorization and assessment processes, closely entangled throughout a valuation
process. The evaluated goal is the starting point for valuation. Moreover, the
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theory also explains that value creation does not occur on an “isolated island.” Rather, it is through the actor’s goal linking the actor’s past, present,
and subsequent valuations. The goal arises from the context (that is, relation
to the actor’s past valuations), guides the actor’s present valuation, and is
then examined and adjusted in the context transformed by the present valuation to guide the actor’s subsequent valuations.
2.3.2 Valuation studies and SDL value co-creation

The review above shows that some central ideas in valuation studies echo
those of value co-creation studies reviewed previously. Both traditions agree
that value creation processes consist of two closely interrelated parts: 1) creating (potential) value and 2) evaluating that value in a context. In addition,
both traditions support the idea that attained value based on value assessment could trigger efforts to improve the value creating process (Kleinaltenkamp et al., 2012; Dewey, 1939). Therefore, value is constantly
remodeled over time (Helgesson & Kjellberg, 2013). The similarities between
the two streams are well-demonstrated in the conceptualization of resource
integration (Kleinaltenkamp et al., 2012) and Dewey’s (1939) conceptualization of valuation. Both are process-based concepts concerning value creation, consisting of actor activities creating (potential) value and assessing
value in a context.
Three main differences distinguish the two conceptualizations. First, they
differ in terms of the order in which value is created. In the valuation literature, value is always the outcome of two parallel activities—valorizing and
evaluating (Dewey 1939; Vatin, 2013; Aspers & Beckert, 2011). In SDL, value
is the result of a sequence of activities (Kleinaltenkamp et al., 2012; Carida et
al., 2019). That is, resource integration creates potential value that is subsequently determined through value appraisal based on resource integration
experience. Second, the two conceptualizations have different views concerning the starting point of value creation. Kleinaltenkamp et al. (2012) focus on the actors’ agency—the ability of self-reflexive actors to choose to use
resources for value creation—whereas Dewey (1939) highlights the role of
the actor’s evaluated goal in guiding subsequent value-creating activities.
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Third, Kleinaltenkamp et al. (2012) conceptualize resource integration involving multiple actors, while Dewey’s (1939) conceptualization of valuation
focuses on an individual actor.
Notably, Dewey’s (1939) valuation theory contributes important insights
into value creation. First, it clarifies that the actor’s goal leads value creation
and is not an end in itself. Instead, it is examined and open for adjustments
based on ongoing value creation processes. Second, it explicates value creation in a temporal process. Present value creation is closely related both to
prior value creation that provided it with input and to subsequent value creation that it triggers. The actor’s goal serves as a link to connect these value
creation processes. It is formulated based on previous value creation and examined in the present value creation it advances, which could lead to adjustment of the goal to guide subsequent value creation (Dewey, 1939). The
causal relationships between value creation processes show that value is not
only the function of discrete events; it also relates to multiple episodes in an
overall relationship (Kleinaltenkamp et al., 2012). Third, it stresses that the
actor’s prior value creation brings changes to the “microlevel” context where
the actor’s subsequent value creation continues.
However, Dewey’s valuation theory only attends to the impacts of individual actors’ temporal characteristics (e.g., their previous valuations) on
their value creation; the influences of other network actors’ value creation
efforts on the individual actors’ value creation are not considered.

2.4 Summary of literature review
The review of solutions literature uncovers an increasing number of studies
in the solution field that adopt the value co-creation perspective to investigate specific aspects of value co-creation with solutions. However, so far,
there is little understanding of the process of solution value co-creation from
a network perspective.
The extant process-oriented studies on value co-creation in SDL highlight important aspects of value co-creation, including actors’ learning (Payne
et al., 2008), intentionality (for their own value creation and for supporting
others to create value) (Storbacka et al., 2016; Payne et al., 2008), and the
temporal aspect of value co-creation (Storbacka et al., 2016). However, little
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occurs empirically at a microlevel to investigate how actors intentionally and
interactively co-create value and how the temporal aspect affects their cocreation—e.g., how the development of actors’ multiple goals (i.e., actors’
intentionality) contributes to value co-creation over time.
Valuation studies offer some important insights into these areas. First,
they clarify that the actor’s goal leads value creation, and that goal is not an
end in itself. Instead, it is examined and open for adjustments based on ongoing value creation processes. Second, they explicate value creation in a
temporal process. The present value creation is closely related both to prior
value creation, providing input to it, and to subsequent value creation, which
it triggers. The actor’s goal serves as a link to connect these value creation
processes. Third, they stress that the actor’s prior value creation brings
changes to the “microlevel” context, within which the actor’s subsequent
value creation continues. However, the effects of other network actors’ value
creation efforts on individual actor’s value creation are not well-discussed in
valuation studies, e.g., the impacts of other network actors’ value creation
on the “microlevel” context for the focal actor’s value creation. In Dewey’s
conceptualization of individual actors’ value creation process (i.e. valuation
theory), he also doesn’t take into account other actors’ contribution (e.g.,
their resources) to individual actors’ value creation.
Based on the above literature, I developed a process model of solution
value co-creation that will be discussed in the next chapter.

Chapter 3
A tentative process model
The overall research question of the thesis is: “How do actors co-create solution value?” That is, the purpose is to investigate the process of solution
value co-creation. Yet, four issues inherent in the question require clarification before presenting a tentative process model of solution value co-creation, based on the preceding literature review. First is to define “solution
value.” Second is to identify the subprocesses involved in solution value cocreation. Third is to delimit the “concerned actors” in such process. Fourth,
before discussing how actors co-create solution value, is the necessary clarification of how individual actors create value, with a “value as co-created"
perspective. Discussing these four issues will enable presentation of the tentative process model of solution value co-creation, followed by a brief summary of the chapter.

3.1 What is solution value?
Despite the shift in views on conceptualizing value from “value-in-exchange” to “value-in-use,” the literature review indicates that different research streams perceive value-in-use in different ways (Saarijärvi et al., 2013).
For example, the service logic stream regards value-in-use as only created
during a customer’s use of an offering, while in the context of SDL, valuein-use emphasizes that other actors’ efforts at value creation is as important
as the customer’s use of an offering. To avoid terminological multiplicity, I
adopt the term solution value. Referring to the definition of Macdonald et al.
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(2016) of “value in use” in the context of solutions, I define “solution value”
as all customer-perceived consequences arising from a solution that facilitates (or blocks) the achievement of the customer's goals.
As customer goals are often multifarious (Sheth et al., 1991), solution
value is inherently multidimensional (Macdonald et al., 2011). The different
solution value dimensions can be actualized for the customer at any point
during a solution value co-creation process (Macdonald et al., 2016). The
value dimensions typically include functional, symbolic, experiential, and cost
dimensions of value (Smith & Colgate, 2007). Since consumer research provided the primary means of identifying these dimensions (Smith & Colgate,
2007), the solution value dimensions in which industrial customers create
value may deviate from this list.

3.2 What critical subprocesses are involved in
solution value co-creation?
The literature review indicates little discussion in the solutions literature concerning the key subprocesses involved in solution value co-creation, particularly after the solution deployment phase. Drawing on solutions and SDL
value co-creation literature, I identify four subprocesses that are critical for
solution value co-creation: developing a solution value proposition (SVP)
(i.e., developing SVP subprocess), shaping the solution and interface resources (i.e., shaping subprocess), utilizing the solution (i.e., utilizing subprocess), and determining solution value (i.e., determining subprocess).
The process of value proposition development is the starting point for
value co-creation (Vargo et al., 2008), a communicative and aligning mechanism for actors’ mutual value creation (Frow & Payne, 2011; Ballantyne &
Varey, 2006). During the process, solution providers may conduct activities,
such as diagnosing customer needs (Aarikka-Stenroos et al., 2012) and defining customer requirements for a solution (Tuli et al., 2007). Customers may
predetermine what they want to achieve (Petri & Jacob, 2016) in different
value dimensions and articulate this to providers (Ballantyne et al., 2011).
Other actors may also express the value perspectives to be considered in the
process of developing the SVP (Payne & Frow, 2014). Developing a solution
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value proposition is a subprocess that often involves multiple actors’ mutual
efforts rather than a solution provider managing it alone (Skarp & Gadde,
2008; Biggemann et al., 2013).
The second subprocess concerns shaping the actual solution and its interface resources. The shaping of the solution occurs not only during its design and production but also in the solution deployment phase (Tuli et al.,
2007). “Ready-made” solutions often require further adjustment to adapt to
the customer interface resources during implementation (Skarp & Gadde,
2008). Similarly, the interface resources in the customers’ use environment
often require adjustment to enable solution value creation (Skarp & Gadde,
2008). Therefore, not only solution providers but also customers and possibly other suppliers are actively involved in this subprocess.
The third subprocess, utilizing the solution, concerns the customer’s use
of the deployed solution. Regarded as an equally critical subprocess (Vargo
et al., 2008) among the prior subprocesses for solution value co-creation, the
extant solution literature does not address it well, as the literature review
notes. During this subprocess, customers may prioritize some goals or balance goals to guide their value creating activities (Epp et al., 2011). They may
also mobilize more resources in their network to support value creation
(McColl-Kennedy et al., 2012). Other actors, such as solution providers and
sub-suppliers, are often actively engaged in the process, e.g., adjusting solutions to adapt to ongoing customer use situations (Biggemann et al., 2013).
Solution providers and customers learning from the actual use of the deployed solution characterize this subprocess (Skarp & Gadde, 2008).
The fourth subprocess is determining solution value, in which the customer determines the (overall) solution value, considering all sought-after
value dimensions (e.g., predetermined value dimensions in SVP development). The customer may actualize the different value dimensions at any
point in the subprocesses (e.g., during SVP development or solution shaping). For example, the customer may determine that positive symbolic value
resulted from engaging in SVP development with a well-known solution provider, and yet determine that using the solution yielded a negative functional
value. Overall, the customer determines the solution value based on the results obtained in the sought-after value dimensions. Yet, solution studies
show that experienced solution providers can still influence this process by
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providing their solution value audit reports to customers (Storbacka, 2011;
Macdonald et al., 2016).
These four subprocesses occur iteratively and interactively. For instance,
after the customer uses the solution, they may ask the provider to further
adjust it to the actual use situation. Temporally, some subprocesses may occur in parallel—e.g., while the provider starts building the solution, some
areas of the solution value proposition could still be under development.
However, generally, the starting points of these subprocesses are sequentially
ordered (see Figure 3.1).

Figure 3.1 Four subprocesses of solution value co-creation

Developing SVP

Shaping the
solution and
interface
resources

Utilizing the
solution

Determining
solution value

Interactions between processes

3.3 Who are “concerned” actors?
“Actors” in this thesis are those directly involved in co-creating solution
value throughout the four subprocesses. In other words, this study does not
consider those actors not actively engaged in any of the four subprocesses to
be “concerned” actors. For instance, solution installers who deploy solutions
during the shaping process are regarded as concerned actors. On the other
hand, sub-suppliers of solutions who are absent from all four subprocesses
are not, despite being commonly regarded as solution value co-creators.
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During solution value co-creation, the actors who participate and the extent of their participation vary throughout the four subprocesses. For example, solution financers may actively participate in the SVP development
subprocess and be absent from the other subprocesses. Solution providers
may be more active in the subprocesses of developing the SVP and shaping
the solution, and less active in the subprocess of determining solution value.
In addition, the role that specific actors play could vary across subprocesses. Previous research finds that solution providers often assume a leading
role in SVP development (Aarikka-Stenroos et al., 2012), while customers
often take over the leading role in the subprocess of utilizing the solution
(Epp et al., 2011).
In general, these actors join solution value co-creation with their goals
for reciprocal benefits in the network (Gummesson & Mele, 2010; Vargo &
Lusch, 2008). On the one hand, some goals support solution value creation
(Aarikka-Stenroos et al., 2012). For example, solution providers and sub-suppliers could consider the customer’s value perspectives (e.g., low operational
costs) during solution development. On the other hand, these actors could
also have their own goals that they want to achieve by participating in solution value co-creation (Cantù et al., 2012; Mason, 2012). Providers may also
want to learn from the customer’s use of solutions for their future business
development. In that sense, they may become users of the solution in much
the same way the customer does (Cantù et al., 2012).

3.4 How do individual actors create value seen
from a “value as co-created” perspective?
Based on the SDL-informed value co-creation literature, we know that actors
co-create (solution) value through resource integration (Vargo & Lusch,
2008). Within SDL, resource integration (RI) is conceptualized as a recursive
process (Kleinaltenkamp et al., 2012) that starts with self-reflexive actors
with the agency to use resources. They integrate resources collaboratively to
co-create value that beneficiaries assess. The value in return may change the
actors’ ability to exercise their agency and processes/practices of integrating
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resources, e.g., through actors’ learning (see Figure 2.3 in the previous chapter).
However, this conceptualization has two weaknesses. First, the subject
of RI is actors, not one individual actor. As a result, the current conception
of RI makes it difficult to inquire into the interactivity between actors in value
co-creation. Second, this RI conceptualization only emphasizes the collaboration between actors in co-creating value, ignoring the tensions (e.g.,
Aarikka-Stenroos et al., 2012; Biggemann et al., 2013) between actors during
value co-creation. Empirical anecdotes (e.g., Aarikka-Stenroos et al., 2012;
Epp & Price, 2011) demonstrate that discordant goals among actors involved
in value co-creation often cause these tensions.
Therefore, we need a conceptualization of how individual actors create
value (understood from a value as co-created perspective), which allows us
to explore the interactivity between actors in solution value co-creation—i.e.,
not just how they collaborate, but also how they deal with such tensions.
Since the literature review suggests no relevant conceptual framework available in SDL, I propose the following framework, mainly informed by a combination of valuation theory (Dewey, 1939) and SDL value co-creation
literature.
Based on valuation theory, I conceptualize the process of individual actor
value creation starting from an actor’s goal, triggered by the actor’s evaluation
of prior value creation (Dewey, 1939). The goal guides the actor’s subsequent
resource-integrating activities (i.e., integrating one’s resources with resources
of other actors). These generate a (modified) resource situation, i.e., consumption of some resources (e.g., energy and materials) and production of
other resources (e.g., products and knowledge). In turn, the resource situation (e.g., new knowledge) could bring changes to the actor’s resource-integrating activities (Kleinaltenkamp et al., 2012). The actor’s evaluation of the
goal and the modified resource situation (i.e., the consequences) resulted
from their resource-integrating activities results in the (determined) value
(Woodruff, 1997; Macdonald et al., 2016) in a certain dimension (e.g., functional or cost dimension). On the basis of this value, the self-reflexive actor
(Kleinaltenkamp et al., 2012) may adopt the same goal, a refined goal, or a
new goal (Dewey, 1939) for subsequent value creation (see Figure 3.2).
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Figure 3.2 Goal-led individual actor value-creation process
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As Figure 3.2 shows, the conceptual framework consists of four parts: an
actor’s goal, activities (i.e. integrating one’s own resources with resources of
others), a (modified) resource situation, and value (in a certain dimension).
Next, I discuss each part in detail, along with the implications of this conceptual framework.
3.4.1 An actor’s goal

Kleinaltenkamp et al. (2012) conceptualize resource integration as a process
starting with the ability of self-reflexive actors to choose to use resources for
value creation. However, Dewey (1939) highlights the role of the actor’s evaluated goal in guiding subsequent value creating activities. Essentially, these
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two views are not contradictory. The self-reflexive ability enables the actor
to choose to adopt a goal based on his/her evaluation of prior value creation
(Dewey, 1939), guiding the actor’s subsequent value-creation efforts (Woodruff, 1997). Therefore, I conceptualize the individual actor value creation
process as starting from an actor s goal that guides the actor s subsequent
resource-integrating activities (see 1 in Figure 3.2).
The determined value in the actor s prior value creation informs the
goal for any given instance of value creation (Dewey, 1939) (see 6 in Figure
3.2). This aligns with the argument of Kleinaltenkamp et al. (2012) that the
determined value could change the actors’ choices for subsequent resource
integration.
3.4.2 Activities

Guided by the goal, the actor integrates his/her own resources with the resources of other actors to create the value they intend. For example, solution
customers creating solution value in the functional value dimension may require integrate their own knowledge of using solutions with the knowledge
and skills of solution providers or the materials of other suppliers. Resourceintegrating activities include matching (Gummesson & Mele, 2010; Carida et
al., 2019), the fitting of potential internal and external resources guided by
the actor’s goal; operating (Carida et al., 2019), integrating the chosen resources for meeting the actor’s goal; and the actor’s concurrent learning from
these processes, generating new knowledge that brings changes to the resource situation (Skarp & Gadde, 2008; Payne et al., 2008) (see 2 in Figure
3.2).
3.4.3 A (modified) resource situation

The actor’s resource-integrating activities result in generating a modified resource situation, producing some new resources (e.g., materials and
knowledge) and consuming others (e.g., energy, materials, and labor). In turn,
the modified resource situation (e.g., newly generated knowledge) may trigger
changes to the actor’s resource-integrating activities (Kleinaltenkamp et al.,
2012) (see 3 in Figure 3.2). The modified resource situation resulting from
the actor’s resource-integrating activities is a key reference on which the actor
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draws to assess value creation (Dewey, 1939; Woodruff, 1997; Macdonald et
al., 2016) (see 4 in Figure 3.2).
3.4.4 Value

The actor’s assessment of the modified resource situation in relation to its
goal determines the value (Woodruff, 1997; Dewey, 1939) (see 5 in Figure
3.2). But actors’ goals are often multifarious (Macdonald et al., 2011; Sheth
et al., 1991). Thus, an actor may aim to create solution value in several value
dimensions (e.g. functional, cost, and symbolic). Therefore, the determined
value may not be the full value that actors seek to achieve, e.g., by using a
solution. Rather, determined value concerns a certain value dimension (e.g.,
the functional value) related to the actor’s particular goal (e.g., achieving certain functions by using the solution).
3.4.5 Implications

The conceptualization of goal-led individual actor value creation has three
key implications. First, in contrast to extant RI conceptualization that takes
“actors” as the subject to describe value co-creation, this framework takes
the “individual actor” as the subject, to illustrate co-created value by emphasizing that the actor must integrate his or her resources with the resources of
others during value creation. The framework thus allows further investigation of “interactivity” between actors in value co-creation. Second, the goalbased conceptualization of individual actor value creation makes it possible
to explore the relations between actors’ goals in value co-creation—for instance, whether they are synergetic or discordant, and the implications of
these relations for value co-creation. Third, according to the framework, the
actor formulates a goal on the basis of the actor’s previous value creation
experience and examines it in the present value creation that the actor advances, which could lead to the preservation, adjustment, or giving up of the
goal to guide the actor’s subsequent value creation. As such, it demonstrates
the actor’s value creation in the present time, closely related to the actor’s
specific past and the desired future (Storbacka et al., 2012). It also implies
that the actor’s goal is subject to constant change over time, which the process model of solution value co-creation must consider.
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3.5 Solution value co-creation – a tentative
process model
Based on the extant SDL value co-creation literature, we know that solution
value is co-created through the customer integrating own resources with the
resources of other actors (McColl-Kennedy et al., 2012). As the customer’s
goals are often multifarious (Macdonald et al., 2011; Sheth et al., 1991), solution value is inherently multidimensional. Accordingly, we can use the goalled individual value creation framework to demonstrate how several actors
co-create solution value (see Figure 3.3).

Figure 3.3 Actors co-creating solution value

As shown, the customer has multiple goals concerning the solution (goal A
and goal B in the top middle of Figure 3.3). The determined solution value
in different dimensions resulting from the customer’s particular goal-led
value creation constitutes the overall solution value (see 1 in Figure 3.3). To
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create solution value in a certain value dimension, the customer must integrate other actors’ resources (Vargo & Lusch, 2016), which, in turn, these
other actors generate in their respective goal-led value creation (see 2 in Figure 3.3).
However, we know that the actors’ goals during the solution value cocreation process are not static (Prior, 2013; Biggemann et al., 2013). The dynamics of actors’ goals (e.g., modifications) would change their determination of value and their subsequent resource-integrating activities, resulting in
changes in their resource situations during the solution value co-creation process. As Figure 3.3 shows, changes in actors’ resource situations could create
changes in the resource-integrating activities of other actors, who draw on
the actors’ resources for value creation during solution value co-creation.
Based on these understandings, I develop a tentative process model of solution value co-creation (see Figure 3.4).

Figure 3.4 A tentative process model of solution value co-creation
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As shown, the solution value co-creation process consists of four subprocesses (see top arrow): developing a solution value proposition, shaping the
solution and interface resources, utilizing the solution, and determining solution value. From a temporal perspective, the starting points of these subprocesses appear in sequence. The model considers four dimensions: the
development of actors’ goals, ongoing actors’ resource-integrating activities,
the transformation of actors’ resources, and the evolvement of actors’ value.
The actors’ goals develop during the solution value co-creation process
(Prior, 2013; Biggemann et al., 2013). Their development guides the actors’
ongoing resource-integrating activities, undertaken during the solution valueco-creation process (see 1 in Figure 3.4), which generates a transformation
of the actors’ resources (see 2 in Figure 3.4). The resulting changes in the
resource situation of the focal actors could, on the one hand, bring changes
to one’s own ongoing resource-integrating activities (see 3 in Figure 3.4). On
the other hand, they could cause changes to the resource-integrating activities
of other actors (e.g., the customer), who integrate the focal actors’ resources
as part of their value creation (see 4 in Figure 3.4). The development of actors’ goals and the transformation of actors’ resources result in the evolvement of value (determined by actors) in the solution value co-creation
process (see 5 in Figure 3.4). In turn, this could further trigger the development of actors’ goals (see 6 in Figure 3.4).
To summarize, the process model shows that the dynamics of actors’
goals could cause changes in their own value creation, in terms of their resource-integrating activities, resource situations, and value. Moreover, it
demonstrates that the focal actors’ transformed resource situations (caused
by their goal development) could influence the ongoing resource-integrating
activities of other actors (e.g., customers), who integrate the focal actors’ resources for value creation during solution value co-creation. This is one identifiable pattern of influence between actors’ value creation in solution value
co-creation. For instance, a solution provider could stop providing technical
support to a customer concerning the utilization of the solution, due to a
change in the solution provider’s goals. Such a change is likely to cause
changes in the customer’s ongoing resource-integrating activities in solution
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value co-creation—for instance, the beginning of the customer’s procurement of consulting services from other service providers.
The proposed process model indicates the necessity to ask an additional
research question concerning how actors co-create solution value. That is,
what are the patterns of influence between actors’ value creation in solution
value co-creation. The literature indicates there’s one such pattern (i.e. one
actor’s activities-resources —> other actor’s activities-resources). Further inquiries are needed to identify the existence of additional patterns, e.g., the
influences of actors’ goal development, ongoing resource-integrating activities, and evolvement of value on other actors’ value creation.
Above all, this is a preliminary, literature-based conceptual framework
that I will use as a “light” to enlighten my analysis—i.e., to make sense of
empirical cases of solution value co-creation. Exposing the frameworks to
empirical data might enable further development or increased precision of
the frameworks.

3.6 Summary
This thesis defines solution value as all customer-perceived consequences
arising from a solution that facilitates (or blocks) the achievement of the customer's goals. Customer’s goals are often multifarious (Macdonald et al.,
2011; Sheth et al., 1991); thus, solution value is inherently multidimensional.
At any point in a solution value co-creation process, different solution value
dimensions (e.g., functional, symbolic) can be actualized for customers.
Four subprocesses are identified as critical for solution value co-creation:
developing a solution value proposition, shaping the solution and interface
resources, utilizing the solution, and determining solution value. Generally,
the respective starting points of these four subprocesses are sequentially ordered, although they may very well unfold in parallel. The subprocesses occur
iteratively and interactively.
The “concerned” actors in this thesis are those directly involved in cocreating solution value throughout the four subprocesses described above.
Actors who are not actively engaged in any of the four subprocesses are not
among them.
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Assuming a “value-as-co-created” perspective, I propose that their goals
lead individual actors to create value. The goals guide their subsequent resource-integrating activities, i.e., integrating their own resources with the resources of others. This results in a (modified) resource situation, which, in
turn, could bring changes to resource-integrating activities. Individual actors
determine value in specific dimensions, based on the modified resource situations, in relation to their goals. Then, the determined value could trigger
actors’ goal development.
Using this framework, I demonstrate how the solution customer’s value
creation interrelates with other actors’ value creation. That is, the customer’s
resource-integrating activities for creating solution value in a specific dimension relate to the resource situations of other actors, whose resources are
needed for customer value creation. Since the solution customer usually has
multiple goals concerning the solution, solution value is based on the customer’s overall value assessment in all relevant value dimensions.
Finally, I present a tentative process model of solution value co-creation
based on these discussions. The process model shows that the dynamics of
actors’ goals could cause changes to their own value creation, in terms of
their resource-integrating activities, resource situations, and value. Moreover,
the focal actors’ transformed resource situations, caused by their goal development, could influence the ongoing resource-integrating activities of other
actors (e.g., the customer) who integrate the focal actors’ resources for value
creation. This is one identifiable pattern of influence between actors’ value
creation in solution value co-creation.
However, the tentative process model indicates one more important
question unanswered concerning how actors co-create solution value: what
(other) patterns of influence exist between actors’ value creation in solution
value co-creation?
The next chapter discusses how I have designed and conducted empirical
research to address these questions.

Chapter 4
Studying solution value co-creation,
notes on methodology
This chapter on the methods used in this thesis consists of seven sections. I
first discuss the process ontology (section 1) and process epistemology (section 2) adopted in the thesis. Then, I describe how I have conducted my
research, i.e., the research design (section 3), the data-collection methods
(section 4), the process analysis (section 5), and four iterative research processes (section 6). Thereafter, I present some reflections concerning the quality implications of these methods and their limitations (section 7). Finally, I
summarize the chapter (section 8).

4.1 Process ontology
Democritus pictured all of nature as composed of atoms (Rescher, 1996) and
all changes in the universe as the result of atoms altering either their formations or their locations (Magee, 1998, p. 18). Moreover, the identity or
substance of things does not change. In contrast, Heraclitus viewed everything as “flux.” Things are in perpetual transition, and nothing in this world
can stay permanently, but all will wear out like a garment (Psalms 102:26,
New Revised Standard Bible, p. 945). Reality is inherently unstable.
The above views represent two different ontologies (Tsoukas, 2005).
One perceives a world made of things in which processes represent change
in those things. The other regards things as reifications of processes—e.g.,
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the river is not an object but an ever-changing flow; the sun is not a thing
but a flaming fire (Rescher, 1996, p.10). In the latter view, things are no more
than temporary instantiations of ongoing processes, continually in a state of
becoming (Tsoukas & Chia, 2002). The process is fundamental. In such a
view, context is not something that is held constant and outside the changes,
but is itself continually reconstituted within and by processes of interaction
over time, generating unexpected and mostly uncontrollable activities and
events in which actors and context are in constant and mutually interacting
flux (MacKay & Chia, 2013).
In this thesis, I view social reality as a process that is continuously being
constituted and reconstituted (Rescher, 1996). In line with this ontology, I
regard “solution value” as a temporary instantiation of an ongoing solution
value co-creation process, rather than a static object. This perspective differs
from that of most solution studies, which tend to adopt an object-oriented
ontology (e.g., Jaakkola & Hakanen, 2013; Windahl & Lakemond, 2006).
Hence, the particular interest of this thesis is to study the solution value cocreation process that lead to the formation and reformation of solution value.

4.2 Process epistemology
In general, two different epistemologies can be used to study the process of
change and development. One is variance methods, which seek explanations
of continuous change driven by deterministic causation, with independent
variables causing changes in the dependent variables (Van de Ven & Poole,
2005). Though variance methods offer good explanations of continuous
change driven by deterministic causation, they overlook many critical and
interesting aspects of change processes (Poole et al., 2000, p. 29), e.g., how
changes unfold over time.
The other epistemology is process methods that tend to explain changes
by offering an account of how one event leads to and influences subsequent
events, giving an explication of the overall pattern that generates change in
focus (Van de Ven & Poole, 2005). Using process methods, we could incorporate different types of effects into our explanations, including critical
events and turning points, contextual influence, formative patterns that give
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overall direction to the change, and causal factors that influence the sequencing of events (Van de Ven & Poole, 2005).
The extant solution literature mainly investigates particular aspects of solution value co-creation with variance methods (see Chapter 2). Nonetheless,
we still lack an understanding of the process of solution value co-creation.
Hence, I use a process method in this study to explore the solution value cocreation process.

4.3 Research design
Following is a discussion of my choices for the research design to support
my inquiry into the process of solution value co-creation.
The overall research question suggests that solution value co-creation is
the focal process in this study (i.e., the unit of analysis). To study this process,
I adopted a case study strategy. Investigating the solution value co-creation
process is a complex and context-bound pursuit. The case study strategy is
suitable because it can enable understanding the dynamics present within single settings (Eisenhardt, 1989), generate richness and depth of understanding
(Yin, 1994), and offer highly accurate insights to reflect organizational processes (Woodside, 2010). As such, it is especially useful for enhancing understanding of previously under-researched topics (Gummesson, 2000), e.g., the
process of solution value co-creation.
Specifically, for this study, I chose a multiple case study approach, considered one of the most appropriate methods for process research (Van de
Ven & Poole, 2005). This approach allows case comparisons in multiple dimensions, which can “either produce similar results (a literal replication) or
produce contrary results but for predictable reasons (a theoretical replication)” (Yin, 1984, p. 48–49). The accounts yielded by multiple case studies
often have an explicit theoretical focus (Van de Ven & Poole, 2005). For
multiple case studies, a number between 4 and 10 cases is usually found to
work well for theory generation (Eisenhardt, 1989).
However, due to the depth of process data and the complexity of processes, the number of cases that can be collected is limited (Van de Ven &
Poole, 2005). In process studies, the sample size is not the number of cases,
but the number of temporal observations (i.e., the temporal occurrence of
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key events) or its more integrative form, temporal brackets (Langley et al.,
2013). A temporal bracket is the progression of events and activities separated by identifiable discontinuities in the temporal flow (Langley et al.,
2013). The number of temporal brackets in a longitudinal study can be substantial, based on how researchers design their research (Langley et al., 2013).
One or two cases could be sufficient to generate useful insights because of
these internal replication possibilities (Langley, 1999).
I chose to conduct longitudinal case studies. The idea was to study the
solution providers’ experiences in different solution value co-creation processes with different partners (e.g., customers and users), following them
from their first attempt to offer a particular solution to their current efforts
in solution provision. As a result, within each longitudinal case study, I could
study a number of solution value co-creation processes (i.e., temporal brackets), which would allow the constitution of comparative units of analysis for
the exploration and replication of theoretical ideas, as well as the analysis of
how the changing context resulted from previous period impacts whose subsequent events occur in current periods (Langley, 1999).
The next research design issue involved the choice of case companies.
Wallenius Water (WW) and Shenyang Machine Tool Company Ltd (SMTCL)
were selected, based on three criteria. (1) The chosen companies should be
solution providers offering customized product-service combinations that
render a specific output. (2) In-depth data about the solution value co-creation process should be accessible. (3) The chosen case companies were prepared to discuss the pitfalls they experienced in solution value co-creation.
Below, I elaborate on each of these criteria.
First, the companies should be solution providers offering customized
product-service combinations that render a specific output. Much of the solutions literature studies solutions as (customized) product-service combinations (e.g., Galbrith, 2002; Worm et al., 2017). However, like traditional
product providers, the providers of such solutions are not often engaged in
solution value co-creation after delivery (Tuli et al., 2007). In contrast, solution providers that guarantee specific solution outputs for their customers
are always actively involved in solution value co-creation after solution delivery because they need to ensure that customers get those solution outputs in
their use contexts. Other actors, such as sub-suppliers and service providers,
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are also likely to be involved in solution value co-creation after solution delivery, due to the complexity of this kind of solution (Windahl & Lakemond,
2010). Therefore, I chose to focus on this specific kind of solution to find
more chances to observe how multiple actors co-create solution value, even
after solution delivery. The first case company, Wallenius Water, is a Swedish
company providing a Recirculating Aquaculture System (RAS) solution,
guaranteeing the quality of treated water for Chinese fish farmers (Figure
4.1). The second case company, SMTCL, is a Chinese company that provides
smart machine tool solutions, guaranteeing machine tool uptime to its customers (Figure 4.2).

Figure 4.1 Wallenius Water RAS solution (Source: Wallenius Water)
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Figure 4.2 SMTCL smart machine tool solution (Source: SMTCL)

The second criterion calls for in-depth data about the solution value co-creation process to be accessible. In reality, due to confidentiality concerns, finding industrial companies willing to provide access to such data was very
difficult. Both WW and SMTCL were open to sharing their solution provision journey and provided support for contacting other actors involved in
the solution value co-creation process, such as solution customers. Both
companies had extensive experience in solution provision. Finally, I was able
to study eight different solution value co-creation processes across these two
case studies, i.e., four relevant to the WW case, between 2010 and 2017, and
four within the SMTCL case, between 2015 and 2019.
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Third, the chosen case companies had to commit to discussing the pitfalls they experienced in solution value co-creation. Many solution studies
focus on successful solution provision exemplars (e.g., Davies, 2004; Ng &
Nudurupati, 2010; Hypko et al., 2010). In reality, most solution providers are
not so lucky (Stanley & Wojcik, 2005) and often face a variety of challenges
in the process (Johansson et al., 2003). Therefore, going “for polar types”
(Van de Ven, 2007:212) by studying unsuccessful instances would be meaningful, providing illustrations of what could actually cause the failures in solution value co-creation. Both WW and SMTCL met quite a lot of challenges
in solution value co-creation and were open to sharing these with me.

4.4 Data-collection methods
Following recommendations from both case study research (e.g., Eisenhardt,
1989) and process research (e.g., Langley et al., 2013), I combined formal
semistructured interviews, observations, archival data, and informal conversations to collect data for the study.
4.4.1 Semistructured interviews

I gathered my data mainly through semistructured interviews, using a snowball method to identify participants (Goodman, 1961). One of the weaknesses of a snowball method concerns its reliance on the subjective
judgments of informants (Johnson, 2014). In an effort to reduce related bias,
I always describe my research and research interests to informants before I
ask them to recommend other respondents. After interviews, I used to summarize the unaddressed issues from the interviews and ask my interviewees
to recommend suitable respondents for addressing those issues. This helped
my informants to identify relevant people for interviews, based on the specific requirements of the research project.
For the WW case study, I first interviewed the VP of WW RAS in May
2015. She became my key contact person and recommended that I talk with
the local RAS team in Tianjin, China. In July 2015, I visited Tianjin and interviewed five members of the Tianjin RAS team. These interviewees further
recommended that I interview one of their key solution customers, a private
fish farm based in Tianjin. Based on their suggestions, I also visited another
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ongoing WW project in Shandong Province, where I interviewed two members of WW RAS on-site. Then, I returned to WW Sweden and interviewed
the VP for RAS again, as well as the Marketing Manager, in Nov 2015. In
Dec 2015, I revisited WW Sweden to follow up on their progress in their
ongoing project in Shandong and re-interviewed two staff members that I
had met in China. In total, I completed 13 interviews for the WW case (see
Table 4.1).
Table 4.1 Number of interviews and interviewee list, WW case
Organization

Position

Interviews

Wallenius Water Sweden

RAS application VP

2

Wallenius Water Sweden

Marketing manager

1

Wallenius Water Tianjin

Sourcing and service manager

1

Wallenius Water Tianjin

General manager

2

Wallenius Water Tianjin

Mechanical engineer

1

Wallenius Water Tianjin

Electrical engineer

1

Wallenius Water Tianjin

Fish expert

2

Wallenius Water Tianjin

On-site manager

1

Wallenius Water Tianjin

Microbiologist

1

Unknown private fish farm

Owner

1
Total

13

For the SMTCL case, I first talked with a sales manager of a service company
that SMTCL owned, UNIS Industrial Service Co., Ltd. This first contact to
introduce my project took place over the phone in September 2017. The sales
manager then became my contact person in the company and, based on our
conversation, drew up a proposed list of interviewees. With that list, I went
to Shenyang (SMTCL’s headquarters), Shanghai (SMTCL’s research center
and industrial platform company), and Yancheng (SMTCL’s ongoing project) in October 2017 and interviewed eight persons, including both SMTCL
staff and one customer. In January 2018, I returned to Yancheng and reinterviewed four SMTCL staff and another customer to follow up on the
company’s ongoing project. Then, I went to Shanghai and interviewed another industrial platform company (the competitor of SMTCL’s platform
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company) to learn about its views on SMTCL’s transition to offering digitized solutions. Following the suggestions of my contact in SMTCL, I also
visited another ongoing SMTCL project in Shiyan and interviewed five staff
of the customer there. In February 2018, I interviewed an IoT R&D manager
of Sandvik Coromant to learn his views on SMTCL’s transition to offering
digitized solutions. In January 2019, I returned to Yancheng to follow up on
SMTCL’s ongoing project, and I interviewed two SMTCL staff. In total, 22
interviews were conducted for the SMTCL case (see Table 4.2).

Table 4.2 Number of interviews and interviewee list, SMTCL case
Organization

Position

Interviews

Shanghai i5 research center

General manager

1

iSESOL Information Technology Co.,
Ltd

CTO

1

UNIS Industrial Service Co., Ltd
(Smart Valley in Jianhu)

General manager

2

UNIS Industrial Service Co., Ltd
(Smart Valley in Jianhu)

Service engineer

3

UNIS Industrial Service Co., Ltd
(Smart Valley in Jianhu)

Service engineer

3

UNIS Industrial Service Co., Ltd
(Smart Valley in Jianhu)

Sales manager

2

UNIS Industrial Service Co., Ltd

Sales manager

1

Jiangsu Chuangmaida Co., Ltd

CEO

1

Unknown Startup in Smart Valley
Jianhu

CEO

1

Shengweiyi Smart Production Co.,
Ltd

CEO

1

Shengweiyi Smart Production Co.,
Ltd

Intrapreneur

1

Shengweiyi Smart Production Co.,
Ltd

Deputy general manager

1

Shengweiyi Smart Production Co.,
Ltd

PR relation manager

1

Shengweiyi Smart Production Co.,
Ltd

General manager

1
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Sandvik Coromant

IoT R&D manager

1

Fan Yi Information Technology Co.,
Ltd

Sales manager

1

Total

22

In the first-round interviews with solution providers and customers, I asked
the informants three general questions:
1) Could you describe the process of (each) solution project from the
start to the end/present?
2) Could you describe the key events and the challenges in the process?
3) Could you tell your reflections on the process?
These questions helped me to follow up on details of each solution value cocreation process in chronological sequence, while supporting my identifying
the key events during the process and allowing me to understand individual
informant perspectives on the process. During the interviews, I noted key
points in their answers on which I wanted the informants to elaborate. I also
noted issues on which the informants did not have information, on which I
would try to get information from other informants or other sources.
In follow-up interviews, I reviewed the previously transcribed interview
data, listing the issues that I wanted to discuss before each interview. Specifically, to track the progress of ongoing projects, the three general questions
above were still used to guide the interviews, but the first question was altered
to say, “Could you describe what happened in the ongoing solution project
since we last met?”
All the interviews were audio-recorded and generally lasted between one
and two hours. The interviews were transcribed for data analysis. A number
of interviews were conducted in Chinese. I translated these interviews into
English.
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4.4.2 Observations

Direct observations complemented the interviews. In the WW case, I joined
their senior manager meeting and an internal workshop. In the SMTCL case,
I joined two business meetings between SMTCL and Sandvik. I also made
customer-site visits for both cases, consisting of walking around the sites,
observing how the operators used the solutions, and noting the discussions
on solutions between the providers and the customers. During my observations, I made notes, took pictures, and recorded some conversations when
permitted. Direct observation provided me with information to complement
formal interviews, especially in terms of firm-level perspective on the solutions and details concerning how customers utilized the solutions in reality.
These direct observations helped me to make more sense of the interview
data by offering a deeper understanding of the context of solution value cocreation. For example, before I visited WW’s customer sites, I had no idea
of the customers’ use environment for RAS solutions. After the visits, I realized why this was an issue stressed by several respondents in the interviews.
4.4.3 Archival data

Both of the case companies granted me access to their internal documents
for the study. These documents include internal business analysis, business
plans, and company presentations to the government and customers. In addition, I collected archival data from online sources (e.g., newspapers, Chinese government reports). Since SMTCL is a listed company in China, I also
collected data from its annual reports. Basically, I used the archival data to
get to know the background of the companies and their businesses, e.g., the
history of the companies, the relevant social and economic contexts, and
their financial statements. The archival data were helpful in providing more
detailed information that informants did not remember, e.g., the order and
time of events. In addition, the archival data (e.g., newspapers) were also used
to discover the views of some important actors who were not accessible for
interviews.
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4.4.4 Informal conversations

Both case companies have their businesses in China, where people like to
discuss business in the restaurants and feel freer to talk around the table. I
joined lunches and dinners with both WW and SMTCL staff in China and
had plenty of opportunities to talk to them and learn their views on some
common topics. I took notes while eating. While I was collecting data for the
ongoing solution project of the WW case in Shandong, I was not granted
access to the customers for interviews. Luckily, I was invited by the customers for lunch because some academic visitors were at their site that day. I
took the opportunity to ask them the interview questions I had prepared and
took notes. In addition, I kept on communicating with my key contacts in
both companies via phone and WeChat, to discuss the cases during data collection. The data from informal conversations are quite rich and livelier than
data from interviews. For example, in the informal conversations, the staff
were more open to expressing their own opinions, which deviated from the
official answers of the companies.

4.5 Process data analysis
Process data are messy (Langley, 1999) because the data consist largely of
stories about what happened, when it happened, who did what, events, activities, and choices ordered over time (Van de Ven & Huber, 1990). They
have a fluid character that spreads out over both space and time (Pettigrew,
1992). To analyze the shapeless mass of process data for process theory development, I employed five strategies: temporal bracketing, narration, visual
mapping, utilizing conceptual frameworks, and writing case analyses.
4.5.1 Temporal bracketing

Following the research design, I used temporal bracketing as a strategy to
identify four periods for the WW case. Period 1 is WW’s first RAS solution
project. Period 2 is WW’s second RAS solution project. Period 3 is WW’s
third RAS solution project, and Period 4 is WW’s fourth RAS solution project. Similarly, I identified four periods for the SMTCL case. These periods
do not have any particular theoretical significance; they are simply a way of
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structuring the description of events and transforming the mass process data
into a series of more discrete and connected blocks (Langley, 1999) to enable
my process analysis. Each identified period contains a specific solution value
co-creation process. As the solution value co-creation process is the focal
process in this thesis, I decomposed the time periods in such a way as to
separate the sometimes interlaced solution value co-creation processes in the
cases to generate comparative units of analysis (i.e., solution value co-creation processes) for exploration and replication of theoretical ideas.
This strategy allowed me to identify theoretical mechanisms recurring
over time (Tsoukas, 1989; Van de Ven, 1992) (e.g., the replicated patterns of
influence between actors in solution value co-creation), as well as to figure
out how actions in one period led to changes in context that affected actions
in subsequent periods (Langley et al., 2013), i.e., how solution value co-creation in a preceding period affected solution value co-creation in subsequent
periods.
4.5.2 Narration

This strategy involves the construction of a detailed story from the data
(Langley, 1999). These write-ups are central to the generation of insights
(Gersick, 1988) because early in the analysis process, they help researchers to
cope with the enormous volume of data.
As Van Maanen (1995) states, "To be determinate, we must be indeterminate" (p. 139). I tried to avoid excessive data reduction, aiming to present
as completely as possible the different viewpoints on the process studied.
For example, when writing case narratives, I tried to include all the various
opinions of respondents on critical events that occurred in the cases. Writing
the case narratives helped me to get close to the data and deepened my understanding of how the variety of incidents in the cases linked with each
other.
Following the temporal bracketing strategy, I structured the case narratives mainly according to the identified periods. The written cases then
served as devices to support my further analysis of cases, e.g., visual mapping
and writing the case analysis.
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4.5.3 Visual mapping

To go beyond surface description to identify the underlying mechanisms and
patterns of the studied process, I used a visual mapping strategy to organize
the data in graphical and Excel-spreadsheet formats. This strategy allowed
the simultaneous representation of several dimensions, as well as precedence,
parallel processes, and the passage of time (Langley, 1999). The range of possibilities for mapping depends on the researcher's objectives (Langley, 1999).
For example, I represented four dimensions identified in the Chapter 3
graphs (i.e., the actor’s goal, activities, resources, and value) to figure out how
these four dimensions interact and develop within each period. Figure 4.3 is
an example of a flowchart of WW’s first solution project.

Figure 4.3 A process flowchart of WW’s first solution project
WV1a destruction

WG1a: Selling AOTRAS in China made
by KK

WG1: Selling AOTRAS in China

R: Meeting SunG0: Academic interest in AOT,
Tiajing govG0: Using RAS to save ground water

Tiajing govG0a: Using AOT-RAS to treat water

Tiajing govV0a destruction
MF V0 destruction

Farmers G0: Raising fish with RAS as Norweigian

WG0:
Selling
AOT

R: Positive
impression on
Norweigian RAS
use

R: finding KKG0: making & selling RAS
R: Positive result

WG0a: Selling AOT
in China

WG2: learning RAS
MF G1: reducing use in aquaculture
operational costs

R: Big demand in China

KKV1 destruction

KKG1: making AOT-RAS for WW

WW conducts
market research

WW joins
Shanghai EXPO

Leading to new activities

Sun tests AOT

WW looks for
RAS partner

Leading to resource transformation

Tianjing
Tianjing gov buys
delegation visits RAS from WW
to Sweden
for MF

WW expands fish
tanks from 12 to
42

Leading to goal development

Fish death in MF MF shuts down
RAS

WW returns
payment to MF
KK returns
payment to WW

Leading to value evolvement

Table 4.3 WW 1st solution project analysis in Excel
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The visual mapping strategy offered me an effective means of data reduction
and synthesis. It supported moving my analysis from the raw forms of data
to a more abstract conceptualization. Using this strategy, I was able to figure
out what actually triggers the development in each dimension within a specific period. Then, I compared the findings across different periods, looking
for common patterns in sources of influence. The weakness of the strategy
was that the data reduction risked my missing some data the cases offered,
which were also important for studying the process of solution value cocreation (e.g., contextual data). I tried to incorporate these data in writing
case analyses based on the case narratives.
4.5.4 Utilizing conceptual frameworks

The conceptual frameworks developed in Chapter 3 served as an important
analytical tool for analyzing the data. As mentioned, I used four dimensions
identified in my conceptual frameworks to analyze the visual mapping.
Within the conceptual frameworks, I also identified four critical subprocesses
of solution value co-creation (i.e., developing SVP, shaping the solution and
interface resources, utilizing the solution, and determining solution value).
These served as tools to facilitate grouping the process data within each period into different subprocesses. On the one hand, I was able to make the
data more organized for exploration and replication of theoretical ideas (i.e.,
comparing identical subprocesses across different solution value co-creation
processes). On the other hand, I was able to check whether the four theoretically derived subprocesses reflected the whole solution value co-creation
process, e.g., if there were any critical subprocesses missing and if the collected process data can be well-described by these four subprocesses.
4.5.5 Writing case analyses

Writing analyses within and across cases is an effective way of clarifying the
findings of the study and communicating them to other researchers for comments. For the WW case, I wrote three major versions of the within-case
analysis. For the SMTCL case, I wrote two major versions of the within-case
analysis. In total, I wrote eight cross-case analyses. Writing up the analyses
helped me to become intimately familiar with each case as a stand-alone en-
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tity and facilitated deepening my theorization of the findings. After each version, I received feedback from my supervision committee. The comments
often involved the blank areas of the analysis (e.g., what cases related that I
missed in the analyses) and the relevant articles in those areas, which also
supported my further analysis of the case data.

4.6 An iterative research process
The process of building theory from case study research is a strikingly iterative one (Eisenhardt, 1989). In my journey, iteration involved four main research processes: reviewing the relevant literature, formulating research
questions, collecting data, and analyzing data.
4.6.1 Reviewing the relevant literature

Having no clear idea concerning what research questions I should ask at the
beginning of the project, I started the first round of the literature review in
the solution field in January 2013. I used the literature review on solutions
by Nordin and Kowalkowski (2010) to identify the relevant literature. To
track more up-to-date literature, I searched the Proquest, Emerald, and Business Source Premier databases for papers in peer-reviewed journals published from 2009 to 2012, by using keywords (e.g., integrated solution,
business solutions, full services, and customer solutions) to drive the search.
Based on the literature review, I developed my initial research questions for
investigating how customers use solutions in their use contexts.
Returning from maternity leave in late 2014, I did the second round of
the literature review on solutions to identify emerging articles published during my absence. I used similar keywords to search peer-reviewed journals
(e.g., Journal of Business Research and Industrial Marketing Management),
which often publishes solution-related articles. The references listed in new
articles also helped me to locate other fresh and relevant articles that were
not published in the journals searched. The second-round literature review
on solution literature directed my interests to value co-creation in SDL, as
well as to valuation studies. Accordingly, I used value co-creation as a keyword to identify relevant SDL articles in Google Scholar. Hans Kjellberg (my
supervisor) recommended a number of articles on Valuation, on the basis of
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which I identified more articles in this stream. As a result, the literature reviews in these three fields (solutions, value co-creation, and valuation) led me
to revise my research questions to investigate solution value co-creation from
a dyadic perspective.
After data collection in 2018, I started the third-round literature review.
The purpose of this literature review was twofold: to update the reviews of
each field with articles published between 2015 and 2018, and to re-read and
select articles especially relevant to my empirical data. I used the keyword
search in Google Scholar and the reference lists of identified articles to locate
new articles of interest. At that stage, I went back and forth between data
and literature to make sense of the data from a theoretical perspective. The
process led me to make a final revision of the research questions to include
a network perspective.
During this process, my research questions gradually developed, as did
my decisions concerning relevant theories and studies on which to draw.
4.6.2 Formulating research questions

I consider formulating research questions an art of matching the gaps identified in the theoretical world with the problems faced in the real world. This
cannot be done overnight. As shown, I made major changes in my research
questions three times (and countless minor changes). On the one hand, I
tried to understand the interests of the academic field (e.g., research gaps) in
order to develop research questions that were theoretically relevant. On the
other hand, I sought to learn about the challenges facing practitioners in the
business world and how I could use my research to help them. Therefore,
this process was closely connected with three other research processes and
constantly executed throughout my research.
4.6.3 Collecting data

Data collection was a major challenge I faced during the study. It took me
almost four years to get access to the first case company (i.e., WW). During
those years, I had some chances to talk to some companies about their solution businesses in general, but none were interested in participating in the
study. I sent research proposals to many companies, with no success. I think
there were two reasons for such difficulty. One was that industrial companies
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do not want to discuss their solution business, usually their core and newly
developed business, with an unknown researcher. The other was that my research questions were probably too theoretical to attract them. Finally, Björn
Axelsson (my supervisor) helped me gain access to WW in 2015. Meanwhile,
I altered my research questions to link to “digitization,” having learned that
the industrial companies are increasingly interested in leveraging digitization
in their solutions (see Porter & Heppelmann, 2015). The change led to more
company interest in the project and I acquired access to two other case companies (Sandvik Coromant and Icomera ) through other contacts. However,
I could not continue data collection with Sandvik after I returned from my
second maternity leave in 2017, due to a change in their organizational structure. Thankfully, a contact in Sandvik helped to connect me with SMTCL in
China, which was experimenting with different business models to make use
of their smart machine tool solutions. SMTCL’s experiences in solution provisions fit well with my research aim to investigate solution value co-creation
processes. In October 2017, I started data collection at SMTCL.
Overall, I collected data concerning four case companies during this thesis project: WW (from 2015 to 2017), Sandvik (from 2015 to 2017), Icomera
(from 2015 to 2018), and SMTCL (from 2017 to 2019). However, I only
include WW and SMTCL in this thesis. The data collected from Sandvik were
incomplete due to interruption, and the data collected from Icomera had
limited ability to offer useful insights into the research questions of the thesis.
4.6.4 Analyzing data

While waiting to be granted access to the other case companies, I started the
within-case analysis of the WW case—not on a complete case dataset)—in
early 2016. The initial analysis of the WW case clarified what process data
should be collected regarding the other cases to enable comparisons in future
analyses.
After data collection for all cases, I undertook the second-round withincase analysis for the WW case, did the first-round case analysis for SMTCL—
also not on a complete dataset—and Icomera cases, and the cross-case analysis. The analyses were presented at my mock defense in 2018. Based on the
feedback from my supervisors and “opponent” (David Sörhammar), I
worked iteratively between literature and data, writing seven versions of
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cross-case analyses in order to identify the theoretical contributions of the
study. In late December 2018, after I had clarified my contributions, I made
final changes to my research questions.
The updated research questions led me to make two important decisions
about the thesis: 1) not to include the Icomera case, due to its limited ability
to offer useful insights into the research questions; 2) to turn the WW case
into the main case and use the SMTCL case as a complementary case, because the WW case had sufficient data to support my complete theorization
for answering the research questions. The SMTCL case had less process data
and more “snapshot” data that could be used to examine whether the findings from the WW case analysis could be replicated in another empirical context.
Then, I did a renewed within-case analysis for the WW case, guided by
the updated research questions, and referred to the findings from the WW
case analysis in analyzing the SMTCL case. Then, in the cross-case analysis,
I compared five theoretically-relevant aspects of these two analyses to elicit
my findings from the study.
4.6.5 Summary

As shown, my research journey is an abductive research process (Dubois &
Gadde, 2002), drawing simultaneously on solutions, value co-creation (SDL)
and valuation literature, as well as on empirical research. The four research
processes interact with each other and are conducted in an iterative manner.
Formulating research questions is the core process conducted repeatedly
in parallel with the other three processes. On the one hand, the research
questions were constantly reformulated, driven by the other three processes.
On the other hand, the other three processes were conducted in light of the
research question at that time. The constant interplay between the process
of formulating research questions and the other three processes drives the
spiral development of the study.

4.7 Methodological reflections
One way to evaluate the quality of case studies is to reflect upon their trustworthiness (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). In this section, I will first discuss how I
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tried to establish trustworthiness (Lincoln & Guba, 1985) of the thesis. Then,
I discuss the methodological limitations resulting from the choices made regarding the thesis.
4.7.1 Establishing trustworthiness

Trustworthiness comprises four measures: credibility, transferability, dependability, and confirmability (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Throughout the
study, I adopted a number of methods for improving the quality of the research.
Credibility
Credibility refers to the “adequate representation of the constructions of the
social world under study” (Bradley, 1993, p.436). Lincoln and Guba (1985)
recommend “triangulation” and “member checks” as two crucial means of
establishing the credibility of case research.
In the study, I applied three types of triangulation: data triangulation,
method triangulation, and theoretical triangulation. Data triangulation involves the use of a variety of data sources in a study (Decrop, 1999). As noted
above, four types of data were collected for the study: interview transcripts,
documents, field notes, and photographs. Different types of data helped me
to get to know my cases from different perspectives. For example, interview
transcripts allowed me to learn the views of individuals concerning the processes, whereas firm-level documents showed me how the company perceived (or sought to present) the processes. Method triangulation entails the
use of multiple methods of data collection. As mentioned, I collected data
using four methods: interviews, archival documents, direct observations, and
informal conversations. In my study, informal conversations appear to be
very useful because respondents often offered quite “official” answers in the
interviews and became freer in their talk about “sensitive issues” at the lunch
table—e.g., how local officers affected their businesses. Theoretical triangulation involves using multiple perspectives to interpret the data. I analyzed
the data based on the literature from the solution field, SDL, and valuation
studies. By combining three theoretical perspectives to analyze the case data,
I could pick the “relevant and useful” aspects of these perspectives that
suited my data, rather than “squeezing” data to fit any single perspective.
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Throughout my data collection, I kept discussing the cases with my key
informants. For the WW case, that was the VP of the RAS team. For the
SMTCL case, it was the sales manager of UNIS (a service company of
SMTCL). I always returned to them after data collection from the field, to
report and discuss the cases in e-mails or phone calls. They actively gave their
comments, often generating new perspectives on data, which, in turn, directed the research process toward selecting respondents and archival documents.
Transferability
Transferability means how the researcher shows that the findings can be applied to other contexts. Transferability can be improved by thick description
(Lincoln & Guba, 1985), cross-case comparisons (Eisenhardt, 1989) and case
specificity (Windahl & Lakemond, 2010). Concerning thick description, I
tried to avoid excessive data reduction. For example, I sought to present as
completely as possible the different viewpoints on the process studied by
using many quotations in my case narratives, as well as describing the contexts of the cases in detail—e.g., the background of each solution project of
the case companies. Of course, cases are unique; yet, the findings may be
transferable under certain conditions. This is only possible if enough information about the relevant conditions is provided. By describing the cases in
as detailed a fashion as I can, I try to enhance the transferability of the study.
Though I only studied two cases, the embedded case design allowed me
to develop the findings based on the comparisons of eight different solution
value co-creation processes, which also enhanced transferability. In addition,
both of the case companies are in the capital goods sector, supplying machinery and equipment. Hence, case specificity also improved the transferability of the study.
Dependability
Dependability means that the researcher shows that the findings are consistent and able to be repeated. Key concepts in this regard are “transparency” and “replication” (Gibbert & Ruigrok, 2010). Transparency can be
enhanced through strategies such as careful documentation and clarification
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of research procedures. In the previous sections, I describe in detail the research process, the choices made, and the methods used. For each case, I
also had a case study database, where I kept interview transcripts, field notes,
documents, case narratives, and case analyses in separate folders. All of these
could facilitate future replication of the case study.
Confirmability
Confirmability refers to the extent to which interpretations are the results of
the participants and the phenomenon, not of researcher biases (Storbacka,
2011). Such biases often take place when researchers attempt to interpret the
data only through a predetermined theoretical lens. During the research process, I tried to avoid doing that by presenting my analysis to my supervisors
(e.g., Suvi Nenonen) for checks—e.g., checking for any interesting phenomena in the cases that are not covered in my analysis, as well as trying to summarize the key points of each case without involving any theoretical lens. For
example, I found the case data actually showed multiple actors (not just providers and customers) who were directly involved in solution value co-creation. Accordingly, I made a further change in my research questions, i.e.,
from studying solution value co-creation from a dyadic perspective to studying it from a network perspective.
Specifically, for most solution value co-creation processes, I had the data
concerning the actors’ activities, the transformation of their resources, and
their goal development during the processes. When I analyzed the data, I
traced the actors’ activities, their resource transformation, and their goal development in the process according to the data, to identify patterns and underlying mechanisms (see Figure 4.3). To a large extent, this also increased
the confirmability of the study.
4.7.2 Methodological limitations

One of the key limitations is that the interviews are mainly conducted with
solution providers and customers. Other actors, also directly engaged in the
solution value co-creation process, were not directly involved in my study,
but only entered as a result of the solution providers or customers “bringing
them in.” There were two reasons for this. One was that I started out with
the ambition to study solution value co-creation from a dyadic perspective.
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The other was that I faced difficulties in getting access to these other actors.
For example, the government officers were key actors for both cases; however, I was not granted access to interview them.
A second limitation is that the level of detail concerning previous solution value co-creation processes is much lower than that for ongoing processes. This was caused by my research design, i.e., a combination of
retrospective design and prospective design in the case study, which created
problems when I made comparisons of different processes to generate findings.
A third limitation is that I did not have much data concerning how customers determine solution value (i.e., the fourth subprocess of solution value
co-creation—determining solution value). This was because I had difficulty
getting access to such data for various reasons, such as confidentiality issues
and too little interview time given to enable discussing the issue in detail.

4.8 Summary
To summarize, I adopted a process ontology and a process epistemology to
study solution value co-creation. I further adopted a multiple case study approach to collect process data. Specifically, I chose to conduct two longitudinal case studies that enabled me to investigate eight solution value cocreation processes in total. I combined formal semistructured interviews, informal conversations, archival data, and observations to collect data for the
study. To analyze the shapeless mass of process data for process theory development, I employed five strategies: temporal bracketing, narration, visual
mapping, utilizing my conceptual frameworks, and writing case analyses.
My research journey contained four iterative processes: reviewing the relevant literature, formulating research questions, collecting data, and analyzing data. Overall, it can be characterized as an abductive research process
(Dubois & Gadde, 2002), drawing on solution, value co-creation (SDL), and
valuation literature, as well as on my empirical research.
I adopted a number of methods for establishing the trustworthiness of
the research in terms of credibility, transferability, dependability, and confirmability. However, three limitations characterized the methods. One of
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the key limitations was that the interviews were mainly conducted with solution providers and customers. The second limitation is that the level of detail
concerning previous solution value co-creation processes is much lower than
that for the ongoing processes, which caused problems for comparisons
among processes to generate findings. The third is that I have not much data
concerning how customers determine solution value (i.e., the fourth subprocess of solution value co-creation—determining solution value).

Chapter 5
The value of a ‘Ferrari’ on a dirt road

The case describes Wallenius Water’s journey to sell its Recirculating Aquaculture System (RAS) solutions in China and the problems it faced on the
way.

5.1 Company background
Wallenius Water (WW) is a Swedish clean-tech company, doing business
mainly in water treatment. The firm has a staff of 35 and operates in three
countries: Sweden (headquarters), Germany, and China. WW is a part of the
Soya Group, founded in Sweden by Olof Wallenius in 1934. The group has
a turnover of around 2 billion Euro and employs almost 1,500 people around
the world. It consists of several companies active primarily three in business
areas: shipping, real estate, and clean tech.
As a subsidiary of the Soya Group, WW shares its five core corporate
values (Soya Group, 2017): a pioneering spirit, a long-term approach, quality,
environment, and social responsibility. For Soya, the pioneering spirit means
the courage to be first in offering new and creative products, systems, and
processes for customers. Soya’s long-term approach is always to think about
providing long-term solutions to customers’ problems. Soya interprets quality as meeting customers’ requirements concerning reliability, user-friendliness, and effectiveness. Perceived to be critical for future generations, the
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group actively seeks to solve some of society’s difficult environmental challenges. Soya interprets social responsibility as conducting business in a responsible manner and influencing others to do the same.
Led by these core values, Wallenius Water was established in 1996 to
facilitate its sister company, Wallenius Lines, in addressing one of the main
environmental challenges in its operations, namely, the spread of invasive
species through a ship’s ballast water. Together with Alfa Laval, Wallenius
Water developed a ballast-water-treatment system called PureBallast. The
core of the system is the application of Wallenius Water’s patented advancedoxidation technology (AOT) for water purification.
The AOT employs a UV light source in combination with a patented
catalytic surface. The AOT water treatment is briefly described as follows
(Guardian, 2017): The UV light source triggers a reaction on the catalytic
surface, causing water molecules to lose a hydrogen atom and form hydroxyl
radicals. When the system is active, it creates millions of radicals within the
AOT unit, with which any bacteria in the water will come into contact. The
hydroxyl radical is unstable and highly reactive and will “steal” a hydrogen
atom from the cell wall of any bacteria to become a stable water molecule
again. As long as the system is active, it will provide a continuous supply of
new radicals that will eventually kill any bacteria in the treated water. Thus,
the continuous process can offer a more powerful oxidization reaction than
most chemical treatments and purify water without adding any chemicals.
Under a 2006 agreement between the companies, Alfa Laval markets and
sells PureBallast. Meanwhile, Wallenius Water has sought new applications
for AOT. Over the past 15 years, WW has succeeded in applying AOT to
the treatment of process fluids for the metal-cutting industry and to purifying
water for farms and buildings. These applications have been pursued mainly
in Europe, and success there drove WW to continue to look for new markets
for applying its proprietary technology, AOT. The company did a thorough
analysis of water-treatment demands from a global perspective and found
substantial demand for water treatment in China and France. These findings
inspired WW to look for new opportunities by participating in the 2010
Shanghai Expo.
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5.2 A new potential application: AOT in
aquaculture
At the Swedish pavilion of the 2010 Shanghai Expo, WW exhibited its water
purification technology. The technology attracted the attention of the SinoSwedish Environmental Technology Development Centre (SEC). SEC is a
Tianjin-based joint research center, established by IVL Swedish Environmental Research Institute and Tianjin Academy of Environmental Sciences
to introduce Swedish environmental technology to China. After the Expo,
SEC invited WW to hold a series of workshops to show AOT to relevant
Chinese industries, such as oil drilling and water supply for construction.
During one of the workshops, Dr. Sun, a professor in aquaculture, asked
WW about the feasibility of using AOT to treat bacteria in recirculated water
for aquaculture. Generally, farms in China use ozone or UV to purify recirculated water. Ozone treatment works to good effect, but the ozone quantity
is difficult to control. Adding too much ozone will harm the fish. This has
proved to be a problem for Chinese fish farmers, who generally have a low
level of education and are incapable of identifying the right amount of ozone
for different sizes of fish batches. On the other hand, UV is easy to use but
not as effective in treating bacteria. Dr. Sun thought that using AOT could
allow water treatment without human intervention, which would make it very
suitable for use by fish farmers. As an academic, he was also very interested
in introducing AOT into aquaculture.
Besides being a professor of aquaculture, Dr. Sun was also an officer of
the Tianjin Aquaculture Bureau. He told WW that the Tianjin government
was eager to find a suitable Recirculating Aquaculture System (RAS) to enable local farmers to raise fish in recirculated water. Tianjin is a metropolis in
northern coastal China, with a total population of 15 million. Aquaculture is
a key industry in Tianjin, with an annual turnover of about 8 billion RMB
(Yumi, 2017). At the time, local fish farmers were accustomed to raising fish
using groundwater free of charge. However, the geological authorities found
that Tianjin had the worst subsidence in China, with land that had dropped
by a total of 3.6 meters (Hao, 2016). Excessive pumping of groundwater was
identified as a major reason for Tianjin sinking over the years. Therefore, the
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government saw it as an urgent issue to address and, in the long run, planned
to prohibit farmers from using groundwater. At the same time, the government did not want to harm the local aquaculture industry, so it decided to
provide first-round funding of 100 million RMB to procure an RAS for farmers. By doing so, the government hoped to encourage farmers to raise fish in
an RAS before it prohibited the use of groundwater.
WW had not thought of applying AOT in aquaculture and thought this
would be a great chance to expand the scope of AOT applications and make
money. In 2011, Dr. Sun tested AOT in the aquaculture lab of Tianjin Normal University. The result showed that after AOT treatment, the recirculated
water met the requirements for aquaculture. The news cheered the whole
team. One staff member recalled:
The headquarters in Sweden got very excited about the new application of AOT
in China. We found after investigation that China's aquatic products account for
more than 60 percent of the global total. Most Chinese fish farmers were using
flow-through aquaculture systems that were not environmentally friendly. The
Chinese government was investing billions of RMB to promote an RAS. So, our
AOT would have huge potential! (Respondent #1, Wallenius Water Tianjin)

5.3 The turnkey solution
After the test, Dr. Sun told WW that the Tianjin government would rather
have a complete RAS solution than buy just one component (i.e., AOT) from
WW. The major reason was the lack of any qualified RAS suppliers in the
Chinese market, except for some small local and poor-quality RAScomponent suppliers. Most local fish farmers were incapable of integrating
components into a functioning RAS. Therefore, the government was eager
to find a qualified supplier of an RAS that fish farmers could just buy and
use.
Immediately, the company initiated a market study on the RAS and was
surprised to find that it was quite a mature system, widely used by European
fish farmers. A typical RAS consisted of a drum filter, pumps, a moving-bed
biofilm reactor (MBBR), a steering and control system, and equipment for
ozone treatment. WW hypothesized that AOT could substitute for ozone
treatment to purify water and saw using an RAS channel as a great chance to
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promote AOT in China. Most importantly, the company would not need to
worry about sales, with Dr. Sun’s assurance that the government would pay
the RAS bills.
WW soon found a Norwegian water-treatment technology company
(KK) with which it established a strategic partnership in 2011. KK made its
first RAS (Kaldnes® RAS) delivery in Dalsfjord, in 2009. After some initial
discussions, KK told WW that it was not interested in entering the Chinese
market but would provide sufficient support for WW to do so. The agreement between WW and KK, KK took responsibility for developing the
whole RAS, from design to manufacturing, substituting AOT for the function of the ozone. In return, WW gave KK the exclusive rights to market
AOT in Norway and agreed to use KK’s RAS components (i.e., filters and
MBBR) in their RAS.
Having KK’s support, WW felt ready to move into the Chinese RAS
market. As the general manager of WW Tianjin described:
We trusted KK because they were very well-known in Norway. With this business partner, we felt safe moving into the RAS business. So, we came back to
Dr. Sun and promised to provide turnkey RAS solutions. (Respondent #2,
Wallenius Water Tianjin)

WW promised the Tianjin government that it could provide a turnkey RAS
solution that could recirculate groundwater for aquaculture use. The turnkey
solution included: design, RAS system integration, installation, testing, and
one year of technical-support services.

5.4 The pilot facility: Min Feng (MF)
In February 2011, the head of the Tianjin Aquaculture Bureau led a team of
Tianjin fish farmers to visit WW in Stockholm. WW invited them also to visit
Norwegian fish farms. The officers and the farmers were very impressed by
how Norwegian farmers used the RAS in raising salmon. After the trip, Min
Feng (MF) declared itself willing to use the RAS on that farm. The Bureau
officer decided straightaway to grant a subsidy to Min Feng to buy one RAS
from WW, hoping that more farmers would use the government’s subsidy to
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buy and use WW’s RAS based on MF’s positive outcomes. Min Feng was a
private farm, based in the Tianjin Binhai area, had an annual output of 50 to
60 tons of fish. The agreed-upon price for the system was around 6 million
RMB.
Directly, WW forwarded the order to KK, which designed the system
for 12 fish tanks and asked its partner in Cyprus to make the whole system.
In July 2011, the system was transported in a container to Min Feng.
After the arrival of the first system in Min Feng, WW established a Tianjin branch in November, with the help of Mr. Luo, whose company, ESIC,
had been responsible for Chinese sourcing for WW since 2007. WW had no
team in China that could install the system. Based on cost considerations, the
company outsourced the installation to Dr. Sun’s friend’s company, KL. To
WW’s surprise, KL further outsourced the project to another company that
was paid based on working hours. As it turned out, this company was not a
professional installation company at all. Several staff at WW expressed concern about this:
The installation company did not care about quality. They installed the system
in a bad way with bad tools to save costs. Workers on the installation team did
not listen to the European engineers’ advice. They just did what they thought
was right. (Respondent #3, Wallenius Water Tianjin; Respondent #4, Wallenius
Water Tianjin)

During the installation, Min Feng inquired if the system could be expanded
to cover 42 tanks with lower density of fish. Originally, the idea of the design
was to cover fewer fish tanks (12) with a higher fish density. Min Feng liked
the idea of high fish density, but was afraid of fish diseases, as the fish could
get sick more easily if they were raised in high-density conditions. WW agreed
after consulting KK. After the RAS was installed, WW’s service engineers
carried out the commissioning of the system.
In March 2012, the ceremonious inauguration of the RAS in Min Feng
was held. Senior officers from both Sweden and China made presentations
at the inauguration, including representatives of the Swedish embassy in
China, its department for environmental solutions (CENTEC), the Swedish
Government Department for International Environmental Technology Co-
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operation, the Tianjin Aquaculture Bureau, and the Binhai Agriculture Bureau. During the inauguration, WW and the Binhai Agriculture Bureau signed
a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU), and WW and Tianjin Normal University signed a research agreement to set up a demonstration plant at the
university.
Everyone was very excited about the new system and had high expectations for its performance. According to the China Daily report, the general
manager of Min Feng described the system as follows:
Its water-saving effect is remarkable. The amount of water needed to replenish
the fish farms is only 0.5 percent of the previous amount.

Then, after three months, to everyone’s surprise, the fish started dying in the
tanks. This astonished both WW and Min Feng. WW tested the water parameters and those were fine. Min Feng got very upset because they had
raised the same species of fish in the flowing-water system, and the fish did
not die. They requested WW to take actions to stop the fish from dying.
However, WW could neither explain the reason for this disaster nor suggest
how to deal with it, for the company had no knowledge about this RAS. Min
Feng was very surprised and disappointed. They put medicines into the fish
tanks, as they were used to doing, but more fish died shortly. After waiting
for some days, MF found that the situation got even worse and finally chose
to give up because operational costs of the RAS were very high, and the fish
kept dying. They shut down the RAS and switched back to the flowing-water
system. Min Feng thought they had been fooled by WW. The general manager of WW Tianjin described the situation:
The customer (Min Feng) thought it had spent so much on the RAS that the
water in the fish tanks would be like “magic water” and that no fish would die
any longer. Fish farmers were mostly afraid of fish death. Min Feng took it for
granted that with such an advanced system from overseas, they could just relax
and earn money. (Respondent #2, Wallenius Water Tianjin)

To WW, it was a shock as well. WW’s senior manager stated:
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We had no knowledge of aquaculture when we entered into this business. We
are a company in the field of water treatment. We assumed that if the water was
fine, then the fish would be fine as well, but we were wrong. There were so many
other factors we identified later that would affect fish mortality, such as the quality of fish eggs and workshop protocols. However, we had no control over those
factors at all. We needed someone who knows about aquaculture. (Respondent
#5, Wallenius Water Sweden)

Another staff of WW complained:
I personally do not think Min Feng was really interested in the RAS. The boss
at Min Feng has a good relationship with the government. He knew the government wanted to push “RAS” and would subsidize the system. He wanted to be
the first one to gain a good reputation with the government. Min Feng did not
trust our system from the beginning. Therefore, good fish eggs were not put into
our RAS workshop. (Respondent #1, Wallenius Water Tianjin, Sourcing and
service manager)

In 2013, WW hired a French fish expert experienced in raising different kinds
of fish in the RAS. The expert learned the story of Min Feng and commented
critically:
They (WW) made a big mistake. The system was designed to cover 12 tanks. If
you extended it to covering 40 tanks, 4 times bigger, the pumps would not be
strong enough to do the job. It is just like your heart matches your size. If you
become four times bigger, then your heart cannot meet the demand.
For me, at Min Feng, it was senior management of WW who promoted this
from industrial areas. They told the customer we would keep their fish very safe,
growing fast with no more diseases, and making big profit. But they come from
industrial applications; they know nothing about the fish. They made too many
ideal promises to Min Feng. This is wrong. They are safe because you make them
safe, and it does not happen like this. The second thing is that fish cannot grow
fast in our system; they grow slower, so do not say that the fish can grow faster.
Just say, “You have a problem with water pollution and you can use our system
for water treatment.” This you can say.
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How successful will the system be at the farms? How are they going to manage
the system? It is obvious that if you put a guy without a driving license at the
wheel, you can imagine what will happen. (Respondent #6, Wallenius Water
Tianjin)

It turned out that KK had made several mistakes when choosing suitable
equipment for the RAS in Min Feng. For example, the biofilm carriers KK
chose were not big enough for the filter nets to hold, and the pumps were
not strong enough to recirculate the water in the system. Min Feng did not
want to try the system again. Like other mechanical systems, the RAS broke
easily when it was not in use. After several months, the pumps broke, and
several parts of the system had water leaks. WW Tianjin tried to repair the
system, but as all components were from overseas, they could not find suitable parts in China to replace the broken ones and had to import all the
components. The repair work took a very long time and cost a lot. After WW
fixed everything and asked the customer to allow another trial, the customer
refused. Testing the system would expose Min Feng to the risk of losing its
investment in fish eggs again and incurring the same operational costs as the
first time. The customer lost faith in this system and did not want to use it
anymore.
In March 2014, WW agreed to buy back the system. Though KK paid
WW back, the impact of the failure in Min Feng seriously affected WW. One
WW manager explained:
The network in aquaculture in China is very small. People know each other. At
first, our system was very popular when it was installed in Min Feng. Many farmers were interested in buying our system. They just waited to see its performance.
The failure spoiled our company name in the network. Someone even called us
a “cheater company.” It caused us to have “no face” to promote our system to
new customers. (Respondent #1, Wallenius Water Tianjin)

The failure in Min Feng taught WW much. According to its senior managers,
WW summarized the lessons and would improve on future projects. First,
they realized they were too quick to enter a business area that was totally new
to them. They had assumed they were in the water-treatment business, but
now realized they were in the aquaculture business. They needed someone
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who knew about raising fish in the RAS. Second, they admitted that they had
relied too heavily on KK and did not involve a third party to control system
quality. In response to this error, they decided to develop their own expertise
in building the RAS. Third, it was not convenient to have RAS components
supplied only in the EU. From an after-service point of view, using components available in China would be better. Fourth, using container shipment
for delivering the system had several drawbacks. The materials corroded, and
WW had problems with water leakage. In addition, the solution was also far
too expensive and could not be sold with enough margin at a price customers
would accept.

5.5 Second trial: new design and installations
In May 2012, before the problems arose at the Min Feng farm, two other
fish farmers in Tianjin decided to buy an RAS from WW. One farmer, Mr.
Li, received subsidies from both the Swedish and Chinese governments and
ordered two systems. The other farmer, Mr. Xu, bought the system with his
own money and agreed to pay in three installments. The first payment would
be the prepayment for WW to initiate the project; the second payment would
be paid after system delivery; the last payment would be paid after the system
was commissioned. Both farmers, Min Feng’s neighbors, had traveled with
the officer from the Tianjin Aquaculture Bureau to Sweden in early 2011.
Learning from the fish-death accident in Min Feng, WW established its
own RAS team in Sweden to follow up on the new orders. The team consisted of one vice president responsible for the overall strategy; one project
manager responsible for procurement, budgets, and delivery; two mechanical
engineers and one electrical engineer responsible for RAS design; one process engineer responsible for chemical aspects. At the Tianjin branch, WW
recruited one mechanical engineer, one electrical engineer, and one service
engineer to follow up on installation and post-deployment services. A microbiologist who had graduated in Norway was also recruited to follow up on
water parameters of the system in operation.
This time, WW decided to design the RAS itself. According to the internal report, many technical changes were made, and a new version of the RAS
was released in 2012. For example, many parts were made of plastic instead
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of stainless steel. More components were sourced and manufactured locally
in China, and to reduce costs, concrete tanks were used to transport the system to China. Given the experience at Min Feng, WW also developed a remote-control system for its RAS. This meant that staff in Sweden could see
the RAS operation status remotely in real time on screens and mobiles. Moreover, WW staff could adjust equipment parameters remotely if something
went wrong with the system. WW was quite confident in the new version of
its RAS. The system sold for about 3.8 million RMB.
However, the installation of the three systems was seriously delayed because the Swedish RAS team did not provide detailed instructions and installation drawings for subcontractors to follow. The mechanical engineer from
the Tianjin Office described the situation:
At the time I started working for WW, the installation project was ongoing,
about 40 percent completed. I was a bit surprised that the Swedish team did not
provide any installation drawings for us to follow. The whole installation process
was a big mess. Oftentimes, when we installed something, we found auxiliary
installation materials were not available. Then, we had to stop and order materials before continuing. Later, the subcontractor became very upset with our project because it was too slow. So, they subcontracted our project to others.
Anyway, the installation quality was very poor. I was not satisfied with that.
Customers were also very upset with our installation. They were unhappy. I did
not know how to explain the situation to them. (Respondent #3, Wallenius Water Tianjin)

After following up on the whole installation process, the service manager
commented:
We need our own installation team. The installation company did not care about
quality because they were paid based on working hours. They installed the system in a bad way with bad tools to save costs. The subcontractors did not listen
to the instructions because they thought it was too complicated. We had no control over budget and time. Apparently, we lack experience in this area. For example, when our systems arrived in July, we found that the subcontractors had
not yet dug water pools because they said it had been rainy during June. Many
unexpected things like this happened to us during the installation. (Respondent
#1, Wallenius Water Tianjin)
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To WW’s surprise, after the installation, many problems emerged during
commissioning. Several defects in the system design were found. For example, both the aeration system and the heating pump proved to have insufficient capacity. One employee at the Tianjin office stated:
We lack experience in design and project management. Of course, the customers
noticed this. They complained to us. What we could do was to try our best to
solve the problems as quickly as possible. (Respondent #3, Wallenius Water
Tianjin)

5.6 The follower and the innovator
In March 2014, after a delay of almost 1.5 years, the systems were finally
handed over to the customers. The WW service team trained the workers in
the fish farms on how to use the systems. However, they found the workers
did not pay attention to their instructions. The workers were poorly educated, did not know how to use computers, and felt that using the RAS was
too complicated. To facilitate the customers’ use of the systems, the service
team visited them almost every week. They found these two customers were
quite different. The service manager said:
Min Feng, Mr. Li, and Mr. Xu are neighbors. All the fish farmers in that area like
to “copy” others. When someone uses something new, the others will also follow and use the same thing. I believe Mr. Li is like that. He was not very interested in using the RAS, but he wanted to have the system because Min Feng had
bought one. In contrast, Mr. Xu, with his own pocket money, is more serious
and anxious to learn how to use the system. (Respondent #1, Wallenius Water
Tianjin)

Mr. Li raised turbots using the RAS. He did not raise the fish in high density
because he was afraid of fish diseases. However, there was still some fish
mortality. He was not satisfied. Besides that, he complained to the service
team that it was very difficult to control the temperature and that the operational costs were too high. After six months, with winter approaching, Mr.
Li needed a heating pump to maintain the water temperature of the RAS.
WW had not thought of this because European fish workshops had constant
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temperature. It took time for WW to calculate the equipment size and order
a heating pump. Surprisingly, Mr. Li refused to wait for this and decided to
stop the system right away and switch to the flowing-water system. The service manager described it:
The customer said, “It is so complicated to use your system. The operational
costs are too high and we don’t see the point of using your system. We are familiar with the flowing-water system and it doesn’t cost us anything.” (Respondent #1, Wallenius Water Tianjin)

The service team was disappointed to learn of this decision. One staff member said:
We invested much time and effort to help Mr. Li adjust the system. But he still
shut it down. We could not stop him because it is his system. I could fully understand, of course. The groundwater was free. Why should farmers use our
RAS? (Respondent #3, Wallenius Water Tianjin)

Luckily, the other farmer, Mr. Xu, was truly interested in using the RAS to
raise fish. After his visit in Sweden, he dreamed that he could one day successfully raise fish in the RAS as his overseas colleagues did. He did not apply
for any external funding but invested his own money to buy an RAS from
WW. He explained why he made that decision:
I like challenges and love to try new things. When I saw how foreign farmers
used the RAS to raise salmon, I was so excited and wanted to do the same. I
know sooner or later the government will stop us from using groundwater to
raise fish because our city was sinking like Holland. I must prepare for the future.
If I learn how to use the RAS now, then I will have experience and will not be
afraid of the future. (Respondent #7, Private fish-farm owner)

Unfortunately, Mr. Xu experienced a major setback after his first batch of
sheta fish all died within three months in the system. He described it sadly:
I was used to raising sheta in the flowing-water system. No death! This time, I
changed to the RA, and fish got sick and then died, all in three months. You
know, to raise sheta fish usually takes one year. I lost the investment, the fish
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eggs, and the operational costs! The operational cost of the RAS was very high!
(Respondent #7, Private fish-farm owner)

The microbiologist from WW sent the water sample and the fish sample to
research authorities in China, but they could not identify the causes of the
fish deaths. However, Xu did not impute the failure totally to WW. He explained:
Fish disease is the biggest challenge for fish farmers. Bacteria could come from
water, fish feed, and operation. In the foreign workshops, workers need to
change clothes. Here, anyone can come into the workshop. They (foreign workshops) strictly control every step. Though we have an RAS system as they do,
we do not learn other things from them. For example, we selected fish eggs
without quality control. (Respondent #7, Private fish-farm owner)

Having invested much in RAS, Mr. Xu did not want to give up. Worse, fish
prices dropped dramatically after Chinese president Xi Jinping announced at
the end of 2012 “eight regulations” that prohibited officers from using public
funds to eat at restaurants. Before that, the key customers for fish farmers
were high-class restaurants that had the officers as their main customers. After the new policy, many high-class restaurants closed or adopted lowerpriced menus to cater to ordinary people. The fish expert said:
Later on, Xu had the good idea to use the system for fishes we know. When he
bought the system, the fish price was still good. It went to half price. You know
the production (cost) is 13 RMB/kg for turbot, the price could be 60-70
RMB/kg. Then the price went to 40 RMB/kg and then went to 30 RMB/kg.
(Respondent #6, Wallenius Water Tianjin)

The lower fish prices made fish production in the RAS unprofitable. After
consulting with WW, Xu decided to raise shrimp with the RAS. He did several experiments and found the right temperature for raising shrimp there.
He also added one heating device and two tanks of liquid oxygen for the
fishponds to increase the amount of oxygen. Considering the disease issue,
he chose to raise shrimp in low density in the system. After three months,
Xu successfully raised the first batch of shrimp in the RAS, and he became
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positive about the RAS solution again. Xu was very excited because he had
not used any medicines during the process. In a flowing-water system, farmers add medicines to the fish tanks if fish start getting sick. In contrast, the
RAS system uses biological adjustments to deal with diseases and recommends adding no medicines added into the system, so the aquatic products
grown in the RAS are ecological. Xu assumed his ecological shrimp could be
sold at a higher price. The news excited the VP of WW’s RAS team in Sweden as well.
Xu is smart and diligent. With our help, Xu now can use our system to raise
shrimp. Our RAS application is expanded! We shall of course market this new
application! (Respondent #5, Wallenius Water Sweden)

WW thought it would be important to promote the new application for the
RAS. So, an article about this new application was written and published on
its homepage. However, the fish expert thought differently:
The density of the system becomes the problem. For fish, you could have 70
kg/cubic meter of water; for shrimp, it is 8kg/cubic meter, because this is the
tank, you should raise them in pumps. That is why he earned so little. When Mr.
Xu decided to use the system for shrimp, everybody is interested and our company put in articles that Mr. Xu succeeded in 3kg/cubic meter. Then you know.
I told Sweden that the tank and RAS systems are not suitable for shrimp. For
sure, somebody will have a better solution for this. (Respondent #6, Wallenius
Water Tianjin)

Earning 70,000 RMB after his first batch of sales, Xu became unsatisfied
with the business because the wholesalers did not attach a higher value to his
ecological shrimp. Xu thought he should be able to charge more for his
shrimp because the consumers, especially white-collar workers in China, favor ecological food products, such as vegetables and fruits, which are priced
much higher than non-ecological ones in the big cities of China. However,
to Xu’s surprise, his wholesalers did not care about this. Worse, when they
saw that the color of the shrimp raised in RAS was lighter than normal
shrimp, they requested Xu to reduce the price. Xu complained:
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Chinese people perceive dead seafood as stale food. We fish farmers do not
know how to keep seafood alive during transportation and have no resources
such as pallets and vehicles to do the transportation. We have to sell through
wholesalers, and they decide the prices. They do not like the color of my shrimp.
They said people like shrimp with fresh red color and my shrimp looked so pale.
So, we have to reduce the purchase price. I explained to them that I raised the
shrimp in the RAS, and they are free from medicines, but they did not care about
that. So, raising shrimp in the RAS is not valuable for me. The selling price was
too low to cover the high operational costs. (Respondent #7, Private fish-farm
owner)

The general manager of WW Tianjin commented:
In our country, we have not yet had the governmental protocols to evaluate what
is ecological seafood. A private company will not be able to push this forward.
We have to wait until the relevant regulations are in place. (Respondent #2,
Wallenius Water Tianjin)

Despite the low price, Xu continued raising shrimp with the RAS in order to
accumulate experience in using it. However, the third batch of shrimp was
not successful; all the shrimp died after only a short time. Xu explained,
I put more shrimp into the system the third time, but they soon got sick and all
died. WW knew so little about diseases. They come quite often, but they cannot
help me. I found they had no experience in raising aquatic products in an RAS
at all! (Respondent #7, Private fish-farm owner)

However, WW’s service team had a different opinion about the causes of the
failure. They were shocked by the poor conditions and the lack of formal
protocols in Xu’s RAS workshop. They asserted these were the main reasons
for the failure. The electrical engineer mentioned:
The use environment is “astonishingly” poor at Xu’s workshop. They have no
idea about how to use electricity safely and do not know how to value options.
For example, they do not turn on the air-conditioning when needed, then the
temperature goes too high and harms the on-site frequency converter. The cost
of the converter is actually much higher than the energy charges. In my whole
career, I have not encountered a broken converter, but it broke here. You can
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even find salt (coming from sea water) remains on the electric motors. That is
very dangerous! (Respondent #4, Wallenius Water Tianjin)

The service manager also found:
At one time when I paid a visit to Xu, there was an accident in the RAS workshop. The worker stopped the system to feed the shrimp but forgot to turn the
system on afterward. So, you know, shrimp would, of course, die as a result of
this kind of mistake. (Respondent #1, Wallenius Water Tianjin)

The fish expert had yet another explanation for the case:
I told them already, the design was for fish, not for shrimp. Shrimp will kill each
other when they are raised in high density. If [Mr. Xu] wants to raise shrimp,
then he should have another system. Lots of changes need to be made, and actually, the system will cost less. (Respondent #6, Wallenius Water Tianjin)

After the failure of the third batch, Xu turned off the RAS system and used
the fish tanks in the RAS workshop to raise baby fish in quiet water. The
cycle for raising baby fish took only one month and Xu raised 1 million baby
fish in his tanks. It is much easier to earn money with this business. Xu said
sadly:
I do not want my RAS to sleep, but I also need to make money for a living. It is
hard to make money by using the RAS. The operational costs are so high and I
cannot raise fish or shrimp to a high density like foreigners to balance out the
high costs.
I think WW did not design properly. That is one reason for the high cost. Besides
that, WW did not know how to raise fish or shrimp in high density. I need to
explore by myself. I am just a farmer and lots of factors I cannot find out. (Respondent #7, Private fish-farm owner)

Xu identified several parts of the design of the system that were not reasonable. For example, the chosen types of pumps were more powerful than actually needed. Xu did some experiments and found that less powerful pumps
worked well. The high-power pumps wasted much energy. Another example
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was that the system used an electric heat pump to heat the water in the winter,
whereas farmers in Tianjin could easily heat water with geothermal energy
without involving extra energy costs. Xu estimated that the extra energy cost
caused by the design was over 60,000 RMB annually.
From Xu’s perspective, WW’s design team lacked practical experience,
was unfamiliar with the RAS, and knew little about Chinese fish farmers’
business logic. For example, WW insisted on digging deep fish tanks in order
to allow for high fish density. Xu thought this was unnecessary because land
in China is much cheaper than in Europe. A major drawback of this design
was also the increased energy costs caused by the deep pools. Xu tried to
discuss this with WW but found that the Swedish design team did not listen.
Xu said with resignation:
I am a farmer and received little education, but I have been in this field for so
many years. Sweden did not listen to me. They think they are right, but I feel
they do not know why we dig deep. I do not think it is due to technical reasons.
It is that they do not know our business in China. (Respondent #7, Private fishfarm owner)

Unexpectedly, WW’s fish expert held a similar opinion:
The Swedish team designed in a bad way. After Min Feng, they formed the team
for the RAS. Xu and Li can use the design of Min Feng, but they (Sweden)
copied it in a bad way. They just copied things they did not understand by design.
(Respondent #6, Wallenius Water Tianjin)

While using the RAS, Xu kept on modifying the system to reduce unnecessary operational costs. Xu compared the flowing-water system with the RAS.
He thought if WW could design the RAS properly, the energy costs would
decrease sharply. In that sense, it is possible that RAS would achieve lower
energy costs than the flowing-water system, which must pump out huge
amounts of water continuously. He calculated the annual energy costs for
pumping 60 tons of groundwater per hour at around 200,000 RMB. He concluded that if the government charged for groundwater, the flowing-water
system would be unprofitable for the farmers.
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Before buying the WW system, Xu had bought components from local
suppliers and built an RAS by himself. Comparing the two systems, he noted
that WW’s turnkey solution released him from integrating components on
his own. He experienced many troubles integrating the local RAS components, making having that already done the most attractive advantage of
WW’s system for him. Apart from that, WW’s RAS had a higher automatic
level (for instance, when things go wrong, alarms go off and indicate problem
areas), more professional treatment for water and aquatic organisms, and a
higher quality after-market service than the local suppliers could offer. Xu
preferred to use a turnkey solution from WW if they could improve the system so that it would pay back the investment within two-to-three years.
According to Xu, the major problem with WW’s RAS was its unacceptably low return on investment. After running the system for about a year, Xu
found he earned almost nothing and suspected he would not be able to cover
the capital investment within 10 years. He analyzed the situation and listed
several issues that caused the loss of profitability:
First of all, the price! It is much higher, beyond Chinese market affordability. If
WW could reduce the price to 1 million RMB, more people would dare to try it.
Then, the costs! When WW designed the system, they needed to think about
energy costs. There are many places in the design that make those costs unreasonable.
And then, the density! WW assured me I could raise fish at 45kg/m3, but we
never achieved this. They did not know how to achieve it. Without raising fish
in high density, the business will not be profitable.
Of course, the fish diseases, the mortality. . . if fish die, I lose all my investments.
WW had no ideas about fish and fish diseases, but they must know it is not just
about water. It is about fish! (Respondent #7, Private fish-farm owner)

Since Xu was the only fish farmer using the system, WW often took visitors
to Xu’s farm to show their system. Xu had a good relationship with the service team and helped them to introduce the system to others. In return, the
service team fixed problems with Xu’s RAS free of charge, even after the
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one-year service contract had expired. Xu pinpointed that the weakness of
WW was their lack of experience with both RAS operations and aquaculture.
He said ironically:
My farm almost becomes their (WW’s) research base. They learned much from
me, from my usage, but they need to build up the knowledge first before they
make sales. Even American soldiers practiced so many times in different battles.
How could you sell the system with so high a price and know so little about it?
Who will buy? (Respondent #7, Private fish-farm owner)

According to WW, Xu refused to make the third payment to them because
of the unsatisfactory user experience and results.

5.7 Reconsidering the market situation in Tianjin
After selling the systems to Mr. Li and Mr. Xu, WW found it very difficult to
sell more systems to Chinese fish farmers. They advertised the RAS solution
on the biggest Chinese search engine, but there were only inquiries, no orders. In fact, the high price of the system scared off all customers that did
not have government grants to invest in the RAS. Increasingly, WW realized
that without government grants, no one would buy its systems.
The Tianjin government is one of the biggest providers of grants for the
RAS in China. The government is very eager to promote saving water, due
to the city’s sinking problem. The first round of grants for investing in the
RAS amounted to a total of 100 million RMB and was given to almost all the
fish farmers with an RAS in Tianjin. However, the outcomes were unsatisfactory. WW found that many fish farmers asked for a high number of subsidies from the government but actually spent very little on poor local RAS
components. Moreover, they did not use the systems but turned them on
only when inspectors from the government came. The general manager of
WW Tianjin commented:
The fish price matters. These years, the price is so low. If you use the RAS, then
you lose money. So, no one will use the RAS. The Chinese saying that the law
fails where violators are legion is true. It is hard for the government. (Respondent #2, Wallenius Water Tianjin)
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These disappointing outcomes made the government reconsider how to organize the second round of grants. This time, the government did not want
to give the subsidies directly to farmers. Instead, they wanted to purchase the
new systems. The initial idea was to compensate each RAS system with
500,000 RMB, and the RAS from WW was regarded as two systems. Given
this new grant policy, WW repriced their systems; otherwise, they did not
think they would be able to sell the RAS. The company simplified the design
and priced one system at 900,0000 RMB, especially for the Tianjin market.
Surprisingly, the potential customers did not respond well. One staff member
explained:
Farmers want to earn money from this. They prefer to buy a cheaper RAS, for
example, one for 300,000 RMB; then, they can still keep 200,000 RMB. Anyhow,
they do not care about the quality because they do not plan to really use these
systems. (Respondent #1, Wallenius Water Tianjin)

WW noticed this problem and kept on communicating with the Tianjin government. Senior managers from WW frequently visited government officials
and made presentations. They advocated for the government to set up some
form of monitoring to measure the actual water usage at each farm, in order
to stop “crap RAS” sales in the market. The VP of WW RAS commented:
The knowledge level of the government is very low. What to measure and how
to measure? They do not really know how to do it. We were trying to help them.
They visited Mr. Xu once and they wanted to connect their monitoring systems
with ours, but that is sensitive as well. How will the customers perceive this?
We have some suggestions. The government could give grants of electricity for
RAS users because the farmer does not get rewards from using the RAS. If the
government would provide some incentives, it would motivate the farmers to
use the systems. (Respondent #5, Wallenius Water Sweden)

However, the “grant area” was quite sensitive. The officers did not want to
change the rules without further investigation. The general manager said:
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Chinese government is like Chinese parents. We take good care of our kids and
consider every detailed aspect for their benefit. The role of the government is
uneasy. They tried to use grants to motivate the farmers. They dare not push too
hard on the farmers. Besides, they also need to consider protecting local RAS
suppliers. (Respondent #2, Wallenius Water Tianjin)

WW began to realize the improper grant system actually spoiled the market.
One manager of WW commented:
The RAS market is not promising. The grant system is making things worse. The
farmers have the wrong motivations. I cannot find the right customers. I guess
that is why there are no other foreign RAS companies here. (Respondent #1,
Wallenius Water Tianjin)

5.8 Modularization, standardization, and
customization
Another challenge WW faced was that it usually took a long time for the
company to give a quotation after it received an inquiry. WW HQ was responsible for calculating the price based on the requests. One of the reasons
for the delay in quotations was that Chinese customers usually did not accept
WW’s full system design. Rather, they diversified their demands according to
their own use situations. For example, some customers had their own solutions for providing oxygen to the fish tanks and wanted quotations without
the oxygen subsystem. However, WW had not thought about this initially.
The company designed the RAS as a whole with all the costs of parts and
accessories included. Therefore, WW had difficulty calculating a precise cost
to quote for a “reduced design.” The sourcing manager claimed:
We must modularize our subsystems. We actually do not know what each subsystem costs exactly. We thought we would sell the system as a whole. Now, I
try to modularize every subsystem. For example, I made the calculation for our
drum filter, including the costs of required parts and accessories. So, if the customer does not want one subsystem like a drum filter, we can easily remove this
subsystem from our calculation and give the quotation accordingly. Even if the
customer wants to modify our subsystems, it will be easier for us to recalculate
our costs after modularization. (Respondent #1, Wallenius Water Tianjin)
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The Tianjin RAS team also realized that the lack of sufficient knowledge in
system design within the company was another reason for the delays. They
assumed that if the company could prepare in advance some standard designs
for typical fish applications, this would save both time and man-hours. They
said:
We cannot provide very customized design all from the beginning. It costs too
much! We should prepare standard designs for common applications, such as
Turbot. When the customer makes requests, we can modify the standard design.
Our company did not prepare well, being used to solving problems when facing
them. If we have enough knowledge in advance, then we do not need to design
the solution from nothing. (Respondent #1, Wallenius Water Tianjin; Respondent #3, Wallenius Water Tianjin)

5.9 Turnkey versus component and service sales
Given the poor sales figures, a discussion was initiated within the organization about whether WW should continue selling a turnkey solution or change
to selling components and services. Some staff argued that WW lacked sufficient knowledge to provide a turnkey solution. In particular, WW did not
have enough aquaculture competence, as the fish expert pinpointed:
People still think mechanically. You need to think fish, how the fish will behave,
and how the fish will feel. The problem with the system is that I still think that
people do not think about the fish. (Respondent #6, Wallenius Water Tianjin)

The general manager of WW Tianjin agreed:
At the time, when WW decided to do a turnkey solution, I opposed this. It was
too advanced. I told them, do not do this—no one on our team knows about
the RAS, but they did not listen. (Respondent #2, Wallenius Water Tianjin)

The opponents of a turnkey solution listed two consequences of attempting
this business. First, selling a turnkey solution involves a much higher degree
of responsibility than selling components. When fish die in the system, farmers will blame WW. If WW sells components, then WW can just deliver the
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components to the farmers’ sites. The farmers will then be responsible for
building their systems and cannot blame WW for the outcomes. Second, if
WW insists on selling a turnkey solution, making any sales will be very hard.
The turnkey solution the Swedish team designed is simply priced too high
for the Chinese fish farmers. No sales will make the RAS team at WW redundant. To cover the fixed costs, it would be better to find something else
to sell, such as design services and AOT components. One staff member
summarized the idea:
We can provide a standard full design: where to put the pump and how to build
the system. If they request changes to this standard version, they have to pay the
price. Besides, we can sell the components separately, such as MBBR and AOT
components. (Respondent #1, Wallenius Water Tianjin)

However, the senior management team held a totally different view. They
insisted that turnkey solutions could bring higher turnover to the company
and would ensure that WW had more control over the installed systems.
More importantly, they thought that providing turnkey solutions was WW’s
key competitive advantage in China since no competitor was in the market.
They considered the image of WW in China to be that of an RAS turnkey
solution provider. If WW turned to component sales, it would become a
common trader in the eyes of fish farmers and the government because all
the components except AOT and the steering control system were actually
not from WW. Besides, the company believed their customers would gradually value system reliance and robustness provided by the turnkey solution.
For the senior managers, earnings from design services were not attractive
enough, as the company aimed much higher than that. In addition, the Soya
Group offered solid backing for WW to sustain its turnkey-solution strategy.
As one senior manager mentioned:
We chose this strategy. That means we do not want to earn quick money because
we have Soya. In the short run, we have no cash flow. We can earn from providing design services. Maybe 100,000 to 200,000 RMB in each case. We do not do
this, because we aim for the long term. To use a Chinese parable: We are not in
the business of selling sesame-seed cakes. They have cash income every day. If
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we succeed for once in big business, our earnings will cover us for three years
(Respondent #2, Wallenius Water Tianjin)

Some of the Chinese staff interpreted these diverging views as the differences
in business logic that Nordic people and the Chinese embrace. One Chinese
staff member commented:
We Chinese are flexible. If there are chances to earn money, why not? We can
still strive for our ultimate goal at the same time, right? But Sweden thinks differently. They only have an ultimate goal and that is it. No compromise. (Respondent #2, Wallenius Water Tianjin)

The discussion ended with a decision to continue with the turnkey solution
strategy, but WW would be more careful to choose the right customers for
their solutions. The experiences told WW that the farmers who bought
WW’s RAS with grants did not make use of the systems. The VP of WW
RAS was worried:
We really want our sold systems to keep running. That is one very important
part. We are concerned that our systems should be in operation. We really see in
China, with the grants, customers just do not use our systems. From a business
point of view, running the systems is very important for us. (Respondent #5,
Wallenius Water Sweden)

Moreover, they realized that the workshop conditions and management of
small private farms like Xu’s in China were poor, and these factors would
affect the system performance and fish mortality. Originally, WW wanted to
use Xu’s farm as a showcase for potential customers. However, it turned out
that his farm was not suitable, due to poor workshop conditions and unsatisfactory outcomes. The senior manager of WW commented:
We learned our turnkey solution is a process-oriented business. It is not only
dependent on how we design everything to make it work together, but also dependent on how our customers run the equipment if they have sufficient
knowledge and provide a good environment in which to run it. (Respondent
#11, Wallenius Water Sweden)
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Thus, WW became clearer that larger and more professional fish farms were
their ideal customer segment. They assumed more advanced customers
would make the systems perform better.

5.10 A rocky road toward a potential showcase:
The Haiyang Case
Fortunately, in October 2013, WW got a grant from the Swedish government
agency for innovation (VINNOVA) to fund one RAS to help WW establish
its new business in China (e.g., doing research on the systems in real operational environments). With this grant, WW persuaded a big fish farm called
Haiyang Aquatic Products Ltd. to buy one system from WW. In return, they
would get one for free. According to the agreement, WW would follow the
use of the VINNOVA system to conduct relevant research for the first three
years. In February 2014, the agreement was signed. The system sold for about
4 million RMB and the customer would pay in three equal installments. The
first was the prepayment for WW to initiate the project. The second payment
was scheduled after system delivery, and the last payment would be paid after
the system was commissioned.
Haiyang (HY) is a well-known fish farm located in the Shandong province. It is a public-private joint-stock company. The Yellow Sea Fisheries
Research Institute, which is the top aquaculture research association in
China, has 30% of the shares in the company.
HY has more than 50,000 m2 of fish-farming pools and was one of the
first fish farms to use an RAS in China. The farm installed six local RAS.
They bought local components and built the systems on their own. The
owner of the farm, Mr. Liu, was previously a government officer. Having
considerable experience in building and using the RAS, he explained the motives for buying a system from WW:
We have been using the local RAS for years. This time, we buy a foreign RAS
because we want to see how advanced the system is and we want to compare
that with the local RAS and evaluate which one has a better performance-toprice ratio. (Respondent #8, Haiyang fish-farm)
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WW placed big hopes in the HY project. Having failed several times, they
expected HY would be a successful project that could work as a reference
object for their future business. One senior manager said:
Most of the problems have occurred from 2011 to now. We are very confident
in this project. It seems Mr. Liu has abundant experiences with the RAS and our
fish expert has very good knowledge of the RAS and fish as well. So, with this
customer, we can communicate at the same level. This project will be our important reference in China. In addition, we think HY is extremely valuable for
us because they are experienced in using the local RAS. (Respondent #2, Wallenius Water Tianjin)

For this project, the French fish expert was also involved in system design
for the first time. His participation helped the team to pay more attention to
the fish welfare in the system. Within the company, he promoted a series of
workshops to introduce his colleagues to aquaculture and encourage them to
think comprehensively and place fish welfare in focus when designing the
system. He was very confident in the design:
In the VINNOVA project, the first system was designed for 500 cubic meters
of water, but here the speed of water is twice as high, so we can run the water
very fast; the heart is very strong, this is the key for the system—then we can
put more fish in the tanks. (Respondent #6, Wallenius Water Tianjin)

Unexpectedly, when WW submitted the design to HY, the customer was not
satisfied with the design. HY suggested that WW make revisions in several
places. Especially, they did not want to dig deep fish tanks. Rather, they
wanted wider tanks, about 1,000 cubic meters of water for each. When WW
received these requests, it did not review the design right away because the
VP of the RAS team wanted to wait until the customer made the first payment. After two months, the customer made the first installment, but by then
there was not enough time left for WW to review the design according to the
customer’s requests. So, WW decided to use its original design without communicating this to the customer.
As WW did not have an installation team and HY had a team that was
experienced in installing an RAS, HY took over the installation work and
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WW recruited an on-site manager to monitor progress. During the installation, the customer found that WW had not changed the design according to
their requests. Liu was unhappy and insisted on his idea of digging a wider
fish tank instead of a deep one. The French fish expert was confused:
You know when you talk to farmers, ok, you want high density, you want to save
water. Ok, I make a system with high density and low water consumption. But
the problem is that there is a wide gap between what they say and what they do.
(Respondent #6, Wallenius Water Tianjin)

However, Liu thought differently:
In Sweden, the land costs, the material costs, the human costs are higher than in
China. So, in Sweden, they seek high fish density per cubic meter. When they
come to China, they should think about how to design a system most suitable
for the Chinese economic situation. If they just insist on their ideas, they will not
be successful. (Respondent #8, Haiyang fish-farm)

The question of what constituted suitable fish density in an RAS for the Chinese fish market confused the French fish expert. He explained that in
France, there is a daily market for fish, so fish farmers can sell fish every day.
Accordingly, the ideal RAS-production philosophy is to put in fish today and
in two months and then again in two months. Then, there are different sizes
of fish in the system. After a period, the farmer can sell fish continuously.
This production philosophy requires a high-fish-density design for an RAS.
If there is no stable and continuous demand in the fish market in China, then
the high-density design is not necessary. The fish expert stated:
If I consider a design like this, it needs very good quality water and high density,
and then the system will be very complicated. To be profitable, you must use my
system with high density and continuously. If the guys say I can only sell the fish
in November and February, then we cannot do it like this, and my system will
not be valuable for them. I noticed in China that a big sale is only made during
Chinese New Year and festivals. Is it true? What does the market look like? What
is the suitable production philosophy for China? I do not know. (Respondent
#6, Wallenius Water Tianjin)
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Mr. Liu and the French fish expert could not reconcile their opposing views.
They got unhappy with each other. At last, they decided that of the two systems to be installed at HY, the system bought by HY would adopt Mr. Liu’s
wide-fish-pool ideas, and the system funded by VINNOVA would follow
the WW design. The WW on-site manager described the situation:
In many areas, our thoughts conflict with the customer’s thoughts. It is quite
hard to communicate, especially since our French expert cannot speak Chinese.
I can feel the customer has used the RAS for years and speaks from experience.
They cannot accept our design ideas. Often, they want to simplify the design and
make it simple. The conflict also affected my work. After the conflict, it became
very hard to get the hands from HY to put forward the VINNOVA RAS installation. (Respondent #9, Wallenius Water Tianjin)

WW wanted to show HY that the VINNOVA system would perform better
than the HY system. However, WW had no confidence in this at all because
it would not be able to control how the customer was going to use the system. The fish expert said:
It is not enough to have a Ferrari to win the race. You need so many skills and
so many aspects that you do not know—environment, water, feed, where does
the feed come from, is it of good quality, where do the fish come from, are you
sure the fish are good, are you treating the water in a good way before sending
it into the water system? [There are] so many other factors that can lead to failure
in the process. For example, the fish feed could be in poor quality because the
supplier wants to reduce the costs. Even though I made the system very good, I
cannot control for everything that goes into the system. This means you have
many risks. (Respondent #6, Wallenius Water Tianjin)

WW tried to instruct workshop managers on how to manage the system to
achieve the best results. The managers did not like to listen, as they thought
they were more experienced and did not believe what WW told them. They
asserted HY was the one who paid for the fish, the electricity, and the labor,
so HY had autonomy to decide how they were going to use the systems. The
fish expert was worried:
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They told my microbiologist that they would turn off the pump because it cost
too much. They did not know the difference between turning on the pump and
turning off the pump. They have no education and only gain knowledge from
their experience. They are not open at all, but they think they are experts! (Respondent #6, Wallenius Water Tianjin)

Mr. Liu and his general manager, Mr. Xue, were also concerned about the
high price of WW’s RAS and its high operational costs. They said the price
of WW’s RAS was almost four times that of a local RAS, and the operational
costs were about twice as high as those for the local system. They guessed
that WW had put all its sales and R&D costs into the price of its system,
which made the price unacceptable in the Chinese market. It would take a
very long time for a fish farmer to recover the investment in WW’s RAS,
especially given that fish prices were so low at present. They suggested that
WW should distribute general costs, such as R&D and sales, into the price
of at least 30 sets of RAS and try to use some quality RAS components made
in China to reduce costs. They thought it was important for WW to reduce
the price to an acceptable level in the Chinese market in order to increase
sales.
Besides the absolute price, they were most concerned with the performance-to-price ratio of the system. They had used Turbot as an example and
found raising Turbot with a density of 20 kg/m3 was most economic. WW
suggested increasing fish density to 60 kg/m3 in the WW RAS. However,
Mr. Xue thought that this would increase the risk of fish disease and slow
down the fish-growth rate. It was hard to say whether a higher density could
lead to a more profitable business because this hinged on many other factors.
Mr. Liu and Mr. Xue wanted to identify a suitable fish density for the WW
RAS and then compare the performance-to-price ratio between the WW
RAS and the local RAS. As the price of the WW RAS was very high, it would
have to perform much better than the local system to win the comparison.
Both Mr. Liu and Mr. Xue liked the turnkey solution, where components
were integrated seamlessly, and found WW’s RAS to have a high level of
automation and risk control. They commented that the local RAS sometimes
had problems with water quality. However, since the price of the local system
was much lower, they could still make profits from using it.
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They suggested WW be more flexible in its business model. For example,
HY could invest in the land and construction, while WW invested in the
systems. HY could promise to buy treated water per cubic meter from WW;
or WW could provide systems and HY provide fish, and they could find a
professional sales company to market their ecological fish. They even advised
WW to investigate the Chinese consumer market in order to better understand the business, since WW was now in the aquaculture industry.
However, the top management of WW held another view. They did not
think the customer would know how to evaluate the value of clean water.
They said the clean water would improve fish welfare. For example, if the
level of nitrogen was too high in the water, it would harm fish health. WW
could control the amount of nitrogen at an acceptable level in the recycled
water. Given its experiences, WW did not think Chinese customers would
give the clean water the value it deserved because fish diseases and fish mortality were the main issue here. Fish welfare would not show its value if fish
often died of diseases.
WW knew the high price of its systems was the crux of the problem. The
team actually consulted the Chinese equipment-leasing company about
whether it was possible for the leasing company to buy the RAS and let the
fish farm lease the system, releasing the fish farm from heavy capital investments. The leasing company evaluated the system and refused. The general
manager of WW Tianjin explained:
They said that firs,t the system was highly customized. If the farmer did not want
the system, no one else could use it. Second, your system was almost fixed in the
fish farm. It was not an item that could be easily moved. Last, the output of the
system was uncertain because of fish diseases and fluctuating fish prices. The
leasing company was used to leasing overseas agriculture machinery to farmers.
These machines were common goods and easy to move. The value of machine
outputs was foreseeable. (Respondent #2, Wallenius Water Tianjin)

WW also discussed internally a cost-benefit model. The conclusion was that
the risk was too high for WW to adopt this business model. The general
manager of WW Tianjin clarified:
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We thought the cost-benefit model was suitable for the standardized manufacturing processes. Fish farming is raising living beings like raising kids. It is very
much dependent on the farmers’ working attitudes, whether the farmers care for
the fish, choose good quality feed, and take good care of the fish. How can we
know if he/she is a good farmer? It is out of our control. (Respondent #2,
Wallenius Water Tianjin)

According to WW’s top management, the potential risks of fish diseases and
fish mortality kept them away from considering alternative business models
other than the traditional cost-plus business model because the latter could
protect them from relating to the customer’s outcome. Internally, before
WW staff gave a quotation, they tried to calculate the length of the period in
which the customer could cover the investment, based on the customer’s
production capacity, an ideal fish density, and an approximate fish price. In
reality, WW admitted the calculation never came true. The VP of WW RAS
said:
We wanted to learn from them to understand how the customer interprets the
value of the RAS. We would like to know how HY calculates and how they
compare the value of our systems with the local RAS and the flowing-water systems. (Respondent #5, Wallenius Water Sweden)

HY’s experiences in using flowing-water systems and local RAS systems also
rendered a great opportunity for WW to do research on these systems. WW
hired an on-site microbiologist based in HY to collect data. They wanted to
know how fish grow in the local RAS and flowing-water systems. Later, WW
wanted to compare fish-growth situations in the WW RAS with these two
systems. The fish expert explained:
I have not yet proved the link between clean water and better fish conditions.
This farm has a long history. So, now I would like to know how the fish behave
in this farm, what is the growth, and the speed of the growth (from the baby fish
to 10mm to the max size for sales), how much feed do they give, what is the
food conversion rate? I want to weigh the fish after 10 days and every 15 days
to do this. (Respondent #6, Wallenius Water Tianjin)
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However, they found HY just had data on ammonia levels and had no records concerning feed, growth rate, or mortality; the WW fish expert could
not refer to the historical data of HY to learn how the fish in this farm were
raised.
Another task of the WW microbiologist would be to collect the data from
fish tanks after WW’s RAS came into operation. The WW RAS could automatically record all the real-time data related to the water, such as pH value
and the level of CO2. Combining the fish data and water parameters, WW
planned to correlate the water parameters with fish-status data. In future,
WW wanted to identify some key water-parameter indicators to predict fish
status. The microbiologist said:
In the future, if we find the fish do not look good today, then we will trace back
the changes in water parameters. It could be that we find the bacterial level was
a bit higher than normal some time ago, reaching 105. Then, we know when the
bacterial level in the water is approaching 105, it means fish will easily get sick.
So, we can report to our customer and they can be more careful when feeding
the fish, or they can take some preventative measures. (Respondent #10, Wallenius Water Tianjin)

In July 2015, two systems were handed over to HY. At that time, movingbed biofilm reactors (MBBR) were not fully ready because it took time to
grow the necessary bacteria in the MBBR. However, HY could not wait to
use the systems, as a group of senior government officers was coming to HY
to see the new systems soon. HY asked the WW fish expert if they could
start using the systems right away. Principally, one needs to wait until the
MBBR is completely ready, which usually takes six months. In the case of
HY, the MBBR had just been given four weeks. To meet the customer’s requirements, the French expert reluctantly checked the systems and thought
they were all right, so he gave the customer his approval. Immediately, the
customer transferred 6,000 Turbot into each tank, and they put a total of
120,000 Turbot into the VINNOVA system. Meanwhile, the customer transferred the same amount of Dongsu into the HY system.
Within 10 days, fish started dying in the VINNOVA system. Fish in the
HY system were fine at the beginning. Then, after a few more days, the fish
in the HY system also started dying. The customer got very anxious and the
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French expert was away for 10 days. Finally, the customer decided to put
medicines into the RAS, as they often did in the flowing-water and local RAS
systems. Unexpectedly, fish died even more rapidly. When the French expert
returned, he was shocked. He said irritably:
Haiyang is a disaster. About 500–600 fish died every day. I told them MBBR was
not fully ready at that time, but they did not want to listen. They urged me to
check and I made the wrong decision. We should have waited until MBBR was
completely ready. I later realized that when MBBR is not ready, it releases nitrogen. Nitrogen is toxic to fish. But I still think the fish they transferred were not
healthy at the beginning. Nitrogen is just the catalyst for fish to get sick more
easily. The root of this disaster is that their fish are not healthy! (Respondent #6,
Wallenius Water Tianjin)

The bad news astonished WW HQ. The company called the fish expert and
country manager back to Sweden to analyze the reasons for the accident and
the solution to it. They listed five reasons for the disaster. First, they thought
fish diseases caused the disaster because all the recorded water parameters
were fine. If the WW RAS had caused it, then it would be a systemic problem
and the fish would all die at the same time. In fact, the fish died gradually.
The French expert dissected the fish and found the fish were infected with
at least two diseases. The evidence convinced WW that the fish died from
diseases the fish had before being transferred into the RAS. Second, the immature MBBR released a large amount of nitrogen, inducing the explosion
of the diseases. Third, compared to the local RAS and the flowing-water systems, the WW RAS had a low rate of water exchange. Once some fish got
sick, it was easy to infect other fish. Fourth, WW’s RAS had a high level of
automation designed to be adjusted by biological methods. In the MBBR of
the WW RAS, activated bacteria would form the biofilms to dissolve pollutants in the water. The farmers putting medicines into the systems would
destroy the stable ecological system, and the situation would become even
worse. The WW RAS environment is relatively closed; therefore, the added
medicines would remain in the system and affect the healthy fish. In contrast,
the local RAS had a high-level water-exchange rate and was not highly automated. It could tolerate the farmers using “special methods” (i.e., putting
antibiotics into the system) to treat the sick fish. Last, WW found HY’s fish-
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farm-management protocols were poor. For example, anyone could enter the
fish workshop without changing clothes. The general manager of WW Tianjin sadly said:
We had to face the reality that Haiyang represented almost the most advanced
level of Chinese fish farming. However, even with this fish farm, we found they
had big problems with fish diseases. These problems did not come up before
because they used a high dosage of antibiotics to treat sick fish, and it was ok
with the flowing-water systems and the local RAS. We, Wallenius Water, advocate food security and we do not think it is right to use a high dosage of antibiotics to treat the fish!
We understand that our farmers were used to this kind of “special method” to
treat the fish. Now their traditional ways do not work with our systems. So, they
got lost.
We are a water-treatment company. In Europe, water-treatment companies just
treat water and guarantee the water quality. Here, in China, if we do not solve
the problem of fish diseases with the farmers, we will not be able to do more
business in China. (Respondent #2, Wallenius Water Tianjin)

After the internal analysis, WW concluded that if it could help the Chinese
farmers solve the “fish diseases” problem, that would offer unique value to
the farmers. Thus, WW decided to find professional European companies
and researchers in fish diseases and establish business relationships with
them. The idea was to ask professionals to come to HY to investigate the
situation of fish diseases and then provide services to HY to help them establish strict and effective management protocols to prevent fish diseases. In
the future, WW wanted to unite with these fish-disease-treatment companies
to provide lifecycle fish-health services to the Chinese farmers. The general
manager of WW Tianjin said:
It will be a new business model. We still focus on water quality and our partners
will focus on how to help local farmers to prevent fish diseases. Altogether, we
can provide lifecycle fish-health services to the farmers. I think it is very valuable
for the farmers. (Respondent #2, Wallenius Water Tianjin)
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However, when the company dug deeper into the issue, they found there was
a big hole in the chain of fish farming in China. Few fish vaccinations were
available in China. The general manager of WW Tianjin said:
In China, it takes a long time for the authorities to approve vaccinations. In
Europe, fish do not get most diseases because they are vaccinated. But, in China,
almost no fish vaccinations!
In fact, I noticed there are several gaps in the chain of Chinese fish farming, such
as good quality of fish eggs, fish feed, and fish vaccinations. This is a macrolevel problem, which we, as a private company cannot solve. (Respondent #2,
Wallenius Water Tianjin)

Furthermore, another critical aspect related to the fish diseases concerned
WW: the regulation of food security in China. They asserted that if the country did not put forth strict food-security regulations regarding the control of
medicines, such as antibiotics, in the aquaculture industry, the local farmers
would have no incentives to deal with the issue. The cost of using medicines
to treat sick fish was much less than that of investing in preventing fish diseases. The general manager of WW Tianjin stated:
At the beginning, we thought as an RAS provider, it would be enough if we
could provide good-quality systems with reasonable prices to our customers. In
reality, it does not work this way. Without proper regulations to change the current use situation, such as the charges on groundwater and improving the foodsecurity level, it would be hard for the farmers to make use of our systems. (Respondent #2, Wallenius Water Tianjin)

At the following meeting, WW also reviewed its experiences from the HY
project and identified several areas for improvements. First, some areas of
the system design proved to be impractical, especially from the maintenance
perspective. Designers of the system were required to get more familiar with
how the system actually would be used. Some areas of the design were too
complicated. The service manager said it had to be more simplified to suit
the educational level of Chinese farmers. Besides, more proactive design
thinking was identified as important for future design. The fish expert added:
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We should consider more how our customer would manage the system in real
life, not just the characteristics of the system. For example, if the customer encounters a power-off, what will the effects be on the whole system? We need to
create problems in our system and try to think about the consequences. So, this
will help us design a system by adapting to various user situations. (Respondent
#6, Wallenius Water Tianjin)

Second, WW learned from experience that the customers did not use the
systems according to WW’s instructions. Therefore, the staff thought that
future design should consider how they could control every aspect of the
system at any time, even when the customer did not use the system as intended. The fish expert said:
We inbuilt the CO2 stripe because we assumed HY would run high flow. However, HY did not run high flow and the CO2 stripe could not work. The best
situation is to have full control of each unit at any moment of the operation,
independent from whether the customer follows the “script” or not. We need
to spend time on this! (Respondent #6, Wallenius Water Tianjin)

Last, the design team reported they were given too little time to hand in a
complete system design. Worse, they could not revise the design, even when
they found improper design areas afterward because WW made its quotations to the customer based on the equipment list provided with the design.
The company did not want to start system design without customers’ prepayments. However, when the payment was made, the time remaining was
not enough for the team to review all aspects of the design. The fish expert
said:
We must change our process. It is wrong. For example, we found later that two
pumps would be better than one pump. I asked if we could add one pump; they
said no because we had given the quotation already. The equipment list is closed.
I do not think this is right to do. I can understand the company did not want to
invest without the payment. Then, at least we should tell the customer the quotation is rough and keep the possibility to modify our design and give a precise
quotation later. (Respondent #6, Wallenius Water Tianjin)
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5.11 Way forward
Reviewing the experiences in the Chinese fish-farming business, WW identified three factors that affected the outcomes of fish production in the RAS:
the RAS itself, the fish environment (e.g., fish eggs and fish feed), and the
fish farmers. As WW would not be able to control the latter two factors, the
result of fish production was uncontrollable by WW. Introducing fish-health
services to influence the fishing environment would make WW more powerful in the relationship with the customers, with more chances to influence
the final result.
As WW understood it, the macroeconomic situation in China in the three
years following 2016 would not be promising. Capacity redundancy is the key
problem in China, so the businesses in China will experience stagnancy.
Thus, investing in new equipment like an RAS will be almost impossible for
private fish farms.
WW perceived that the Chinese government was seeking transition in
various industries. They wanted to promote new technology and environmentally friendly solutions. Therefore, WW wanted to position itself as an
RAS provider to the Chinese government focusing on innovation (e.g., raising fish in high density) and providing a sustainable solution (e.g., raising fish
without using medicines). WW thought its future business opportunities lay
in cooperating with the Chinese government to build modern fish-farming
zones, such as fish-farming parks in cities.

5.12 Epilogue
The fish expert was contacted in September 2017, and he said HY did not
want to listen to WW. HY insisted on raising fish by using the RAS with a
very low density. So, there is no value for WW in following up their use with
the VINNOVA system any longer. He also said that the CEO of WW and
the VP of WW’s RAS team left the company in early 2017, and the company
was restructuring its RAS business in China.

Chapter 6
Within-case analysis: WW case
The Wallenius Water case is analyzed in light of the conceptual models developed in Chapter 3, to generate insights concerning how actors co-create
solution value. Specifically, this within-case analysis has four aims: first, to
investigate how individual actors create value in solution value co-creation;
second, to identify patterns of influence between actors in solution value cocreation; third, to examine whether the four subprocesses of solution value
co-creation identified in Chapter 3 are sufficient to describe the whole solution value co-creation process; fourth, to explore how actors co-create solution value throughout the four identified subprocesses along four
dimensions (the development of actors’ goals, ongoing actors’ activities, the
transformation of actors’ resources, and the evolvement of actors’ value).
Based on the temporal bracketing strategy (see Chapter 4), I identify four
periods in the case, one for each solution project with (1) the Tianjin government, (2) Li, (3) Xu, and (4) Haiyang. Each period covers a specific solution value co-creation process, from Subprocess 1 (SVP development) to
Subprocess 4 (determining solution value). I first analyze each subprocess
for all four periods along the four dimensions. In the final section, I discuss
the findings.
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6.1 Subprocess 1: Developing the SVP
6.1.1 The development of actors’ goals

Across the four periods, most actors hold multiple goals in the subprocess
of developing the SVP, classified into five types: revenue goals (e.g., WW’s
goal of selling AOT-RAS), functional goals (e.g., Xu and Li’s goal of raising
fish in a high-density environment in the RAS), learning goals (e.g., HY’s goal
of comparing local and foreign RAS), cost goals (e.g., Xu’s goal of low total
costs related to the RAS), and symbolic goals (e.g., MF’s goal of gaining a
good reputation with the government). These goals develop in Subprocess 1
(see Table 6.1).

Table 6.1 The development of actors' goals in Subprocess 1
Period
Period 1
(solution project
with Tianjin government)

•
•
•
•
•

Period 2
(solution project
with Li)
Period 3
(solution project
with Xu)

The development of actors’ goals in Subprocess 1
Sun: adoption of a learning goal (i.e., learning the use of the
RAS in aquaculture) and a functional goal (i.e., using the RAS to
save underground water)
WW: revenue goal adjustment (i.e., from selling AOT to selling
AOT-RAS solution)
KK: revenue goal adjustment (i.e., from selling traditional RAS to
making AOT-RAS for WW)
Tianjin government: functional goal adjustment (i.e., from using
the RAS to save underground water to using the AOT-RAS to
save underground water)
Min Feng (MF): adoption of a functional goal (i.e., raising fish in
a high-density environment in the RAS)2

•

Li: adoption of a functional goal (i.e., raising fish in a high-density environment in the RAS)3

•

Xu: adoption of a functional goal (i.e., raising fish in a high-density environment in the RAS), a learning goal (i.e., learning the

Min Feng had a symbolic goal (i.e., gaining a good reputation with the government). This was Min
Feng’s goal before they joined solution value co-creation. MF’s adoption of a functional goal was partly due
to their wanting to create symbolic value by being the RAS user.
3 The farmers may have had exact goals concerning what density (i.e., fish output/m3) they sought to
achieve when using the RAS. Since I do not have this information, I use the term “high-density environment” to indicate their functional goal in the analysis.
2
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•
•
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use of the RAS) and a cost goal (i.e., low total costs related to
the RAS)4
Haiyang (HY): adoption of a learning goal (i.e., comparing the
local RAS with the foreign RAS) and a cost goal (i.e., low total
costs related to the RAS)
WW: adoption of a learning goal (i.e., learning from the local
RAS professional user), a symbolic goal (i.e., rebuilding reputation of WW’s RAS), a functional goal (i.e., raising fish in a highdensity environment in the RAS) and a revenue goal (i.e., using
VINNOVA funding to sell one RAS to HY)

How do the actors’ goals affect SVP development?
First, the resulting SVP reflects the goals of the actors. For example, KK’s
revenue goal was reflected in the SVP, as the components of the RAS (except
AOT) were from KK. The same happened to Xu’s cost goal when WW reduced the solution price for Xu. The finding is in line with the reciprocal
value proposition concept (Ballantyne et al., 2011), which suggests that not
just the customer’s value perspective, but also multiple actors’ value perspectives are considered in the resulting value proposition.
Second, the actors’ goals guide their subsequent activities, undertaken in
the SVP development for creating the value they intend. For example, led by
its functional goal (i.e., using AOT-RAS to save underground water), the
Tianjin government promised to provide MF with funds to procure WW’s
AOT-RAS. Led by its revenue goal, WW negotiated with HY and persuaded
them to buy one RAS from WW.
How do the actors’ goals develop in SVP development?
The actors join the SVP development successively. Some actors (e.g., Mr.
Sun and Xu) adopt new goals; others adjust their goals (e.g., Tianjin government) during the subprocess. In general, the actors’ previous value co-creation and ongoing solution value co-creation trigger the development of the
actors’ goals.

Xu had a cost goal related to the solution, e.g., controlling the acquisition cost. However, since I do
not have detailed information concerning his exact cost goal, I use a rougher term, “having low total costs”
as his cost goal in the analysis. The same situation applies to HY as well.
4
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First, some goals are adopted as a consequence of the actors’ previous value
co-creation. For example, WW’s adoption of the three new goals (i.e., the
functional, learning, and symbolic goals) in the SVP with HY was triggered
by its previous RAS solution value co-creation with MF, Li, and Xu. HY’s
previous local RAS value co-creation triggered the adoption of a learning
goal (i.e., comparing the local RAS and a foreign RAS in terms of price-performance ratio) in the WW RAS solution value co-creation. The finding
shows the development of the actors’ goals for value creation is based on
their evaluation of their past valuations (Dewey, 1939).
Second, ongoing solution value co-creation triggers the actors’ goal development in solution value co-creation. This can materialize in three ways:
(1) The actors’ existing goals in solution value co-creation trigger their adoption of other goals. For example, MF adopted the functional goal not only
because they were interested in raising fish in high density, but also because
they wanted to support their existing goal (i.e., gaining a good reputation with
the government) to create symbolic value. (2) The actors’ ongoing activities
undertaken in solution value co-creation trigger other actors’ goal development. For instance, KK adjusted its revenue goal (i.e., from making a traditional RAS to making an AOT-RAS for WW), triggered by WW’s promise
to buy AOT-RAS from KK (i.e., WW’s ongoing activity). (3) The actors’
transformed resources in solution value co-creation trigger the actors’ (their
own and others’) goal development in solution value co-creation. For example, knowledge generated from Sun’s test, market information generated
from WW’s market study, and the Tianjin government’s funding that triggered WW’s goal adjustment (i.e., from selling AOT to selling AOT-RAS).
Implications of the actors’ goal development for SVP development
The actors join the SVP development because they think engaging in solution
value co-creation could enable them to realize their goals. They adopt these
goals based on their evaluations of their own and other actors’ previous value
co-creation. During the SVP development subprocess, these actors could adjust their goals, which are triggered by ongoing solution value co-creation
(e.g., other actors’ activities). The development of the actors’ goals in SVP
development is to align their goals with others’ goals to enable the formation
of a mutually accepted SVP.
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6.1.2 Actors’ ongoing activities

What activities do actors typically undertake in the SVP
development?
During the SVP development subprocess, the actors attempt to motivate other
actors to adopt the goals that would favor their own goal fulfillment (i.e.,
value creation). For example, led by his goal to learn about the use of AOTRAS in aquaculture, Sun motivated WW to adjust its revenue goal to sell
AOT-RAS, by informing WW of the Tianjin government’s investment plan
for RAS. Led by this new revenue goal, WW motivated KK to adopt the goal
of making AOT-RAS for WW by promising to buy KK’s AOT-RAS.
In addition, the actors tend to align their goals to support other actors’
value creation, to enable SVP establishment. For example, WW adjusted its
goal, from selling AOT to selling AOT-RAS, to support the Tianjin government’s functional goal to use the RAS to save underground water. In a similar
vein, KK adjusted its goal, from making RAS to making AOT-RAS, to support WW’s value creation. The finding supports the argument that the development of value propositions is an important alignment mechanism for
enabling actors’ reciprocal value creation (Frow & Payne, 2011; Ballantyne &
Varey, 2006). More importantly, the finding clarifies that actors’ goal alignment supports the establishment of reciprocity in the value propositions.
How are actors’ ongoing activities conducted?
First, their goals guide the actors’ activities to co-create solution value—e.g.,
Sun tested AOT in his lab guided by his learning and functional goals. Development of the actors’ goals guides them to conduct a new set of goal-led
activities. For example, when WW adjusted its goal to sell AOT-RAS, it contacted KK for cooperation. WW would not have undertaken this activity,
had it kept its original goal (selling AOT).
Second, the actors’ ongoing activities are continuously afforded the
transformation of both their own and other actors’ resources. For example,
the knowledge that AOT could be applied in aquaculture (i.e., the resources
generated by Sun’s test) afforded Sun further contact with WW for cooperation. The VINNOVA fund afforded WW the opportunity to contact HY
to provide a special offer for the RAS (i.e., buy one for two).
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6.1.3 The transformation of actors’ resources

During the SVP development, the actors bring resources into the process to
enable mutual value creation (Frow & Payne, 2011; Ballantyne & Varey,
2006). The resources brought into the SVP development subprocess include
the actors’ knowledge of water treatment, AOT, and RAS, the funds, and
various actors’ requirement information. The outcome of the SVP development is a mutually accepted SVP (i.e., a newly generated resource), used to
guide the subsequent solution value co-creation (e.g., shaping the solution
and interface resources).
The actors’ ongoing activities cause the transformation of actors’ resources—e.g., Sun tested the AOT in the lab, generating the knowledge that
AOT could be applied in aquaculture. The activities of several actors generated the SVP (e.g., WW, KK, Tianjin government, Sun, MF).
Also, the actors’ goal (development) leads to the transformation of the
actors’ resources. For example, the Tianjin government, led by its adjusted
functional goal, provided funds to MF to procure the AOT-RAS solution.
Led by its newly adopted goals (e.g., learning goal), WW provided HY with
the VINNOVA-funded RAS.
6.1.4 The evolvement of actors’ value

The actors join the subprocess of SVP development with multiple goals for
value creation (Gummesson & Mele, 2010; Vargo & Lusch, 2008). Each such
goal links to a corresponding value dimension. For example, Xu joined SVP
development because he wanted to create both functional and learning value,
based on his functional goal of raising fish in a high-density environment in
the RAS and his learning goal to raise fish in an RAS environment.
One could say that in the subprocess of SVP development, Li and MF
created symbolic value when the SVPs were completed. Following the government’s calling, both promised to provide their resources (e.g., spaces, fish
eggs, and fish feeds) to try RAS. Li was the RAS solution customer. His creation of symbolic value in the subprocess of SVP development shows how
the customer could create solution value (in a certain dimension) even before
using the solution. As customers’ goals for solution value creation do not
concern only use (Macdonald et al., 2016), solution value in different dimen-
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sions can be created at different points in the solution value co-creation process. MF was the solution user whose creation of symbolic value in the SVP
development subprocess implies that actors other than the customer also
create value in solution value co-creation (Cantù et al., 2012; Mason, 2012).
6.1.5 Discussion

The actors in the subprocess of SVP development often have multiple goals
for creating value (in different dimensions) by engaging in solution value cocreation. However, as the case indicates, this does not mean that the more
goals held, the more value can be created. WW held four goals in the SVP
development with HY. After the failures from previous RAS value co-creation, WW realized the learning and functional goals should be prioritized
along with its other goals in the SVP development with HY. However, it also
wanted to take the chance to leverage VINNOVA’s fund to make more sales.
This actually caused it to lose control of both RAS operations in HY, and
consequently, its learning and functional goal was unfulfilled. Hence, WW’s
revenue goal actually conflicted with its prioritized learning and functional
goals, though WW did not notice this in the SVP development subprocess.
The risk of having multiple goals is that the actor’s seemingly harmonious
goals in the SVP development could conflict with each other later, harming
the actor’s overall value creation.
Comparing the SVP development subprocesses across four periods, we
can find WW enhancing its knowledge of aquaculture in Period 4 (i.e., the
solution project with HY). The company learned from the failures of previous solution value co-creation that selling product (i.e., AOT) was a different
business than providing solutions. Being an AOT seller just required having
knowledge concerning AOT (the product)—e.g., how to integrate AOT into
the big system to treat water. In comparison, guaranteeing quality water in
the solution business required it to also have the knowledge concerning RAS
water, e.g., how RAS water could be integrated with fish eggs to produce
fish. Therefore, being a solution provider requires knowing not only how to
generate solution outputs but also how to apply the solution output (e.g.,
quality RAS water) to support the customers’ solution value creation (e.g.,
raising fish in the RAS water).
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6.2

Subprocess 2: Shaping the solution and
interface resources

6.2.1

The development of actors’ goals

As Table 6.2 shows, the actors’ goals develop in the subprocess of shaping
the solution and interface resources (i.e., the shaping subprocess). Some new
actors bringing their own goals join solution value co-creation during Subprocess 2, while others adopt new goals.

Table 6.2 The development of actors' goals in Subprocess 2
Period
Period 1
(solution project
with Tianjin government)
Period 2
(solution project
with Li)
Period 3
(solution project
with Xu)
Period 4
(solution project
with HY)

•

The development of actors’ goals in Subprocess 2
Installation company: adoption of a cost goal (i.e., low costs involved in installing the RAS) and a revenue goal (i.e., getting
payments based on working hours)
MF: “adoption”5 of a cost goal (i.e., low operational costs)

•
•

Li: “adoption” of a cost goal (i.e., low operational costs)
WW: adoption of a cost goal (i.e., low costs in solution provision)

•
•

Xu: “adoption” of a cost goal (i.e., low operational costs)
WW: adoption of a cost goal (i.e., low costs in solution provision)

•

WW and HY’s goals do not change in subprocess 2; however,
the goal relations (i.e., WW’s functional goal and HY’s cost
goal) between them changed from the “harmonious’” relation
to the “conflicting” relation

•

How do the actors’ goals affect the shaping subprocess?
Actors attempt to shape the solutions in a way that favors their own goal
fulfillment. For example, installation companies led by their cost goals used
poor tools to install the solutions. To reduce operational costs involved in
using RAS, farmers (e.g., MF and Xu) requested changes to the solution, i.e.,
from digging deep fish pools to creating wide fish pools.

It is most likely that MF has a cost goal (i.e., having low operational costs) already in Subprocess 1;
however, their cost goal was not evident to others until Subprocess 2. The same situations apply for Li and
Xu.
5
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However, the actors’ goals may lead them to impose “opposite” requirements for shaping the solutions. For example, WW wanted to dig deep pools
to raise fish in a high-density environment (WW’s functional goal), while HY
wished to dig wide fish pools to support their cost-goal fulfillment. Facing
these conflicts, the actors tend to have their goals prioritized over others’
conflicting goals. This could result in two scenarios. The “more powerful”
actor could make the other party give up its goal. For example, WW was
perceived as more knowledgeable than Farmer Xu in terms of RAS solutions.
This made Xu give up his request and follow WW’s will to dig deep fish
pools. In the other scenario, no party gives in, which leads solution value cocreation to return to the SVP development. For instance, HY and WW could
not reconcile their conflicting goals concerning the RAS solution design, so
they renegotiated SVP—i.e., one RAS following WW’s requirements and the
other following HY’s requirements.
How do the actors’ goals develop in the shaping subprocess?
In addition to the previous findings, I find another four causes that trigger
the actors’ goal development in solution value co-creation. First, previously
active actors become inactive in the shaping subprocess, so their goals have
no impact on Subprocess 2 (e.g., the Tianjin government). Second, new actors bring their own goals to participating in the process (e.g., installation
companies). Third, some actors’ goals uncommunicated in the SVP development subprocess “emerge” in the shaping subprocess (e.g., MF’s cost goal).
Fourth, the actors’ evaluations of other ongoing value co-creation trigger
adoption of new goals in the process. For example, WW adopted a cost goal
(i.e., low costs in solution provision) in the shaping subprocesses of Periods
2 (i.e., Li’s solution) and 3 (i.e., Xu’s solution), triggered by its experience
(e.g., learning) in the parallel Tianjin government RAS project.
The actors’ goal development can have two consequences. First, the actor’s goal prioritization could be changed. For example, in the shaping subprocess, MF prioritized their new goal (i.e., cost goal) over their functional
goal. The other is that the goal relations between the actors could be altered.
For example, the actors’ goals were aligned in the SVP development; however, the “emergence” of MF’s cost goal in the shaping subprocess altered
the actors’ goal relation. Epp and Price (2011) discuss the impacts of the
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individual actors’ (i.e., the customer) goal prioritization on their value creation. The finding indicates the actor’s goal prioritization, as well as goal relations between actors in value co-creation, are subject to change, giving rise
to uncertainty and varying dynamics in value co-creation.
Notably, changes in actors’ goal relations can occur without the emergence of new goals causing them. In fact, some goals (e.g., HY’s cost goal
and WW’s functional goal) are harmonious in the SVP development. However, conflicts between goals may appear in the later shaping subprocess.
One reason for this “surprise turn” is that the actors do not discuss the implications of their goals thoroughly in the SVP development.
Implications of actors’ goal development for the shaping subprocess
The actors’ goal development in the shaping subprocess could result in “conflicts” in solution value co-creation. In the SVP development, the actors have
their goals aligned. Goal development in the shaping subprocess disrupts the
“balance” and creates new “mass,” requiring the actors to realign their goals
to sustain solution value co-creation. Failures in achieving the actors’ goal
realignment lead to solution value co-creation returning to the SVP development.
6.2.2 Actors’ ongoing activities

What activities do actors typically undertake in the shaping
subprocess?
Actors’ goal development in the shaping subprocess leads them to try to adjust “ready” solutions to favor their new goal fulfillment. For example, Xu,
MF, and HY tried to change the solution design. This often causes conflicts
in co-creation, which actors try to address by negotiating with others—e.g.,
changing the solutions to favor their goal fulfillment (i.e., value creation). For
example, MF, Xu, and HY tried to negotiate with WW to change the fishpool design to favor farmers’ value creation. Some conflicts are solved as
actors choose to adapt to others and give in on their goal fulfillment (e.g.,
Xu). Unsolved conflicts lead to solution value co-creation’s return to SVP
development.
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How do actors conduct ongoing activities conducted?
Similar to the findings in Subprocess 1, I find that the actors’ goal (development) leads their ongoing activities, with opportunities afforded by their own
and other actors’ transformed resources. For example, led by its new learning
goal, WW started collecting HY data (i.e., activity). The WW microbiologist’s
skill and the French expert’s knowledge in fish farming (i.e., WW’s resources)
and HY’s record data (i.e., HY’s resource) enabled the collection of data.
6.2.3 The transformation of actors’ resources

During the shaping subprocess, additional resources were generated and applied to support the solution value co-creation. These resources included the
RAS (i.e., generated by KK/WW’s solution-development activities), the fish
farms land and electricity, the skills of installation workers, and the
knowledge of fish farming and RAS use. In particular, WW added the remote-control system from Period 2, allowing WW to bring its resources
based in Sweden (e.g., knowledge of water treatment) to support solution
value co-creation in real time from great distances. One of the outcomes of
the shaping subprocess is the generation of recirculated RAS water suitable
for aquaculture use (i.e., RAS solution output), then used by the actors (i.e.,
users/customers) in the subprocess of utilizing the solution.
Similar to the findings in Subprocess 1, the actors’ ongoing activities and
goal development cause the transformation of actors’ resources. For example, the actors’ joint activities (e.g., the KK/WW solution development, the
installation company’s work, WW’s commissioning) generated the solution
output (i.e., the newly generated resource). Led by the new learning goal that
WW adopted (i.e., WW goal development) in the HY solution value co-creation, WW hired a microbiologist (i.e., the newly added resource) to collect
HY’s use data.
6.2.4 The evolvement of actors’ value

During the shaping subprocesses, the installation companies created value in
the revenue and cost dimension.
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Discussion

The actors may have different opinions about what constitutes customer solution value (Aarikka-Stenroos et al., 2012). In the shaping subprocess, the
dispute concerning the kind of fish pools (i.e., a wide or a deep fish pool)
that favors value creation recurred in the case. WW was confused about why
Chinese farmers with the functional goal of raising fish in a high-density environment preferred wide fish pools instead of deep fish pools. From the
farmers’ perspective, they intended to create value in both functional (i.e.,
raising fish in a high-density environment) and cost (i.e., achieving low operational and risk costs) dimensions. However, these two goals actually conflict
with each other in the RAS fish-pool design in China because fish mortality
is a big problem faced by farmers there. Raising fish in a high-density environment increases the risk of fish mortality (i.e., risk cost). It takes at least a
year to raise the fish before the farmer can sell them. Fish death during the
process results in a severe loss (e.g., fish eggs and feed) for the farmers.
Therefore, the farmers prefer to avoid fish-mortality risk (i.e., prioritize the
cost goal over the functional goal). Moreover, deep fish pools consume much
more energy than wide fish pools. Although wide fish pools occupy more
land, land costs in China are much lower than in Western countries. Hence,
in China, wide fish pools actually involve lower total costs (including land
and energy costs) than deep fish pools. For these reasons, the farmers think
wide fish pools favor their (overall) value creation. This does not mean that
the farmers do not want to create functional value (i.e., raising fish in a highdensity environment) but, as HY clarified, they must identify the density that
could give the best economic outcome in China (e.g., the highest possible
density that avoids fish mortality). This illustrates conflicts that result when
creating value in different dimensions, leading the actors to prioritize value
creation in certain dimensions to achieve the best overall value in their eyes.
It also demonstrates how different social contexts (e.g., the Chinese and European fish-farming environments) shape the actors’ perceptions of value
and, consequently, their value creation (Edvardsson et al., 2011). However,
WW failed to understand its customers’ multiple goals related to solutions,
the relations between goals, and how the customers assess overall solution
value based on these goals.
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The fish-pool-design dispute also illustrates how actors with different
goals try to lead solution value co-creation to favor their own value creation.
From WW’s perspective, it learned from its experiences that the total costs
(including the selling price and the operational costs) of its RAS were much
higher than the flowing-water system. Because underground water was still
free in China, its RAS would not sell if it could not raise much higher density
in the RAS than in the flowing-water system. As WW did not pay for the
operational costs (e.g., energy, fish feed, eggs), it did not have the cost goal
(i.e., low operational and risk costs) that the farmers had. Therefore, having
deep fish pools benefits WW’s overall value creation, and it insisted on the
deep-fish-pool design to lead solution value co-creation to favor its own
value creation.

6.3

Subprocess 3: Utilizing the solution

6.3.1

The development of actors’ goals

As Table 6.3 shows, the actors’ goals continue to develop in the subprocess
of utilizing the solution (i.e., the utilizing subprocess). For example, Li’s experiential goal was not manifest in the previous subprocesses (e.g., the shaping subprocess), but became evident in the utilizing subprocess.

Table 6.3 The development of actors' goals in Subprocess 3
Period
Period 1
(solution project
with Tianjin government)
Period 2
(solution project
with Li)
Period 3
(solution project
with Xu)
Period 4
(solution project
with Haiyang)

•

The development of actors’ goals in Subprocess 3
MF: giving up the functional goal (i.e., raising fish in a high-density environment in the RAS)

•

Li: adoption of an experiential goal (i.e., easy to use the RAS to
raise fish)

•

Xu: functional goal adjustment (i.e., from raising fish to raising
shrimps in the RAS)
WW: adoption of a new revenue goal (i.e., selling the RAS
shrimp application)
HY: adoption of a symbolic goal (i.e., gaining a good reputation from the officers’ visit)

•
•
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How do the actors’ goals affect the utilizing subprocess?
The solution users/customers have multiple goals that they want to achieve
by utilizing the solution. For example, Li expected to achieve his experiential,
functional, and cost goals by using the RAS solution. These goals led to the
activities concerning how he used the solution. For instance, led by their cost
goal, MF put antibiotics into RAS water after the fish-death accident. Goals
may be discordant concerning how the solutions should be used, requiring
prioritization of some goals over others. For example, HY’s symbolic goal
conflicted with their cost goal. The symbolic goal required HY to put RAS
into use before the system was ready, whereas the cost goal (i.e., low total
costs) conversely required HY to avoid fish-mortality risks. HY prioritized
the symbolic goal, leading to starting the RAS before the system was ready.
Other actors (e.g., the solution provider) also want to achieve their goals
in the utilizing subprocess. For example, led by its revenue goal (i.e., selling
AOT-RAS), WW provided free technical services to Xu in exchange for his
receiving potential customers at his farm. However, the solution users are
more powerful than other actors, so in conflicts with others’ goals concerning solution utilization, their goals are prioritized. For instance, after the fishdeath accident, HY, led by their cost goal, raised fish in a low-density environment in both RAS solutions to avoid fish-mortality risk, forcing WW to
give up its learning and functional goals.
How do the actors’ goals develop in the utilizing subprocess?
In addition to the previous findings, actors’ goal development is also triggered by 1) other actors’ goal development, 2) other connected actors’ value
co-creation and 3) the actor’s future value co-creation.
First, the actors’ goal development is triggered by that of other actors.
For example, Xu’s adjusting his functional goal (i.e., from raising the fish to
raising shrimps in the RAS) triggered WW’s adoption of a new revenue goal
(i.e., selling the shrimp application of the RAS).
Second, other connected actors’ value co-creation triggers the actors’
goal development in solution value co-creation. For example, the government officers visiting HY were not for co-creating RAS solution value, but
for creating other value (e.g., the government’s symbolic value). However,
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their activities triggered HY’s adoption of the symbolic goal for the RAS solution. Value co-creation takes place in the context of actors’ connected networks (Chandler & Vargo, 2011), which can shape value co-creation by
triggering goal development.
Third, the actors’ future value co-creation triggers their goal development in solution value co-creation. For example, selling RAS fish was the
future value co-creation for Xu. The drop in fish price drove Xu to adjust
his functional goal (i.e., from raising fish to raising shrimps) in solution value
co-creation. This shows that the temporal aspect is key to understanding
value co-creation at the microlevel (Storbacka et al., 2016). Furthermore, the
actors’ future value co-creation impacts their ongoing value co-creation by
triggering goal development.
Moreover, actors’ goal preferences change in the utilizing subprocess,
resulting not only from the actors’ goal development (e.g., HY prioritizing a
newly adopted symbolic goal over its cost goal) but also from the actors’
learning from ongoing solution value co-creation. For example, Xu initially
prioritized the functional goal (i.e., raising fish in a high-density environment)
over the cost goal (i.e., low cost of risk) and raised the first fish batch in a
high-density environment. Learning from his failure in the first fish batch,
he prioritized the cost goal over the functional goal and raised the first
shrimp batch in a low-density environment.
Implications of actors’ goal development for the utilizing subprocess
The actors develop their goals in the utilizing subprocess to create better
overall value in the changing context, e.g., changes in actors’ future value cocreation (Xu’s example) and connected actors’ value co-creation (HY’s example).
However, actors’ goal development can cause goal conflicts in the utilizing subprocess, which can occur not only within actors’ own goals but also
between actors’ goals. Consequently, the more powerful actors (i.e., solution
users) can have their goals prioritized, exerting a major influence on solution
utilization.
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Actors’ ongoing activities

What activities do actors typically undertake in the utilizing
subprocess?
The actors’ goals develop in the utilizing subprocess, causing their (internal
and inter-actor) goal conflicts. To solve the conflicts, the actors tend to prioritize some goals over others (Epp & Price, 2011). For example, HY prioritized symbolic goal fulfillment (i.e., value creation) over fulfilling their own
cost-goal and WW’s functional goal. Other actors (e.g., the solution provider), unable to have their goals prioritized in the utilizing subprocess, try
to facilitate their goal fulfillment by employing special means. For example,
WW exchanged free after-service with Xu to have his support for its learning- and revenue-goal fulfillment.
How do actors conduct ongoing activities?
Similar to the findings in the previous subprocesses, actors’ ongoing activities
in solution value co-creation are led by their goal (development) and afforded
by their transformed resources and those of other actors. For example, led
by his adjusted functional goal (i.e., raising shrimps in the RAS), Xu made
changes in the RAS solution, based on the knowledge of WW (i.e., resources
brought by others) and his learning from use of the RAS (i.e., his own resources generated from solution value co-creation).
The evolvement of the actors’ value also triggers the actors’ ongoing activities. For example, MF put the medicines into the RAS water due to their
determination of the negative functional and cost value of the RAS solution.
The finding is in line with both resource integration conceptualization and
valuation studies, namely, that in turn, the value could drive the actors’ improving valorization (Kleinaltenkamp et al., 2012; Heuts & Mol, 2013).
6.3.3

The transformation of actors’ resources

During the utilizing subprocesses, additional resources are mainly brought
by the solution users to support solution value co-creation. In the WW case,
these resources included fish eggs, fish feed, workshop protocols, and the
fish-farm workers’ skills. The fact that the solution users bring most of these
resources is one of the reasons why the solution users are more powerful
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than other actors and have their goals prioritized in the utilizing subprocess.
Moreover, new knowledge is continuously generated from the farmers’ use
of RAS solutions (e.g., Xu’s example), which leads the actors to return to the
shaping subprocess to reshape the solutions.
Similar to the previous findings, the actors’ ongoing activities and goal
development cause the transformation of the actors’ resources in solution
value co-creation. For example, WW analyzed the fish-death accident in HY
(i.e., the actor’s ongoing activity), generating the knowledge (i.e., new resource). Led by his adjusted functional goal (i.e., raising shrimps in the RAS),
Xu added a new device (i.e., new resource) to the solution.
In addition, the evolvement of actors’ value triggers the transformation
of actors’ resources. For example, medicines (i.e., a new resource) were added
to the fish pools to cure the sick fish, as MF determined the negative functional and cost value of the RAS solution after the accident.
6.3.4

The evolvement of actors’ value

During the utilizing subprocesses across four periods, actors’ different types
of value were created.

Table 6.4 The evolvement of actors' value in Subprocess 3
Period
Period 1
(solution project
with Tianjin government)
Period 2
(solution project
with Li)
Period 3
(solution project
with Xu)
Period 4
(solution project
with Haiyang)

•
•
•

The evolvement of actors’ value in Subprocess 3
MF: negative cost and functional value
WW: positive revenue value
KK: positive revenue value

•

Li: negative cost value, functional value, and experiential value

•

Xu: positive experiential value, negative cost and functional
value after first-batch fish death, positive functional value and
negative cost value after first shrimp-batch success, negative
functional and cost value after third-batch shrimp death
HY: positive symbolic value and negative cost value after fish
death
WW: negative functional, learning, and symbolic value after fish
death

•
•
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As the table shows, most solution users and customers determined the negative functional and cost value of RAS solutions, due to high operational
costs and fish death in WW’s RAS solutions. Some solution customers determined positive symbolic solution value and experiential solution value in
the utilizing subprocess. Other actors, such as WW and KK in Period 1, determined positive revenue value from receiving payment in the utilizing subprocess. In Period 4, WW determined negative functional, learning, and
symbolic value after fish death in HY.
Moreover, the utilizing subprocesses demonstrate that actors determine
value (in different dimensions) based on their evaluations of perceived consequences. These are generated by goal-led continuous integration of ongoing activities and transformed resources (both their own and others’) in
accordance with their goals. For example, led by their functional goal (i.e.,
achieving X fish density), MF integrated their own and others’ ongoing activities (e.g., fish feeding by MF and on-site service from WW) with their own
and others’ transformed resources (e.g., fish feed and eggs added by MF,
water treatment knowledge from WW, MF’s learning from the fish-death
accident in the RAS and adding medicines). The consequence was the fish
death (i.e., Y fish density). Based on evaluation of the consequence (e.g., Y
fish density) and following the functional goal (i.e., achieving X fish density),
MF determined the negative functional value (as Y fish density<X fish density). The determined value in turn made MF give up their functional goal
and stop using the RAS.
The finding shows that the actors create potential value through goal-led
continuous integration of both their own and others’ ongoing activities and
transformed resources. The process of creating potential value is not just
about integrating one’s own and others’ (static) resources, as SDL advocates.
Rather, the actor must continuously integrate own and others’ ongoing activities and transformed resources for creating the intended value. The ongoing activities and transformed resources enable each other—i.e., ongoing
activities generate/bring changes to resources, and transformed resources
enable ongoing activities. Therefore, the process of the actor creating (potential) value is not simply the actor putting (pre-matched) resources together
(Gummesson & Mele, 2010; Carida et al., 2019). Rather, the process involves
the actor’s continuous efforts to integrate own and others’ ongoing activities
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and transformed resources, often not fully under the actor’s control (e.g.,
others’ ongoing activities) or foreknown by the actor (e.g., own and others’
learning during the process). Hence, the process often occurs iteratively on
a trial-and-error-basis (e.g., Xu).
6.3.5

Discussion

Incompatibility of resources characterizes the utilizing subprocesses in the
case. The biggest issue is the fish death, seemingly caused by the incompatibility of the antibiotics and the RAS water—essentially, the incompatibility
of the Chinese fish eggs and the RAS water. The case illustrates the multiple
facets of each resource. For example, one facet of the Chinese fish eggs is
that they are not healthy (potentially infected by different diseases), due to
the lack of fish vaccination in the country, as the farmer recognized and WW
discovered. The “hidden” facets (i.e., realized by WW after several failures)
of the RAS water are that it is a rather closed system compared to the flowing
water, due to the low water-exchange rate and the RAS water environment
managed by biological methods, according to the RAS design. Due to these
special facets of the RAS water, bacteria could breed much faster in the
(closed) RAS water than in the flowing water; thus, the RAS water (i.e., biologically treated) is incapable of dealing with the Chinese fish diseases.
Though fish generally fit well with the RAS water (i.e., RAS water is cleaner
than underground water), a particular facet of Chinese fish is incompatible
with hidden facets of the RAS water, causing the fish death. In other words,
the incompatibility between the RAS water and Chinese fish eggs hinders the
realization of the RAS water’s “resourceness” (Koskela-Huotari & Vargo,
2016)—i.e., clean RAS water benefits fish health.
Resource incompatibility is a recurrent problem in the case, hindering
solution value creation. For example, the characteristic (i.e., seasonal) Chinese fish-market demand does not fit well with the production philosophy
(i.e., continuous supply) of the RAS. The current food evaluation system in
China cannot recognize the ecological fish raised in the RAS.
Again, this indicates the actors’ lack of knowledge of raising aquatic products in the RAS in China as the root cause of the failures. That knowledge
included understanding the seafood market in China, knowing the Chinese
farmers’ goals (e.g., symbolic and cost) and their evaluations (e.g., deep pool
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versus wide pool)from studying solution interface resources (e.g., fish eggs,
feed, workshop protocols, operators’ skills). Therefore, the knowledge the
provider needed to support solution value co-creation concerns not only
technical knowledge of the solution but also knowledge of the significance
of the customer and user’s subsequent value co-creation for solution value
co-creation, the customer and user’s goals related to the solutions, their ways
of assessing solution value, and the solution interface resources in utilization.

6.4

Subprocess 4: Determining solution value

6.4.1

The development of actors’ goals

As Table 6.5 shows, most customers (except HY) gave up their goals and
terminated solution value co-creation due to their determination of negative
overall solution value in Subprocess 4 (i.e., the determining subprocess).

Table 6.5 The development of actors' goal in Subprocess 4
Period
Period 1
(solution project
with Tianjin government)
Period 2
(solution project
with Li)
Period 3
(solution project
with Xu)
Period 4
(solution project
with HY)

•

The development of actors’ goals in Subprocess 4
Tianjin government: giving up the functional goal (i.e., using
WW’s RAS to save underground water)

•

Li: giving up the functional goal (i.e., raising fish in a high-density
environment in the RAS)

•

Xu: giving up the functional goal (i.e., raising fish in a high-density environment in the RAS), learning goal (i.e., learning the use
of the RAS to raise fish), experiential goal (i.e., using the RAS to
raise fish with ease)
WW: giving up the functional (i.e., raising fish in a high-density
environment in the RAS) and learning goal (i.e., learning from
local professional RAS user)

•

How do the actors’ goals affect the determining subprocess?
In fact, most parts of the determining subprocess occur in parallel with the
utilizing subprocess. These two subprocesses are closely intertwined. While
the customers are using the solutions, they keep on evaluating solution value
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in different dimensions (e.g., solution functional and cost value), based on
use. This serves as the basis for the customer to determine the overall solution value. In turn, the determined solution value affects the customers’ use
(e.g., stopping or adjusting use). For example, after Li determined the negative solution value after the fish death, he stopped the RAS. The finding is in
line with valuation studies asserting that valorization and evaluation (i.e.,
value assessment) are closely entangled (Aspers & Beckert, 2011). Evaluation
affects valorization and is based on the course of valorization (Aspers &
Beckert, 2011; Kjellberg et al., 2013).
The solution customers determine overall solution value, based on their
overall assessment of solution value in different dimensions, in accordance
with corresponding goals. Customers prioritize some goals more highly than
others. For example, Xu prioritized the functional and cost goal over his
learning goal. As a result, the customers attach more importance to the value
creation of those prioritized goals than other goals. However, the case data
does not indicate other actors’ goals having impacts on the customers’ determination of solution value. This is possibly due to the limited data available
concerning this subprocess.
How do the actors’ goals develop in the determining subprocess?
The evolvement of actors’ value triggers the actors’ goal development. For
example, Xu gave up his functional (i.e., raising shrimps in the RAS) and
learning goals (i.e., learning the use of RAS), triggered by the negative solution value he determined after his failure with the third shrimp batch.
6.4.2

Actors’ ongoing activities

During the determining subprocesses, the customers weigh the importance
of their goals to determine solution value when they get opposite value (i.e.,
negative versus positive value) in different solution value dimensions. For
example, Xu determined positive value in the functional value dimension and
negative value in the cost value dimension after the first shrimp batch. He
weighed functional value as more important and determined (overall) solution value as positive.
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The transformation of actors’ resources

The main resource brought into the determining subprocess is the customers’ understanding of the determined value (in different value dimensions) in
the prior subprocesses (e.g., the utilizing subprocess). The key resource that
the determining subprocess generates is the customers’ knowledge of what
overall solution value they actually obtain from the solutions. On this basis,
the customers decide whether they will continue their use, return to the shaping subprocess/the SVP development, or simply quit solution value co-creation.
6.4.4

The evolvement of actors’ value

In Period 1, WW and KK perceived positive revenue value in the utilizing
subprocess. However, their positive revenue value turned out to be negative
in the determining subprocess, as the Tianjin government determined negative solution value resulting from MF’s quitting and requested them to return
the payment. This demonstrates the interdependency of actors’ value creation due to each actor’s need to integrate others’ ongoing activities and transformed resources to support value creation. For example, when MF could
not create value with the solution and quit solution value co-creation, the
Tianjin government could not create solution value either, because its value
creation was based on its continuous inputs (e.g., providing fish feed) to MF’s
ongoing use of the RAS. This also displays an important feature of value—
value temporality. That is, the (determined) value for the actor at a certain
point in time fluctuates over time, depending on the value creation of others.
For example, KK and WW acquired positive revenue value after successfully
selling AOT-RAS, which all turned negative (i.e., KK and WW returned the
payment) after the Tianjin government solution value proved negative.
6.4.5

Discussion

The duration of value creation is different for various instances of value creation. For example, HY creating the solution symbolic value from the officers’ visit possibly required several days (e.g., preparing the workshops for
“show”). However, Xu creating functional value (i.e., raising high fish density
in the RAS) took at least a year.
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The duration of value creation is one of its important features, as not all
value could be instantly created simply by putting resources together as if
they were spontaneous chemical reactions. In much value creation, creating
value actually involves the actor sequentially and continuously integrating
his/her own and others’ ongoing activities and transformed resources over
time. However, this is not well-demonstrated in extant SDL work on value
creation (e.g., Kleinaltenkamp et al., 2012; Carida et al., 2019; Koskela-Huotari & Vargo, 2016).

6.5

Findings

Based on the above analysis, I find: 1) the problems that caused the failures
of WW’s RAS solutions, 2) how the actors’ goals develop in solution value
co-creation, 3) how an individual actor creates value in solution value cocreation, 4) what the patterns of influence are between actors’ value creation
in solution value co-creation, 5) whether the four identified subprocesses of
solution value co-creation are sufficient to describe the whole solution value
co-creation process, and 6) how the development of actors’ goals contribute
to each subprocess of solution value co-creation.
6.5.1

Identified problems

The identified problems related to the four dimensions are summarized as
follows:
Goal dimension: a) The case shows that WW did not fully comprehend that
its customers held multiple goals and intended to create solution value in
several dimensions (e.g., cost dimension), not just in a single dimension (i.e.,
functional dimension). b) WW seems to have tended to overemphasize its
own revenue goal and pay little attention to supporting customer value creation. In essence, the solution provider’s revenue-goal fulfillment depends on
whether the customers could create value with the solutions. c) Goal conflicts in the case (both internal and inter-actor) appear to frequently cause
problems (e.g., HY). One reason for the goal conflicts could be that actors
do not communicate their goals (e.g., cost and functional goal) clearly to each
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other and discuss their implications thoroughly in the SVP development subprocess. A second reason is that the customers (i.e., farmers) adopt new goals
for solution value creation after SVP development so easily and do not seriously follow the goal preference stated in the SVP.
Activity dimension: WW did not have good control of the activities that it
integrated for value creation. For instance, WW outsourced solution development to KK and installation work to installation companies, without any
quality control. Ignoring those activities that were integral to their value creation could impact its value creation directly, as KK’s example illustrated.
Resource dimension: a) Resource incompatibility is a key cause of the failures of WW’s RAS solutions. Each resource has multiple facets, some not so
apparent until the resource is integrated with other resources. The fish death
was essentially caused by the incompatibility of a particular facet (i.e., unhealthy) of Chinese fish eggs with the hidden facets (i.e., the closed system
and the biological-treatment method) of the RAS water. There are other resource incompatibilities as well, such as the continuous supply implied by the
RAS design and the seasonal Chinese-fish market demand. b) The root cause
of the incompatibility is that the interface resources (e.g., fish eggs and feed)
for RAS solution change when the European RAS solution is applied in the
Chinese fish-farming context. Therefore, the fundamental problem is the actors’ lack of knowledge about raising aquatic products in the RAS in China.
Moving from product selling to solution selling requires WW not only to
guarantee solution output (i.e., quality RAS water) but also to support its
customers’ value creation with the solution output (i.e., raising fish in a highdensity environment in the RAS-treated water).
Value dimension: a) WW decided to move into an RAS solution quickly.
One reason was that WW did not know that guaranteeing the quality of RAS
water alone would not necessarily lead to healthy fish, as there were other
integrated resources (e.g., fish eggs) and activities (e.g., the workshop protocols) whose quality it could not guarantee. b) WW did not recognize that
actors’ value creation is interdependent. Therefore, the positive revenue
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value obtained is not an “end” that lasts; it could fluctuate over time, depending on other actors’ value creation. As long as actors’ value creation is ongoing, that value could be constantly remodeled (Helgesson & Kjellberg, 2013;
Dewey, 1939).
6.5.2

How do the actors’ goals develop in solution value cocreation?

In general, the actors’ goal development in solution value co-creation takes
five forms: 1) Bringing their own goals, new actors join in and the engaged
actors quit solution value co-creation. 2) The actors become active or inactive
during solution value co-creation, so their goals become influential or not in
the process. 3) Actors adopt new6 goals during the process. 4) Actors adjust
original goals. 5) Actors give up some goals.
The actors develop their goals in solution value co-creation based on
their continuous evaluations of the goals in their temporal and relational contexts. The actor’s temporal context includes the actor’s previous value cocreations (e.g., previous business projects), ongoing value co-creations (e.g.,
parallel business), and future value co-creations (e.g., planned business). The
actor’s relational context comprises those value co-creations of connected
actors (e.g., the suppliers of the actors) that influence the actors’ evaluations
of the goals.
The actors’ goal development can produce two consequences. One is
that the actor’s own goal preferences could be changed. The other is that the
goal relations of other actors could be altered (e.g. from harmonized goal
relation to conflicting goal relation).
6.5.3

How does an individual actor create value in solution
value co-creation?

The process starts with the actor’s goal for creating value in a certain dimension (e.g., functional dimension). The goal guides the actor to continuously
integrate both his or her own and others’ ongoing activities and transformed
resources (see 1 in Figure 6.1). The ongoing activities transform resources
6 As the case indicates, some new goals of the actors are actually not new for the actors, but these are
not recognized by the actors themselves or are not evident for other actors earlier on.
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(e.g., generating new resources or changing the status of resources) (see 2
in Figure 6.1). The transformed resources enable the ongoing activities (e.g.,
raising fish with fish feed) (see 3 in Figure 6.1). In turn, the ongoing activities and transformed resources could trigger the development of the actor’s
goal (see 4 in Figure 6.1). The perceived consequences of the actor’s goalled integration of his or her own and others’ ongoing activities and transformed resources are evaluated by the actor in accordance with the goal, to
determine value in a certain dimension (see 5 in Figure 6.1). In turn, (determined) value could trigger the changes in the actor’s goal, resources, and activities (see 6 in Figure 6.1).

Figure 6.1 Individual actor goal-led value creation in solution value co-creation
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Value creation proceeds through the goal-led actor’s continuous integration
of own and others’ ongoing activities and transformed resources, which are
closely intertwined. Therefore, the framework can be further simplified by
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merging the ongoing activities with transformed resources into ActivitiesResources, referring to the actor’s goal-led continuous integration of own
and others’ ongoing activities and transformed resources. The “-“ in Activities-Resources refers to the fact that ongoing activities and transformed resources continuously afford each other opportunities. Accordingly, the
framwork can be further modified as follows (see Figure 6.2):

Figure 6.2 Individual actor goal-led value creation in solution value co-creation (modified)

An actor’s goal

Activities-Resources

6.5.4

Value
(in a certain dimension)

What are the patterns of influence between actors’
value creation in solution value co-creation?

The case analysis illustrates three patterns of influence between actors’ value
creation in solution value co-creation.
Pattern 1: one actor’s activities-resource—> other actor’s activitiesresources.
The actor making changes in their activities-resources will also cause changes
in the activities-resources of other actors who also integrate those activitiesresources for their value creation. For example, WW integrated HY’s use of
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the RAS (e.g., HY putting fish eggs in a high-density environment in the
RAS) to create its functional value (i.e., raising fish in a high-density environment in the RAS). When HY changed that to put fewer fish in the RAS, it
also brought changes to WW’s integration of ongoing activities and transformed resources (i.e., activities-resources) for functional value creation.
Pattern 2: one actor’s goal—> other actor’s goal
The development of one actor’s goal could influence the development of
other actors’ goals in solution value co-creation. For example, WW’s adoption of a new goal (i.e., selling RAS shrimp application) for value creation
was triggered by Xu’s adjustment of his goal (i.e., from raising fish to raising
shrimps in the RAS) for value creation.
Pattern 3: one actor’s activities-resources—> other actor’s goal
The change in one actor’s activities-resources could result in the development of the other actor’s goal in solution value co-creation. For example,
Sun’s positive lab result of AOT in aquaculture use generated from his test
in the lab (i.e., Sun’s activities-resources) triggered WW’s goal adjustment
from selling AOT to selling AOT-RAS.
In addition, the case analysis indicates that the same patterns also exist
between an individual actor’s different attempts to create value, based on
specific goals. For example, HY’s activities-resources to start the RAS earlier
than the schedule for creating symbolic value also brought changes to the
activities-resources of HY for creating their cost value, i.e. the actor’s activities-resources for goal A fulfillment —> the same actor’s activities-resources
for goal B fulfillment. MF’s adoption of its function goal to use RAS for
raising fish in a high-density environment was partly triggered by their symbolic goal to build reputation before the government, the actor’s goal A —>
the same actor’s goal B. Xu stopped using RAS to raise fish, which made him
drop his learning goal, the actor’s activities-resources for goal A fulfillment
—> the actor’s goal B.
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Are the four identified subprocesses of solution value cocreation sufficient to describe the whole solution value
co-creation process?

In the analysis of the cases, I tried to challenge the theoretically-derived four
subprocesses by making efforts to identify other potential subprocesses.
However, I did not notice any process data indicates the need to add critical
subprocesses for solution value co-creation or does not fit the subprocesses.
The analysis of each subprocess shows the identified subprocesses are critically different and essential for solution value co-creation. No activities that
the actors undertake can be grouped into more than one subprocess.
6.5.6

How does the development of actors’ goals contribute
to each subprocess of solution value co-creation?

The four subprocesses are interrelated and conducted iteratively and interactively. Different sets of actors engage in different subprocesses to co-create
solution value, and the varied goals of the actors influence each subprocess.
The actors’ goals develop throughout the four subprocesses, contributing to
how actors co-create solution value in each subprocess.
During the SVP development subprocess, the actors motivate other actors to adopt the goals that would favor their goal fulfillment (i.e., value creation). Meanwhile, they also align their goals to support other actors’ value
creation to enable SVP development. The resulting SVP is used to guide the
shaping subprocess.
Due to the actors’ goal development in the shaping subprocess (e.g., the
participation of new actors), actors try to adjust the solutions to favor their
(new) goal fulfillment. This often creates conflicts among the actors’ goals in
co-creation. The actors try to negotiate with others to solve the conflicts.
Some conflicts are solved when actors choose to adapt to other actors and
give in on their goal fulfillment. The unsolved conflicts lead solution value
co-creation to return to SVP development.
The actors’ goals continue to develop in the utilizing subprocess, as the
actors attempt to create better overall value in changing contexts, e.g.,
changes in the actors’ future value co-creation and connected actors’ value
co-creation. This causes the goal conflicts between them. The solution users
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utilize the solution outputs generated from the shaping subprocess to create
value and are often more powerful than other actors at having their goals
prioritized. Other actors (e.g., the solution provider) who are unable to have
their goals fulfilled in the utilizing subprocess try to facilitate their goal fulfillment by employing special means, e.g., providing free services in exchange
for others’ support of their goal fulfillment.
The customers keep on evaluating solution value in different dimensions
consistent with their goals, from the SVP development subprocess to the
utilizing subprocess, providing a basis for the customers to determine overall
solution value in the determining subprocess. When the customers get opposing value (i.e., negative versus positive value) in different solution value
dimensions, they weigh the importance of their goals to determine solution
value. The resulting solution value can trigger the development of the customers’ goals (e.g., making goal adjustment), leading them to decide whether
they make changes in their use, return to the shaping subprocess/SVP development subprocess, or quit the solution value co-creation. The development of the customers’ goals could further trigger the development of other
actors’ goals in solution value co-creation.

Chapter 7
Exploring the value of “smart”

In 2013, a leading Chinese state-owned machine-tool manufacturing group
launched its first smart machine tool—the i5. The case describes its journey
in search of the right model to facilitate value creation using the i5’s “smartness.”

7.1

Background

Established in 1995, the Shenyang Machine Tool Group (SYMG) is a leading
state-owned machine-tool manufacturing company located in northeastern
China. The group has about 30,000 employees and is one of the region’s
influential taxpayers. The main business of the group is to manufacture and
sell different types of machine tools for metal cutting. The machine tools
process products widely used in such industries as shipbuilding, consumer
electronics, and automobile industries. By 2002, the group’s turnover was
about 120 million USD.
In 2003, the Chinese economy was growing at the rate of around 10 percent annually after China joined the WTO, fueling strong local demand for
manufacturing equipment, including machine tools. In the same year, the
Chinese government provided considerable financial support to state-owned
enterprises, including SYMG, contributing to SYMG’s strong cash flow. The
group decided to make use of the money by expanding its scale (in Chinese,
“go big and become strong”). In 2004, the group acquired SCHIESS TECH
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GmbH (Germany), the Yunnan Machine Tool factory, and the Kunming
Machine Tool factory, and formed three industrial clusters within the group:
Shenyang Machine Tool Company Ltd. (SMTCL), German SCHIESS, and
Yunnan CY Company Ltd. By 2011, SYMG turnover had reached 2.7 billion
USD. Gartner ranked it first in terms of revenues among the world’s machine-tool producers.
However, high profits did not accompany the rapidly increasing revenues. In fact, the profit earned by SYMG was quite thin, usually less than
5%, for two main reasons. First, SYMG did not have its own computer numerical control system (the “brain” for a machine tool) but had to buy expensive control systems from foreign machine-tool competitors, such as
Siemens (Germany) and Fanuc (Japan), to integrate with their machine tools.
The cost of buying an imported control system for a machine tool is about
280,000 RMB, while the price of the machine tool is just 350,000 RMB (Liu,
2015). Moreover, the after-service charges of the control systems are very
high. This gave SYMG limited room for making profits. Second, similar to
other Chinese machine-tool makers, SYMG could not make high-accuracy
machine tools. This meant that SYMG had to compete with multiple local
manufacturers for low- and medium-end segments, customers who usually
care more about price than about quality and services. Due to SYMG’s large
size, the group had higher fixed costs than the local enterprises, which made
it harder for SYMG to compete on price. When market demand decreased,
as it did in 2007, SYMG had to sell its products at cost or even at a loss.

7.2

Development of the i5 machine tools

This situation led the CEO of SYMG to recognize the urgency of having
proprietary technology in the fields of numerical control systems and fiveaxis machine tools (used for high-precision metal cutting). After failing to
buy such technologies from Germany and Italy, in 2007 he decided to invest
in a research center in Shanghai to develop the company’s own proprietary
technologies. In 2008, the Chinese government announced a 4 trillion RMB
(586 billion USD) economic stimulus plan to minimize the impact of the
global financial crisis. Public infrastructure development was granted 1.5 trillion RMB, which increased the domestic demand for machine tools. The
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sales of SYMG boomed again. This time, SYMG decided to use the money
for technology development. In total, the group invested 1.15 billion RMB
in R&D and, after six years (in 2013), it released the first self-developed i5
smart machine tool with an Internet-based control system. The name “i5”
stands for industry, information, internet, intelligence, and integration. The
General Manager of the i5 Research Center remarked:
With the support of Tongji University, we developed our first computer numerical control (CNC) system. The traditional machine tools have embedded controllers and are like earlier computers that required routers to connect to the
Internet. Our i5 series machine tools are like the iPhone. Customers can easily
connect them to the Internet and get access to real-time operational data. This
is one of the distinctive features of i5. (Respondent #1, i5 Research Center)

Another senior manager at SMTCL illustrated:
The Internet-connection function activates the machine tools and makes the
equipment live. Now, each machine tool is no longer independent equipment,
but a member of a machine-tool and human network. Machine tools communicate with each other and can coordinate their job assignments. Machine tools
and humans can interact with each other as well. For example, machine tools
can report their work progress to humans via apps on mobiles, and humans can
place orders to the machine tools remotely and also fix some machine-tool problems remotely. (Respondent #2, Smart Valley Jianhu)

The CEO of SYMG commented
The key advantage of our i5 is that it enables the information technology to enter
into total production processes. The production data could be leveraged for internal operational improvements and other commercial purposes. Put simply,
the i5 machine tool is smart because it collects and communicates real-time data
while working. (Dingding interview, 2016)

Traditional control systems based on the DOS operating system require operators to memorize a series of codes, whereas i5 is based on Linux, and the
operators just click icons to take actions. The framework of the i5 CNC system is like a computer system that installs basic software to provide different
kinds of services to customers, including programming support, cutting-tool
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management, and machine-tool monitoring. When the time comes to change
a cutting tool, the system will send a reminder and automatically change to a
new cutting tool. The customers can also track the operational status of an
individual machine tool in terms of operational time and order execution via
smartphone, once the i5 is connected to the local area network. Moreover,
the machining accuracy of the i5 series is much improved. However, one
sales manager of a Chinese industrial-platform provider commented:
I am not sure whether the functionalities of i5 can really compete with overseas
machine tools, especially in machining accuracy. That’s the most important aspect of a machine tool. In China, we don’t have a good knowledge base for
making machine tools. The equipment of SMTCL belongs to the medium and
low-end machine tools in the market. (Respondent #9, Fan Yi Information
Technology Co., Ltd)

7.3

Launch of i5

To support the sales of i5 machine tools, Shanghai UNIS Industrial Service
Co., Ltd was established as a subsidiary to SMTCL in June 2013. UNIS aimed
to provide a series of industrial services before (e.g., supporting customer
bank loans for procurement), during (e.g., technical support), and after (e.g.,
buying back used i5s at half price after five years) the sale of the i5 (Liu,
2015). This life-cycle approach made UNIS SYMG’s first attempt to transform itself from a product supplier to a service provider.
Unexpectedly, i5 sales did not go very well during the first year and a half.
UNIS offered thousands of i5s to SMTCL’s key accounts for trials and provided support for customers to get loans from banks to buy the i5, but many
customers did not buy after trials. Only a few hundred machine tools were
finally sold. One sales manager explained:
The i5 machine tool was sold at a price level similar to those of local Siemens
and Fanuc prices. However, the customers did not see the advantages of changing from the current systems to the i5 system, because customers did not think
connecting the machine tools to the Internet was that valuable. Another issue
was that the operators did not want to learn how to use a new system, though
our i5 was very easy to learn. It was much easier for managers to find operators
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who knew how to use the Siemens and Fanuc systems. The i5 systems were new,
so there were no trained operators available on the job market. (Respondent #3,
UNIS)

One service engineer also mentioned:
Our customers have a common problem. They do not have good cash flow. In
the Chinese metal-cutting industry, it is typical to receive payment after 90 days
or longer. Managers, especially in private enterprises, are under great financial
pressure. They are very careful when investing in new equipment. (Respondent
#4, UNIS)

In 2015, to relieve potential customers’ financial pressure, UNIS started
adopting two kinds of leasing models with the support of national banks: a
financial leasing model and a U2U model. Both models allowed customers
to use the machine tools without assuming ownership. Under the financial
leasing model, the banks bought the i5s from SMTCL and leased them to the
customers for long-term use. This was suitable for enterprises willing to buy
new machine tools but unwilling to make the upfront investment. Under the
“UNIS to Unit” (U2U) model, the customers could lease the i5 for a short
period (e.g., a few hours) and were charged based on usage time. In this case,
UNIS took loans from the national banks and bought the i5s from SMTCL,
then leased them to its customers. The pay-per-use price was calculated based
on the sale price of the i5. The CEO of SYMG explained the motivations
for adopting the leasing models:
I keep thinking of one thing: Our customers actually need production capacities
rather than machine tools. Customers who buy our i5 but cannot make use of
them for various reasons (e.g., loss of orders) do not get the value from owning
the machine tools, although we suppliers secure our benefits from selling them.
Are there other business models more suitable for them? For those customers
who have demands for using i5, but cannot afford to buy i5, are there any business models that would allow them to use our machine tools? The U2U model
is a good answer. Technically, i5 supports the U2U model well because i5 is
connected to the Internet, so both users and SMTCL are able to access “neutral”
and “trustworthy” data (i.e., usage time) in order to determine charges. (Dingding interview, 2016)
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The emergence of the new models triggered changes in performance assessments of SMTCL technical-support and maintenance teams. Previously,
when customers faced problems using machine tools, they had to wait for
some time to get support. After the implementation of the U2U model, the
performance assessment of service teams was bound to the uptime of the
leased machine tools. Hence, when anything went wrong, the service team
would try its best to fix the customer’s problems as soon as possible.
The new models stimulated market demand. In late 2015, due to the
sharp decrease in orders in the consumer electronics industry, U2U accounted for 80% of the total sales in the Pearl River Delta region (PRD) of
China. To support the implementation of U2U, SMTCL developed the i5
M8 series, for which the working table and functional components could be
disassembled and reassembled based on customer needs. This meant that
eight different types of machine tools could be used on one M8 machinetool framework. M8 thus met the flexibility requirement imposed by the U2U
model, convenient for the customers to continue the subsequent processes
by using the same machine-tool main body and more cost-effective for UNIS
to provide different machine tools with a U2U model (JG, 2016).
In 2015, a total of 5,058 i5s were sold; nevertheless, SMTCL was not
satisfied. First, sales still fell behind company expectations. One main reason
was that many customers thought the leasing model was not an economical
choice and were not attracted to use this model. The sales manager from an
industrial platform provider commented:
There are not many newly invested metal-cutting factories in the market. Demands for new cutting tools are limited. There are other machine tool-providers
adopting lease models similar to SMTCL’s. Actually, small and medium-sized
companies prefer to buy second-hand machine tools. The cost of leasing machine tools is high for them. The customers actually paid the costs of loans in
the usage-based charges while not getting ownership of the machine tools. So,
they do not get the real benefits of using this model. (Respondent #9, Fan Yi
Information Technology Co., Ltd)

Second, SMTCL found most customers lacked the essential scale and capabilities (e.g., management) to make good use of the functions of i5. For example, most customers did not connect the machine tools to the Internet
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because they had only a few machines and thought it was much simpler to
just go and check their operational status.

7.4

Launch of iSESOL and WIS

In 2015, iSESOL Information Technology Co., Ltd was established jointly
by SMTCL, Digital China (originally a part of Lenovo), and Everbright Financial Holding Venture Capital Co., Ltd. iSESOL is a cloud-based platform
service provider. Inspired by “Internet Plus” and “Made in China 2025,” the
main goal of iSESOL is to leverage the connected machine tools to collect
operational data and provide cloud-based services to industries related to
metal cutting. The general manager of the i5 research center introduced the
company:
At the beginning, we just wanted to have our machine tools connected to local
area networks to streamline equipment management for our customers. And
then, we thought if our machine tools could be connected to a wide area network, we would also see in the cloud real-time operational status and data of all
our sold i5 machine tools. The data are valuable for us to improve our machine
tools and develop new services for our industry. (Respondent #1, i5 Research
Center)

Moreover, the establishment of iSESOL gave essential support to the U2U
model implementation. The General Manager of the i5 Research Center explained:
Some customers using the U2U model did not make the payments on time.
Now, by connecting their machine tools to iSESOL, we will be able to stop the
machine tools remotely if they do not make payments on time. Both customers
and financial institutions are provided accounts on our platform. They can track
the real-time data on how long the equipment has been running. iSESOL also
sends the bills when payment for the leasing time is due. (Respondent #1, i5
Research Center)

Later, iSESOL noticed that some factories were short of capacity (requiring
more machine tools to fulfill the orders), while others had redundant capacities. They realized they could become a platform provider like Taobao to
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help factories exchange capacities. Backed by SMTCL, iSESOL thought it
was suitable to assume this role because SMTCL was a well-known stateowned company in the industry, and the factories trusted the company.
Therefore, the primary target of iSESOL is to have as many i5 machine
tools as possible connected to the platform. This will increase the availability
of machine-tool capacity on the platform. In turn, this would attract potential
capacity buyers to join the platform. The CTO of iSESOL claimed:
To be honest, there are several platforms in this business (i.e., capacity exchange)
right now. We are different from them because, first, we have our machine tools
connected to the platform. The availability of our machine-tool capacities attracts the customers to join our platform. Both-side players activate our platform
and will then attract other service providers to join. Second, we have expertise
in metal cutting and we know our machine tools well; therefore, we know how
to analyze and productize, for example, the data we collect to improve machining efficiency and processes. Other platform companies do not have this kind
of competence. (Respondent #5, iSESOL)

The iSESOL business model consists of four parts. First, iSESOL gets a
commission for each successful capacity transaction. Second, during the
transaction, the buyer must send the payment to iSESOL before the order is
delivered. Then, after the buyer approves the quality of the products, iSESOL will send the payment to the supplier. Hence, the time difference between payment arrival and payment transfer becomes another opportunity
for iSESOL to make money. Third, iSESOL opens an online shop to sell
MROs and related services to both capacity suppliers and customers on the
platform. Fourth, iSESOL could capture both operational data and marketdemand data from connected equipment and potential customers. Based on
the data, iSESOL could develop more services (e.g., predictive maintenance).
Most of these services are provided in the type of app on the i5 machine
tools or on the iSESOL. The customers buy authorizations from iSESOL to
use APPs (i.e., per machine tool or per user). The CTO of iSESOL stated:

Our platform aims to provide life-cycle services to the connected machine tools
based on the data we collect concerning their “lives,” the time of release, the
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number of users, the maintenance records, etc. Moreover, we also collect operational data concerning consumables on the machine tools, such as cutting tools.
This data would be very valuable to suppliers of consumables, such as SECCO
and SANDVIK. (Respondent #5, iSESOL)

One UNIS service engineer also commented that the data from iSESOL was
critical also for SMTCL to improve its machine tools. He said:
Our i5 series is still new in the market and we need environment data and process
data. We need more data to know what processes our machine tools can do,
what they cannot do, and why we cannot do it. The data also help us develop
more customized maintenance for individual machine tools (Respondent #6,
UNIS)

The R&D manager of one well-known cutting tool company commented:
Personally, I would like to see how the “single little point” in metal cutting processes could improve by using big data. It requires deep knowledge of machining
processes. I do not know if SMTCL has people capable of doing this. Moreover,
I am a bit concerned about the protection provided by China to proprietary
software. Are metal cutting customers willing to pay for software? (Respondent
#8, Sandvik)

By the end of 2015, a workshop information system (WIS) was released for
sale to customers. WIS is a workshop-level management system. Its aim is to
make the whole production process transparent in real time by means of information and communication technology. WIS can be integrated with the
customers’ other systems (e.g., ERP) and requires the customers to set up
the local area network in order to communicate the workshop information.
WIS serves several areas, including order management (e.g., placing orders
and monitoring shop-floor order-execution status), metalworking consumable cost management (e.g., reporting the consumption of consumables in
processing one order), operator performance assessment (e.g., reporting
working hours of a certain operator), machine-tool management (e.g., reporting the working hours of a certain machine tool), production coordination
(e.g., placing orders based on the availability of machine-tool capacities), and
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financial reporting (e.g., reporting the production costs) . The General Manager of the i5 Research Center commented:
WIS can provide real-time information about production. The cost calculation
can be based on a single person or machine tool in terms of working hours and
consumable expense. That makes it easy for the customers to know the number
of processed units, the spent time, and the different costs incurred by an individual operator and machine tool. For small and medium-sized customers, it will
be costly to have their own local area network for WIS, and we provide free
service to connect their machine tools to iSESOL. They can have their own accounts to use WIS there. (Respondent #1, i5 Research Center)

However, SMTCL did not receive very positive responses from its customers. One sales manager said:
I think the functions of WIS were not well-developed and clear to the customers
in the beginning. WIS is quite similar to the Manufacturing Executive System
(MES), but it looks bad and is not user-friendly. iSESOL launched together with
WIS, but why do we need the iSESOL cloud platform? What can we use it for?
The cloud-platform concept at that time for us was a bit ambiguous. (Respondent #3, UNIS)

The other sales manager also commented:
Many clients did not find that WIS and iSESOL added much value. WIS can
actually reduce management personnel on the shop floor because people sitting
in the office can get real-time operational information. But the customers are
used to their traditional management protocols (e.g., a team manager in charge
of a number of operators and an on-site workshop manager in charge of the
whole workshop). Moreover, many customers have stable orders every month
and do not use iSESOL either. (Respondent #7, UNIS)

7.5

Launch of smart factories

In 2016, SMTCL started promoting a smart factory project to its customers.
The main idea of the project was to cooperate with customers to establish
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large-scale factories that specialized in applying i5 machine tools for production. For customers willing to buy/lease at least 50 i5 machine tools, SMTCL
would provide beneficial financial support for that customer procurement or
lease. Moreover, SMTCL would provide on-site professional service teams,
including process engineers and service engineers, to provide customer services (most free of charge, such as installation, operational, and on-site management services). SMTCL also helped the customers install WIS and
connect the machine tools to iSESOL (both free services).
The primary motivation for SMTCL’s movement toward smart factory
projects was to have as many i5 machine tools connected to the cloud as
possible (i.e., iSESOL). SMTCL had learned from experience that most of
its i5 customers did not connect the equipment to the cloud. Many customers
were small and medium-sized enterprises whose operations were too small
to usefully exploit WIS and iSESOL services. Moreover, most customers still
used traditional workshop management (i.e., human-based management) and
did not see the value of WIS. That meant the platform (i.e., iSESOL) would
not have enough connected machine tools available for capacity exchange
and, thus, would be unable to perform as planned. To solve this problem,
SMTCL wanted to use financial methods and free services to attract customers to jointly establish large-scale i5 machine-tool factories. SMTCL also
hoped that the smart factories would make it easier to market the i5 tools.
One sales manager mentioned:
To sell machine tools is not easy and many are not interested in domestic brands.
Many times, I could not even enter through the gates of the companies. Establishing smart factories is beneficial for us to demonstrate our smart machine
tools. It is a special way of marketing them. Our i5 machine tools cannot display
all their superior functions with small customers. Having smart factories enables
just bringing potential customers and showing them how i5 performs! (Respondent #7, UNIS)

In essence, the group had a strategic plan for integrating smart factories with
iSESOL to build a “cloud-based ecosystem” in the metal-cutting industry.
This ecosystem would involve the smart factories, the customers (demand
for capacities), supply-chain partners, financial institutions, and even the con-
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sumers and designers. Within the ecosystem, the capacity (i.e., the smart factories) would be distributed throughout China, brought close to any capacity
demand (i.e., the customers). Through iSESOL, customers would have authorized access to the suppliers’ WIS, to track real-time production and order-fulfillment status. The ecosystem would also involve supply-chain
partners in the metal-cutting industry, such as cutting-tool and lubricant suppliers. Leveraging the scale effect provided by smart factories would enable
SMTCL to get better prices from these suppliers for the smart factories while
earning a good profit in between as well. In addition, the plan included involving consumers and designers in the ecosystem because many consumer
items, such as glass frames, mobile shells, and ashtrays, are made using machine tools. The new ecosystem would make it possible to quickly customize
such products for consumers.
To align the interests of different parties in the ecosystem, SMTCL argued that the ideal business model would be a “real-time value-sharing
model.” This model assumed that the value would emerge while the machine
tools were in operation. Ecosystem partners who were willing to invest by
providing their parts (e.g., machine tools, cutting tools, and facilities) for production could share this value. Before production, stakeholders would negotiate the costs of providing different parts, such as the unit price of the
cutting tool, the usage fee per hour for i5, and the facility costs. Prototype
data, which included the consumable expenses and machine-tool usage time
per unit, would be used to determine the value-contribution portion of each
part. After initiating production, all the involved parties would receive the
real-time operational information (e.g., consumable expenses and operational time) to track the value they gain in real time. Thus, SMTCL thought
the customers could start production at very low cost (in China, many customers lacking capital for investing in production was a big issue), and all
involved parties would cooperate to support the customers’ streamlining
their production, with their benefits directly linked to the actual operation of
the machine tools. The CEO of SYMG explained the logic behind this
model:
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I believe industrial society is a cooperative society. In Germany, behind every
strong enterprise, there is a cooperative ecosystem, whereas, in China, the situations are not like that. I hope by use of the “value-sharing model,” all ecosystem
partners in China will cooperate with each other and the value can be shared
fairly among partners, based on their “real” value contributions rather than on
“power.” (Mu, 2016)

In the middle of 2016, the first smart factory based in Jianhu County, Yancheng City, Jiangsu Province, was put into operation. The customer, Mr. Lu,
was previously an SYMG distributer. He explained his motivation for this
move:
I am a distributer of SYMG, responsible for the Yancheng area. This is an area
typically manufacturing car parts and oil equipment parts. Therefore, there is
great demand for machine tools. Some factories have orders but lack sufficient
capacity. Some factories have very old machine tools not suitable for orders with
high accuracy requirements. There is a need for more high-end capacity in this
area. I have experience in selling i5 and I know it is good. Coincidentally, I have
my own land and factory buildings available. SMTCL made a very good offer,
so I decided to join this project. (Respondent # 10, Chuangmanda Co., Ltd)

Mr. Lu chose to buy 50 i5 machine tools from SMTCL. He was required to
pay the bill within three years and SMTCL charged no interest. Lu called his
business model a “shop in front and factory in the back.” That meant customers could either choose to buy i5 machine tools from him (shop) or buy
capacity from him (factory). This business model provided him with more
flexibility to meet customers’ demands, and the “shop” sustained his cash
flow—important for Lu because the customers in the industry made payments after three months, and Lu’s suppliers required payment within a
month. Moreover, he had his own procurement company that supplied all
local MRO items for his smart factory.
Mr. Lu thought the timing for this smart factory project was just right.
In 2003, there had been great demand for machine tools, and now, more
than 10 years had passed. This meant it was time to replace these old and
outdated machines because they lacked the necessary accuracy. His customers were quite happy with the service, in terms of product quality and realtime production information (accessible to WIS via mobiles). Lu was able to
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make full use of the purchased OEM machine tools for local customers, who
did not have suitable capacities to process the orders and to take orders directly from end customers as well.
Lu was quite satisfied with the services provided by UNIS, but he was
not interested in using WIS and iSESOL. He explained:
They installed WIS for me and connected my equipment to the cloud. They told
me about the advantages of using these tools, but we lacked capable people to
use them. I have an on-site management team to monitor the production day
and night. All my equipment is in operation. It is not essential for me to use
these tools. Industry 4.0 and big data are far from me and I don’t bother about
them! (Respondent # 10, Chuangmanda Co., Ltd)

However, UNIS was not fully satisfied with the outcomes of this project.
First, Lu sourced all consumables from his own companies, all from local
and unknown manufacturers. This had several consequences. First, UNIS
would not earn margins from supplying consumables of its cooperating
brands. Second, the cutting-tool management in WIS was based on data from
well-known cutting-tool manufacturers, such as Secco and Sandvik, so the
available lifetime data and optimal process parameters of the cutting tools
could be calculated. These data were valuable for iSESOL in developing new
services and for SMTCL to improve its machine tools. However, even
though UNIS tried to persuade him to source some branded cutting tools
from them, Lu kept on changing the brands of the cutting tools, which made
it impossible for UNIS to experiment in order to figure out the parameters
for Lu’s favorite brand. Third, Lu hired an on-site manager to manage the
factory and did not want to substitute WIS for traditional human-based management. WIS could monitor the expense of consumables, such as for lubricants, cutting tools, and energy. If the operators behaved opportunistically
(e.g., stealing cutting tools), WIS would easily find out. However, Lu considered his factory to be based on trust and felt that compromising that attitude
would harm the relationship with his staff. Fourth, the conduct in the factory
was not very professional. All machine tools were connected to the cloud
from the start, and UNIS could monitor the operational status remotely in
real-time. One UNIS sales manager said:
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They do not use WIS, but we use it remotely. However, the Internet connection
often fails. It is very annoying for me because the data, such as order-execution
data, could become totally wrong once the Internet connection is interrupted. I
went there to identify the problem and found the operators in the factory had
pulled the power for the Internet connection to charge their mobiles. (Respondent #7, UNIS)

The local Jianhu government was very excited to learn of Lu’s successful
smart factory project. To promote “Made in China 2025,” the state gave local
authorities state funding to support local manufacturing enterprises going for
digital transformation in China. Thus, the government invested 10 million
RMB in the smart factory to subsidize a new purchase of another 50 machine
tools and paid the first-year plant charges.
In 2016, a total of 25 smart factory projects had been signed with customers located in different areas in China, and 15 had been put into operation.

7.6

Launch of 5D smart valleys

In 2017, the smart factory in Jianhu had 300 machine tools in full operation.
One of the customers required extra capacity, due to upcoming new orders
for mobile shells for Apple. SMTCL also received other demands for extra
capacity locally. The government was very satisfied with the smart factory
project and wanted to expand the scale further. At the time, Jiangsu Province
(where the smart factory was located) and Liaoning Province (where SMTCL
was located) announced a “joint provinces co-development” program, intended to support the sales of industrial products from Liaoning Province
(well-known for its state-owned heavy-machinery manufacturers) to Jiangsu
Province (prosperous in private industrial enterprises). The program provides financial support and beneficial policies for Jiangsu-Liaoning joint projects. The timing for SMTCL and the Jianhu government to cooperate on a
new project was good. After negotiating, both parties agreed to build a 5D
(DNC, Data, Digital, OnDemand, and Diconomy) i5 smart valley in Jianhu.
Total investments for the smart valley, occupying 130,000 m2 of land, were
estimated at 2.5 billion RMB. SMTCL planned to put 5,000 i5 machine tools
in the valley and be fully responsible for its management. The government
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took responsibility for providing the land and building the plants. The government would also support SMTCL’s finding customers in the nearby area.
The general manager of the smart valley described it:
The differences between the smart valley and the smart factory take on two aspects. First, the smart valley consists of a number of smart factories. In other
words, the scale of the smart valley is much bigger. Second, we will build six
service centers to serve the resident customers in the valley: a smart production
experience center, research center, metrology center, training center, cloud service center, and remanufacturing center. (Respondent #2, Smart Valley in
Jianhu)

The six service centers were planned to provide life-cycle services around i5
machine tools for customers. The experience center was used to demonstrate
how potential customers could best use the i5. The research center was to
help the customers with requirements for developing process techniques for
new products. The metrology center was equipped with different kinds of
metrology devices for customers to lease. The training center could be used
to train operators and technical-school students. The cloud service center
was to provide the industrial-level data and services. Finally, the remanufacturing center was to remanufacture old equipment as well as i5 machine tools
in the valley, when needed. The general manager of the smart valley explained:
All these services were designed based on our understanding of our customers’
real problems. For example, some customers are small enterprises having no
professional research teams. Our research center could help them develop process techniques. Metrology devices are very expensive. A coordinate measuring
machine could cost 0.5-1 million RMB. Customers who cannot afford to buy
the devices themselves can lease them from us. Moreover, we know there are
about 300,000 machine tools in the Jianhu area, and it is time to replace most of
them. Our remanufacturing center can buy the old machine tools from the customers for remanufacturing and the customers are free to buy/lease i5. (Respondent #2, Smart Valley in Jianhu)

SMTCL understood that most of its customers lacked capital for buying machine tools and consumables (e.g., cutting tools) for production. Therefore,
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the smart valley adopted the U2U payment model. Customers could lease
the machine tools any time they were needed. Moreover, SMTCL and the
Jianhu government formed a fund from which customers who could not afford to buy production materials could borrow money. The CEO of SYMG
said:
We had thought carefully in advance. What our customers will need is equipment, process techniques, and services. In the smart valley, we have solved it all
for them. Before we sold machine tools; now we sell solutions to our customers.
Our customers can come at any time with just their “suitcases”. (Liaoning Daily,
2018)

However, one colleague in the metal-cutting industry commented:
The valley is actually similar to the old industrial zone in Singapore. It tries to
provide everything, including the environment, the plants, the machine tools. It
is actually much more difficult to provide software, such as R&D and design
services, than to provide hardware. Besides, I do not think machine-tool customers really need much service. It is typical in this industry that machine-tool
manufacturers provide no services to their customers until the machine tools get
into problems after 10 years. (Respondent #8, Sandvik)

In fact, the transition from smart factories toward smart valleys was strategically critical for SMTCL. One sales manager explained:
We found there was a big conflict within smart factories. We wanted smart factories to exploit the “smartness” of our machine tools, in terms of leveraging
real-time operational data for operational improvements and implementing nonhuman-based management systems. However, the owners of the smart factories
liked to follow their traditional ways of production and management. Most of
these factories chose to keep ownership of the machine tools. We had limited
influence on them. The biggest problem was people’s mindsets. Even though
our i5 is a smart machine tool, its value cannot be demonstrated in smart factories. The smart valley will be totally different because we own the machine tools
and manage overall operations. All resident customers must follow our rules to
use the machine tools. (Respondent #3, UNIS)
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From a strategic point of view, the smart valley had three implications for
SMTCL. First, the smart valley enabled SMTCL to transform itself from an
equipment producer to an industrial-service provider, a longtime SMTCL
goal. SMTCL knew the market did not require too many new machine tools
but held great potential for providing services. By providing the i5 machine
tools in the smart valley for customer use, SMTCL became a service provider
with potentially more chances to provide value-added services to customers
via the service centers. The general manager of the smart valley stated:
In the future, our idea is that we do not charge our customers for using the
machine tools. Rather, our aim is to provide value-added services to the upstream and downstream players in the supply chain. It is more profitable there.
(Respondent #2, Smart Valley in Jianhu)

Second, SMTCL would be able to exercise the “real-time value-sharing”
model in the smart valley. Implementing the value-sharing model enabled
SMTCL to take a share of the value of the engineered products, based on its
real contribution to that value. The intention to implement this model in the
smart factories did not go smoothly because factories were the owners of
machine tools, and they were used to following traditional business models
(e.g., pay per unit). SMTCL’s ownership of machine tools in the smart valley
allowed them to promote this model. The CEO of SYMG clarified:
The business model and the product should go hand in hand. Technically, the
i5 smart machine tool supports the value-sharing model. Correspondingly, the
value-sharing model actualizes the value of the “smartness” of i5. It is a perfect
match. The model brings value to our customers (e.g., no upfront investment
required for production) as well as to us. It’s a win-win. (Dingding interview,
2016)

Finally, the smart valley was critical to SMTCL’s building the “cloud-based
ecosystem.” All the machine tools in the smart valley were connected to iSESOL and the smart valley became the portal for iSESOL to collect and communicate data. The general manager of the smart valley said:
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Our smart machine tools are the most important element in building the ecosystem. For each physical i5 smart machine, we have a twin machine tool in the
virtual world, and the virtual machine tool collects a multitude of different data
while the physical one is in production. These data are sent to the platform and
used to attract different parties to participate in the platform, constituting the
ecosystem. For example, capacity demanders are interested in what capacities
are available and where they are located. Supply-chain partners are interested in
how their parts are used in production and the market trend of the industry. The
governments of different areas are interested in how the local industry performs
and what the main products engineered in those areas are. (Respondent #2,
Smart Valley in Jianhu)

The local government experienced four main benefits. First, it wanted to
phase out the local poor-quality assets and improve local production capabilities. Upgrading the capacities for producing items with higher accuracy
and better profits would help the whole area. Second, the smart valley would
have more professional management than local small, private factories. Centralized and better management also would benefit the local environment.
Third, the government hoped to build an industry zone for a specific profitable industry. For example, the consumer electronics industry required about
20 working procedures, from rough machining and finish machining to physical and chemical-surface treatments. Several of these procedures could be
performed in the smart valley. For the rest, the government wanted to build
production facilities around the valley. A complete production chain would
attract customers and benefit local employment and tax collection. Fourth, it
was a project relevant to “Made in China 2025,” promoted by the state government.
In late 2017, after the announcement of the smart valley project, the
SYMG group got a one-billion RMB investment from the Chinese construction bank to support its new move. In December 2017, eight Chinese government ministries released a joint announcement concerning state-level
support (e.g., financial support) of SYMG’s efforts in group business reformation and transformation. On 11 Dec 2017, the first 5D smart valley based
in Jianhu was put into operation. According to the logistic-costs calculation,
the capacities of the smart valley could supply areas within 100 kilometers.
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In 2017, SMTCL signed contracts for four smart valley projects with different regional governments in China. These smart valleys covered different
industries (because different models of machine tools are suitable for processing different kinds of products), including new-energy automobiles, robots, and bearing industries. In the coming three years, SMTCL planned to
invest in more than 10,000 i5 machine tools in these smart valleys.

7.7

5D smart valley in Jianhu

In the first phase of the project, SMTCL planned to put 730 i5 machine tools
in the valley, based on actual customer requirements. The SMTCL business
model for the smart valley consisted of three main parts. First, it gained income from supplying machine-tool capacity. The models were flexible and
responsive to customers’ inquiries, including OEM (i.e., production on behalf of customers), U2U, and the “real-time value-sharing” model. Moreover,
the smart valley also supported intrapreneurship. The service team was encouraged to take external orders and run its own business by using the U2U
or value-sharing models. Second, SMTCL gained revenues from supplying
consumables for production to customers, such as lubricants and cutting
tools. The smart valley had strategic partnerships with well-known suppliers,
such as ExxonMobil (for lubricants) and Secco (for cutting tools); therefore,
it could offer its resident customers better prices than the official prices.
Third, SMTCL also intended to offer value-added services, such as production process optimization, measuring services, and training services. The valley targeted three customer groups: companies requiring extra capacity to
meet demand, companies requiring high-end capacity for high-accuracy orders, and start-ups.
The government was active in introducing the valley to potential local
customers. The service staff also changed their minds to serve the customers.
One service engineer stated:
Before, we just offered the parameter list of our machine tools to our customers
and told them that they could only process products according to these parameters. Now, since we charge for usage, when customers have inquiries, we try
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our best to adjust our machine tools to see if our machine tools can produce the
required products. (Respondent # 6, UNIS)

The resident customers were very satisfied with the services of the valley.
One customer said:
We are a startup and we use machine tools to process parts of fork trucks for
Japan. If we were to invest ourselves, it would cost at least 100 million RMB,
including machine tools, plants, and other facilities. Now, it just costs us about
a hundred thousand RMB to initiate the production. It is much more economical
for us as a small company to run a business here. The service teams are knowledgeable and have so far provided many services to us free of charge.
Just one thing—for some machining processes we do not need as advanced a
machine tool as the i5 because the accuracy requirements are not that high; it is
more economical to use traditional machine tools. (Respondent #11, startup
company in Smart Valley Jianhu)

However, after operating for a couple of months, the valley also faced some
challenges. One of the biggest customers, which had required the use of 400
machine tools to process mobile shells, suddenly canceled its order. There
was a trend in the market for soft-screen mobiles, and the customer’s customer decided not to keep the traditional mobile shells in stock. The smart
valley immediately proposed to the local government that SMTCL place 200300 machine tools in the valley to start, based on the required capacities at
the time, instead of 730 as planned. The local government refused because
of a series of official state visits to the smart valley. One staff person mentioned:
We want to invest in machine tools according to market demand. However, we
have to support the government as well. It was our initial agreement and we also
need their support in the future. (Respondent #7 UNIS)

Another challenge was to find customers. Gaining the trust of local customers was very difficult. The customers spoke a local dialect and were not fluent
in Mandarin, while staff coming from northeastern China could not even
understand the local dialect. Local customers were more likely to trust people
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speaking their dialect. Besides, the customers were also afraid that after running some time, the smart valley would “disappear.” It is not uncommon in
China for large-scale projects to be dismantled quickly if they prove unsuccessful. Since the customers would become very dependent on the valley
once they sold their old machine tools, this caused some worries. The “unclear” future of the smart valley made the customers hesitant to move further. Moreover, the local customers were mostly family companies
employing relatives or friends. Moving into the valley meant reducing the
number of employees (because of the improved efficiency and services provided) and learning to use new machine tools, also creating obstacles. Last,
some customers were quite satisfied with their current situation—stable orders and profits. The project manager commented:
Many customers who already own machine tools are reluctant to phase out their
old equipment because they could still make money from using the equipment.
They also think they need to pay interest for leasing the equipment, which is not
as economical as using their own equipment. We have not yet been ready to buy
back their outdated equipment, but I think this is critical. Though our equipment
could bring them more profitable orders, their current “old” equipment becomes the biggest hurdle. (Respondent #7 UNIS)

The valley also tried to interest large companies requiring extra capacity.
However, big companies often require qualification, and becoming approved
takes time. For example, the Dafeng area in Yancheng City, which is a carpart production zone for Shanghai Automobile, needs added capacity. However, Shanghai Automobile has its own quality-control system. Consequently,
Shanghai Automobile would not allow its suppliers to transfer orders to the
valley until it qualified as a supplier.
Finally, the idea of intrapreneurship was not really realized. The staff said
that since they were assigned many tasks during the day, they had no time to
think about this. They were new to intrapreneurship and were also concerned
about risks (e.g., loss of investment).
Due to the limited number of resident customers in the smart valley so
far, the valley could not procure consumables in a large enough quantity to
get a better price from its supply-chain partners. As a result, the customers
tended to procure local brands on their own.
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5D smart valley in Shiyan

In December 2017, construction started on another 5D smart valley based
in Shiyan, Hubei Province. This smart valley was unique for SMTCL because
it was based on three-party cooperation: SMTCL, Shiyan government, and a
private company called Shengweiyi (SWY) Smart Production Co., Ltd. SWY
buys machine tools from SMTCL in installments with low interest and is in
charge of operating the smart valley. The government is responsible for
building the plants and also provides some financial support to SWY to buy
machine tools from SMTCL. SMTCL provides an on-site service team to
guarantee machine-tool uptime.
The owner of SWY, Mr. Zheng, was in the business of second-hand machine-tool trade, cooperating with SMTCL in Shiyan for over ten years and
maintaining good contacts with local customers. Shiyan is one of the biggest
car-manufacturing bases in China. Dongfeng Motor Co., Ltd, one of the
top-four car manufacturers in China, has more than 50 factories in the area
of Shiyan. In recent years, many renewable-energy car producers have also
moved into the Shiyan new-energy car-production industrial zone. Zheng
estimates the demand for machine tools in the area at about 10,000 sets.
In 2015, Zheng got to know i5 at an exhibition. The “smartness” of i5
attracted him and he decided to use his “channels” in Shiyan to sell the new
machine tools. However, this did not go well because the price of i5 was
similar to branded machine tools, and the customers did not trust local
brands to be as good as imported machine tools. To demonstrate the prominent functions of the i5, Zheng bought 16 machine tools under beneficial
terms that SMTCL provided. The potential customers got a better impression of i5 after trials and asked Zheng to subcontract for them. Zheng said:
It was quite hard for us at that time. In Shiyan, all good technicians are hired by
Dongfeng. It was very difficult to find qualified technicians. We could not figure
out the process techniques for our products. Managing the workers was another
headache. Operators were paid per unit. Therefore, they would run the machine
tool at a speed exceeding the speed limit. This could easily destroy the equipment
though the equipment has good quality. The operators also did not care much
about consumable expenditure. When I was in distress, I learned the “value-
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sharing” model from SMTCL and thought it might motivate people to work
together with me. (Respondent #12, SWY)

After that, Zheng encouraged his staff to form teams and take orders from
the company or take external orders. The company would use the valuesharing model with these “intrapreneurship teams.” However, no one dared
to be first, mainly due to the perceived risks. Then, Zheng announced a “safe
intrapreneurship scheme,” which meant that the company would bear all the
losses if an intrapreneurship team failed. This removed the worries; three
teams stepped up and took over the company’s orders.
The model consisted of five parts, with each part assigned a value contribution portion relative to the value of the product (i.e., selling price), case
by case. For example, the value of a typical car part consisted of a marketing
part (e.g., order) of 10%, manufacturing (e.g., consumables and working
hours) at 25%, equipment (i.e., i5) at 30%, management (e.g., maintenance
and facilities) at 10% and technique (e.g., process technique) at 25%. The
product prices were transparent to the teams. Specific machine tools were
assigned to the teams, who used them with special care. The production costs
(e.g., consumable expenses and man-hours/unit) were precalculated by referring to the costs of prototypes. If the teams could optimize the production
processes, they would receive the main part of the cost savings.
The model greatly motivated the teams. For example, one team applied
three shifts and kept the machine tools working 24/7. They used the machine
tools with extra care to avoid unnecessary repair. They consulted SMTCL
concerning how to use i5 efficiently and got support from SWY concerning
technical aspects. They kept on making improvements based on the operational data (e.g., time for production, consumption of cutting tools in production) of each batch. By improving the processes, production efficiency
improved by 63%, and the production costs were reduced from 40,000 RMB
to 20,000 RMB per month (JC35, 2017). The intrapreneurship teams earned
much more than ordinary salary, and news of this spread rapidly, attracting
many skilled people from other places to join SWY. Wu was one of those;
he described his experience:
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I worked in Guangzhou as a technical engineer. There, you just earned a stable
salary. I learned that SWY used a value-sharing model and decided to move here.
Generally, only the one who is able to make the prototype will be granted the
order because he knows how to make the product. Then, he can form a team
according to the required capabilities. The production costs and the prices are
transparent. The profit is shared between the intrapreneur and SWY according
to the order size and the difficulties in making the products. The intrapreneur
pays the team members based on their contributions. With this model, I earn
much more than before. (Respondent #13, SWY)

Externally, Zheng adopted a flexible business model with big state-owned
corporations. Zheng noted that the state-owned corporations were encouraged to reduce their capital investment in fixed assets; when they need added
capacities, they found leasing preferable. They were SWY’s ideal customers.
For customers from Dongfeng enterprise (the state-owned corporation), he
did not even negotiate the prices before production. The customers could
decide which model they wished to use, such as the OEM, the U2U, or the
value-sharing model. The only condition was that SWY must supply all the
consumables. Since the production costs were transparent to the customers
via WIS, it was much easier to negotiate the prices afterward. Zheng explained his idea:
I do not expect to earn much money from production. Instead, my profits come
from providing all the consumables to my customers. For example, the cutting
tools are so expensive. With the data from WIS, I knew my annual spending on
cutting tools and could then negotiate prices with Sandvik accordingly, in advance. The business model I used is quite similar to the “KTV model.” On KTV,
you need really beautiful miss KTV to attract customers. The i5 smart machine
tools, together with all the skilled people in my company, are like “beautiful miss
KTV,” attracting the customers to do business with me. I do not earn money
from production, but from providing services (e.g., sourcing service) like KTV
earning money from providing alcohol. (Respondent #12, SWY)

For small and medium-sized customers, SWY required a three-month deposit and a one-month prepayment. Small customers usually could not make
full use of the machine tool (i.e., 7/24), so their lease payment would become
high. The smartness of i5, which could collect operational data on any customer’s basis, made machine-tool sharing possible. SWY tried to find several
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small customers to share one machine tool, so it could be in operation day
and night. This would then reduce each small customer’s costs.
These new business models spurred market demand. During 2017, the
original 16 i5 machines were increased to 300. At the end of 2017, SYW
decided to expand its operations by building a smart valley, together with
SMTCL and the local government. The total investments in the smart valley
were an estimated 150 million RMB, including 500 i5 machines and 12,000
m2 in plants. The general manager of SWY, Mr. Liu, stated:
Two enabling factors make us develop so fast! First was the technological advancement. The “smartness” of i5 allows us to track the production costs in real
time, the prerequisite for the success of our value-sharing model. To do valuesharing, the most critical issue is information transparency. The ERP system also
provides data, but these are not real data. Most of them are planning data,
whereas WIS provides real-time data. That makes a great difference. Our employees can track their earnings via mobile WIS at any time. WIS does not lie.
Therefore, it is the basis for us to use the value-sharing model. Second is the
government support. In China, we often say “political economics.” Economics
is greatly dependent on politics in China. The economic activities that align with
the political directions will get great financial and policy support from the state.
i5 smart machine tools align well with the strategic state plan “Made in China
2025,” so the local government pays extra attention and gives us lots of support.
(Respondent #13, SWY, General Manager)

The CEO and Public Relations Manager of SWY commented:
Our target is to be the “industrial hotel.” We provide all the hardware and software necessary for our customers to engage in production. Hardware includes
all the equipment and consumables one needs. Our service teams are the software. In the future, our service personnel will be priced based on their capabilities. For example, customers with high accuracy demands can hire senior service
engineers, whereas customers with basic demands can just hire junior service
engineers. (Respondent #12, SWY and Respondent #15, SWY)

SWY’s biggest challenge was attracting talented people to join the company.
SWY is located in the rural area of Shiyan where there were few bus lines and
almost no nearby shops. The life there was boring. Moreover, most Chinese
parents do not want their kids to do metal-cutting work because they do not
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want a single child to engage in such an exhausting and dirty industry. To
solve these problems, SWY planned to build entertainment facilities around
the company. The company also started cooperating with local technical
schools to give courses there about smart production in metal cutting. In one
technical school, the company financed the school to open a new class dedicated to SYW smart production. In parallel, the company tries its best to
retain its employees. In January 2018, the company invited the employees to
crowd-fund a capacity expansion for one of its most profitable products. The
general manager of SWY explained:
We needed to buy some more equipment for producing one of our most profitable products. Banks and venture capitalists wanted to invest in this, but we
refused. It is better to let our staff earn money than others. The staff who become shareholders for the product will be able to track their profits at any time
via WIS. It will motivate the staff to work even harder voluntarily and their hearts
will be with SWY. In China, Huawei is the most well-known company in employee crowdfunding. (Respondent #13, SWY)

The CEO of SWY also has a clear plan for the future:
The core of production is people—how to engage people to join your production activities with all their hearts. The answer is to set up the proper mechanism
that motivates them! Connecting the staff’s benefits with production will make
the staff care about what the company cares about and worry about what the
company worries about. In the future, the company does not need a boss to
supervise the operation because the staff becomes their own “bosses.” My task
is to train “bosses” for the company. (Respondent #12, SWY)

In the future, SWY also hopes to leverage iSESOL to make use of its valuesharing model online with designers, engineers, and customers. The senior
managers stated:
In the traditional B2B market, people use time and space arbitrage models to
earn profits. The “smartness” of the i5 enables the sharing economy, which we
tried in our company. The iSESOL platform could drive the sharing economy
even further. Space and time can no longer hinder the sharing economy. Spatially, people from different locations can share their capabilities via the platform. The skills of the designers and engineers, the capacities of the factories
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and the orders of the customers can all be shared and coordinated on the platform. Temporally, all the engaged parties can track the real-time production information in WIS through iSESOL. By using the value-sharing model, it
becomes possible to customize production with low costs because all the devoted parties will take a share of the value according to their respective contribution to the value, once the product is sold. It is the trend for manufacturing.
We interpret the i5 ecosystem as i5 machine tools + value-sharing model + iSESOL platform + supply-chain partners. (Respondent #13, SWY and Respondent #16, SWY)

SYW also discussed the difference between its smart valley and the valley in
Jianhu, identifying the biggest difference as the ownership features of the
operating companies in the smart valleys. Second is the difference in the local
customers. The CEO of SYW explained:
Jianhu is operated by SMTCL. SMTCL still keeps the traditional state-owned
management system. The managers in Jianhu do not have enough power to be
really “flexible” in their business models. So far, they still use a lease model rather
than the value-sharing model. To do value-sharing, one really needs to sacrifice
one’s own benefits and share with others. I am the boss and I can make that
kind of decision. Moreover, we have Dongfeng beside us. They have tough requirements regarding machine tool capacity. I don’t know if Jianhu has similarsized big customers. Actually, the capacity of the Jianhu smart valley is much
bigger than ours. They need some big customers and they need to know which
business model the local customers prefer. (Respondent #12, SWY)

7.9

Launch of i5 OS

During the 19th Chinese international industry exhibition in November
2017, SMTCL announced the launch of the first industrial operating system
globally—i5 OS (operating system). It could be called an “industrial Android
system.” i5 OS was developed based on the Linux Ubuntu operating system
and integrates the proprietary motion-control technology that SMTCL uses
for its i5 machine tools. Motion-control technology is the core technology
for manufacturing equipment, such as injection machines and industrial robots. By using the i5 OS, traditional equipment makers can upgrade their
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equipment from “functional equipment” to “smart equipment,” such as the
i5 machine tool. Based on i5 OS, equipment makers can develop their own
apps based on their know-how. Experts, scholars, and other capable people
can also use i5 OS to develop apps to productize their knowledge and use
the i5 OS app store to market their apps. All the smart equipment based on
i5 OS can be connected easily to iSESOL. i5 OS is open to society. It charges
service fees when apps on the i5 OS are authorized to users. The CTO of
iSESOL commented:
In the future, it is our aim to become an industrial platform connecting different
kinds of equipment requiring motion-control technology, not limited to machine
tools. By use of our platform, we can make production simpler and equipment
providers, users, component suppliers, maintenance service providers, and all
related parties our customers! (Respondent #5, iSESOL)

The release of i5 OS redefines the i5 ecosystem. According to the deputy
general manager of i5 Smart Design and Development Co., Ltd (SYMG,
2017), the i5 ecosystem can be interpreted as i5-OS-based smart equipment
+ iSESOL + new business models.

7.10 Epilogue
The senior manager of SMTCL was contacted in May 2019, and he said that
SMTCL’s Jianhu smart valley faced a major profitability challenge. The capacity the valley provides far exceeds the demand in the area. Most customers
were small entrepreneurs who preferred to use the U2U model. They thought
they would earn less from the real-time value-sharing model. In August 2019,
it was reported that SMTCL was unable to make payments to its suppliers
due to a lack of sufficient capital and that debtors had applied to the court to
restructure SMTCL. According to the regulation, the Shenzhen stock exchange released a delisting warning concerning SMTCL stock (Sina News,
2019).

Chapter 8
Within-case analysis: SMTCL case
The purpose of this within-case analysis is to examine whether the findings
from the WW case are replicable in another empirical setting. Hence, the
analysis has five aims: 1) to investigate whether individual actor goal development in solution value co-creation is (only) caused by the actor’s continuous evaluations of its goals in temporal and relational contexts; 2) to examine
whether the conceptual framework concerning how an individual actor creates value in solution value co-creation (identified in Chapter 6, section 6.5.3)
is applicable; 3) to inquire into whether the patterns of influence between
actors’ value creation in solution value co-creation (identified in section 6.5.4)
also exist in the SMTCL case and whether new patterns can be observed; 4)
to investigate whether the four identified subprocesses of solution value cocreation are sufficient to describe the solution value co-creation process; and
5) to examine whether the findings from Chapter 6, concerning how actors’
goal development contributes to solution value co-creation in each of four
subprocesses (section 6.5.6), is applicable.
Based on the temporal-bracketing strategy (see Chapter 4), I identify four
periods in the case. Period 1 is solution value co-creation under the U2U
model; Period 2 is solution value co-creation under the smart factory model;
Period 3 is solution value co-creation under the Jianhu smart valley model;
and Period 4 is solution value co-creation under SWY smart valley model.
Each period covers a specific solution value co-creation process. However,
due to limited data availability, no period has data covering all four subpro-
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cesses. I use the three dimensions identified in the WW analysis (i.e., the development of actors’ goals, ongoing actors’ activities-resources, the evolvement of actors’ value) to analyze each specific solution value co-creation
process and discuss subprocesses when data is available. Moreover, the case
shows how solution digitization brings critical changes to solution value cocreation. Hence, I also analyze the digitization effects on solution value cocreation.
The analysis is structured as follows: First, I analyze solution value cocreation in each period (sections 8.1 to 8.4); then, I analyze i5OS in terms of
the solution digitization effect on solution value co-creation; last, I discuss
the findings of the analysis.

8.1

Solution value co-creation under the U2U
model

The U2U model is a usage-based model. Under this model, the solution that
SMTCL provided to customers is the availability of machine-tool capacities.
8.1.1

The development of actors’ goals

Under the U2U model, three actors engage in solution value co-creation.
They are SMTCL, the bank, and the customer. Each has goals to create its
own value by participating in solution value co-creation. For instance,
SMTCL has both a revenue goal (i.e., selling i5 machine-tool usage time) and
a cost goal (i.e., low costs of providing solutions). The customer has two
goals: a functional goal (i.e., using machine tools to produce high-accuracy
products) and a cost goal (i.e., low total costs of using machine tools for
production).
SMTCL’s revenue goal (i.e., selling i5 machine-tool usage time) was triggered by its previous value co-creation (i.e., selling i5 using the traditional
selling model), from which it learned its customers’ inability to bear the high
price of i5.
The customer’s functional goal (i.e., using machine tools to produce
high-accuracy products) was triggered by its future value co-creation (i.e.,
providing high-accuracy products to its customers). The customer’s cost goal
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included reducing machine-tool acquisition, operational, and risk costs. The
fluctuating market demand for the products engineered from machine tools
(i.e., the customer’s future value co-creation) triggered the customer to prioritize acquisition and risk-cost reduction over operational-cost reduction.
This drew the customer to join solution value co-creation under the U2U
model, enabling the customer to achieve better overall cost value than the
traditional selling model could.
8.1.2

Ongoing actors’ activities-resources

The U2U model implies that the customer need not own the machine tools
and can use the equipment before making the payment. This causes two
problems for SMTCL’s value creation in solution value co-creation. One is
that the customer does not have a cost goal, in terms of controlling maintenance costs for unowned equipment. Lacking such a goal to guide the customer’s use of the equipment may induce opportunistic behavior (e.g., using
the machine tool beyond its limit to save time) led by the customer’s other
goals, harming SMTCL cost value creation. To cope with this risk, SMTCL
employed the real-time monitoring service of iSESOL to prevent a customer’s opportunistic behavior. The other risk is that the customer may use
the equipment without making timely payment to SMTCL since the equipment is placed in the customer’s workshops, away from SMTCL. To deal
with this, SMTCL employed the remote-control service of iSESOL to support its revenue-goal fulfillment. The finding illustrates that one actor’s (i.e.,
the customer) activities-resources (e.g., opportunistic behavior) can drive
other actor (i.e., SMTCL) to make changes in its activities-resources (e.g.,
employing the real-time monitoring service).
8.1.3

The evolvement of actors’ value

The customers created positive solution value through solution value co-creation under the U2U model when they faced fluctuating market demand.
They left solution value co-creation when they had stable orders.
SMTCL determined negative cost value in solution value co-creation under the U2U model by retaining ownership of the machine tools. SMTCL
determined negative revenue value as well, since customers did not use the
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machine tool intensively but occasionally, according to market-demand situations.
8.1.4

The subprocesses of solution value co-creation

In the SVP development, SMTCL realigned its revenue goal from selling machine tools to selling machine-tool usage to motivate the customer to join
solution value co-creation under the U2U model. SMTCL developed the
main framework (i.e., the U2U model) of the SVP in-house. Facing the
“ready” SVP, the customers predetermined solution value based on their
contexts (e.g., the customers’ future value co-creation) before they decided
whether to join solution value co-creation.
In the shaping subprocess, SMTCL took the lead role in shaping the solution in a way that favored its goal fulfillment, e.g., the development of the
i5 M8 series, for two possible reasons. One was because SMTCL retained
ownership of the solution. The other was that the solution was easy to move
and did not require many customer resources to deploy it. The customer that
did not want to use the solution could easily have it removed without costing
the customer much.
In the utilizing subprocess, the goal conflicts between the customer and
SMTCL became evident—e.g., SMTCL’s revenue goal versus the customer’s
cost goal. As the user of the solution, the customer could prioritize its goals
(e.g., delaying payment) over SMTCL’s. However, SMTCL employed new
services (e.g., remote control) to facilitate its own goal fulfillment.
8.1.5

Discussion

The key problem with the U2U model is that it neither motivates customers’
goals toward creating value with i5 smartness nor secures activities-resources
(e.g., knowledge and services) that support customer value creation with i5
smartness. Other machine-tool suppliers in the market also offer the U2U
model, and without exploiting i5 smartness, i5 becomes nothing more than
the ordinary machine tools on the market.
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Digitization effects

The case illustrates two digitization effects. First, the actors perceive as neutral the activities-resources (e.g., collecting real-time operational data based
on technology) of the digitized solution. Therefore, they think these are trustworthy activities-resources they can integrate for their value creation. Second, digitization allows the solution to attain activities-resources spatial
flexibility, so the distant actors can still track the solution activities-resources
(e.g., operation) anytime and even intervene in them to favor their value creation.
Perceived activities-resources neutrality: Both SMTCL and the customer regard
i5 smart machine tools as performing activities-resources without being led
by their own goals for value creation. One could say that i5 is led by its functional goal to collect real-time operational data during production, but that
goal differs from other actors’ goals because i5’s functional goal only guides
i5 to perform deeds not intended for value creation. That means there would
be no feedback loop from i5 determined value that would adjust i5’s activities-resources to favor its value creation. Moreover, i5’s functional goal
would not be influenced by other actors’ goal development and ongoing activities-resources, but would stay constant over time. Therefore, the actors
(e.g., SMTCL) perceive i5 as performing “unbiased” activities-resources (e.g.,
collecting the “real” operational data during production), which they can integrate for their value creation (e.g., SMTCL revenue value creation and customer cost value creation). For example, in the U2U model, both the
provider and the customer must integrate the usage data for their respective
(conflicting) goal fulfillment. Hence, they required activities-resources (i.e.
the integration of activities and resources) that generated the usage data to
be “neutral.” Both perceived that i5 generated usage data neutrally, enabling
them to integrate the usage data from i5 for their respective value creation.
Activities-resources spatial flexibility: The biggest challenge that the U2U
model implies is that the machine tools are spatially distant from the owners.
Previously, this would have meant problems for the owner in carrying out
the intended activities on remote equipment (e.g., shutting off the equipment
when the customer does not make payment on time) and difficulties in tracking its operations (i.e. activities-resources). However, digitization allows i5 to
attain activities-resources spatial flexibility. That is, the actors at a distance
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can track the activities-resources of the solution and even intervene in the
solution activities-resources remotely to favor their value creation. This implies that i5’s activities-resources are largely not subject to spatial limitation
since actors at a distance can access and influence them. For example,
SMTCL and the banks could track i5’s operations and execute control of i5
remotely via iSESOL.

8.2

Solution value co-creation under the smart
factory model

The smart factory model differs from the U2U model in four aspects. First,
the machine tools are sold to the customers. Second, the customers make the
payments in installments, and no interest is charged, on the condition that
the customer buys at least 50 i5s. Third, SMTCL provides free on-site services to guarantee machine-tool uptime and support customer production
(e.g., operational and on-site management services). Last, all machine tools
are connected to iSESOL. Under the smart factory model, the solution provided by SMTCL becomes provision of i5 machine tools and free on-site
services that guarantee uptime.
8.2.1

The development of actors’ goals

SMTCL had multiple goals in solution value co-creation using the smart factory model. These included: a functional goal (i.e., collecting the customer’s
usage data from i5), revenue goal #1 (i.e., selling i5), revenue goal #2 (i.e.,
selling MROs), and a marketing goal (i.e., marketing i5 through the smart
factory).
SMTCL’s functional goal was triggered by its previous value co-creation.
Its customers were uninterested in leveraging the data collected by i5 for
value creation in the U2U model. Therefore, it exploited the value of “i5
smartness” on its own. SMTCL’s marketing goal was also triggered by its
previous value co-creation (e.g., having difficulties promoting i5 in previous
models).
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Customer Lu had two goals in solution value co-creation. Lu’s cost goal
(i.e., low total costs to use i5 for production) was triggered by SMTCL’s implementation of a smart factory model (i.e., others’ activities-resources),
which provided free on-site services with no interest charge. Lu’s functional
goal (i.e., using i5 to produce high-accuracy products) was triggered by his
previous value co-creation. From his distribution business, Lu learned that
there was a great demand for high-accuracy machine-tool capacities in the
local area.
In the utilizing subprocess, Lu’s cost goal became discordant with
SMTCL’s revenue goal #2 and functional goal. Led by his cost goal, Lu used
nonbranded consumables sourced from his own procurement company in
production. However, SMTCL wanted to sell branded consumables to Lu to
fulfill its revenue goal #2 and functional goal (i.e., collecting data on customer usage of branded consumables).
8.2.2

Ongoing actors’ activities-resources

The activities-resources (i.e., integration of its own and others’ ongoing activities and transformed resources) that SMTCL employed to create functional value included i5 connected to iSESOL. The operator pulling the i5
power for the Internet connection to charge mobiles (i.e., the change in other
actors’ activities-resources) also caused SMTCL’s activities-resources to
change (i.e., i5 was disconnected from iSESOL), consequently disturbing
SMTCL’s functional value creation.
8.2.3

The evolvement of actors’ value

Under the smart factory model, Lu determined positive solution value in solution value co-creation since the model provided no interest charges and
free on-site service support from SMTCL, supporting both his solution cost
value and functional value creation.
However, SMTCL did not create the value it anticipated in the smart
factory model. The activities-resources of the customer (e.g., Lu’s use of
branded consumables sourced from SMTCL in production) that was essential for SMTCL’s functional and revenue value creation was not secured in
the model. Consequently, it experienced difficulties in creating functional
value (i.e., collecting useful data) and revenue value (i.e., selling MROs). The
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no-interest loans and free on-site service support in the model harmed
SMTCL’s cost value creation.
8.2.4

The subprocesses of solution value co-creation

In the SVP development, SMTCL motivated the customer to join solution
value co-creation under the smart factory model by means of providing free
on-site services and no-interest loans. Similar to the U2U model, SMTCL
developed the main frame (i.e., the smart factory model) of the SVP in-house
and pushed it to potential customers.
In addition to their communicated revenue goal in the SVP, SMTCL actually had a functional goal and another revenue goal that it wanted to fulfill
in solution value co-creation. However, these goals were not clearly articulated to the customer, possibly due to SMTCL taking it for granted that they
could create value intended anyway (all the i5s in the smart factories were
connected to iSESOL from the beginning). Nevertheless, Lu interpreted the
SVP differently, supposing that the SVP could enable him to make use of his
own sourcing company to source consumables, which actually conflicted
with SMTCL’s “uncommunicated” goals. However, Lu was a passive recipient of the SVP, so it became unnecessary for him to express his value perspectives to SMTCL and SMTCL had no chance of learning about the
conflict before the utilizing subprocess. This indicates that the actors’ goal
fulfillment in solution value co-creation is unsecured if their goals are not
communicated and aligned in the SVP developing subprocess. Moreover,
when other actors’ activities-resources are essential for the focal actor’s value
creation, the focal actor must secure those activities-resources (e.g., the customer’s use of branded consumables in production) in the SVP.
In the utilizing subprocess, Lu’s cost goal became discordant with
SMTCL’s revenue goal #2 and its functional goal. Lu’s goal was prioritized
over SMTCL’s goals. SMTCL tried to facilitate its goal fulfillment by communicating with Lu to source branded consumables from them, but without
success.
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Discussion

Unlike the U2U model, the smart factory model created the condition for
using i5 to scale, which was beneficial for creating value with i5 smartness.
In this model, SMTCL also supported its customer value creation by providing free on-site services. However, the result was still unsatisfactory.
The model’s key problem was that it only focused on supporting the customer’s cost-goal fulfillment to motivate engagement in solution value cocreation; it did not really motivate the customer to make use of i5 smartness
for value creation. In fact, the smart factory was not interested in creating
value with i5 smartness; it had no goals for leveraging usage data for value
creation. Without a customer goal aligned with SMTCL’s goal to leverage i5
data for value creation, the customer’s utilization of the solution was led by
the customer’s other goals (e.g., the cost goal), which harmed SMTCL’s attempt to exploit i5 smartness for value creation.

8.3

Solution value co-creation under Jianhu
(JH) smart valley model

The JH smart valley model differs from the smart factory model in three
aspects. First, SMTCL retains ownership of i5, and the customers have the
flexibility to choose the payment model they prefer (e.g., usage-based or
value-sharing model). Second, the customers’ utilization of i5 takes place in
the solution provider’s space, implying that SMTCL could have more control
over those needed activities-resources (e.g., having their i5 connected to iSESOL for data collection) for their value creation (e.g., SMTCL functional
value creation) with this model than with other models. Third, in the smart
valley, SMTCL provides more services supposed to support solution value
co-creation, including metrology, training, sourcing, and R&D services.
Under the smart valley model, the customer solutions vary with their
choice of model. For example, if the customer chooses to adopt a usagebased model, SMTCL’s solution becomes the supply of available machinetool capacities in the smart valley. If the customer prefers a real-time valuesharing model, the SMTCL solution becomes the supply of available machine-tool capacities and financial services.
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The development of actors’ goals

SMTCL, the local government, and the state government built the JH smart
valley. These three actors had their own goals for co-creating smart valley
value. The state government held a national-level goal of building up smart
production capabilities in China, whereas the local government held several
goals, including a functional goal (i.e., upgrading local machine-tool capacities suitable for producing high-accuracy items) and a revenue goal (i.e., increasing local tax revenues). SMTCL’s goals included revenue goal #1 (i.e.,
selling availability of machine-tool capacities), revenue goal #2 (i.e., selling
services), and a functional goal (i.e., collecting the customers’ usage data from
i5). Overall, these three actors’ goal fulfillment is based on the aggregation
of individual customer’s utilization of i5 in each solution value co-creation.
In each solution value co-creation, SMTCL held quite similar goals corresponding to revenue goal #1 (selling availability of machine-tool capacities), revenue goal #2 (selling services) and the functional goal (collecting the
individual customer’s usage data from i5).
Most potential customers have both a cost goal (i.e., low total costs of
using machine tools for production) and a functional goal (i.e., using machine
tools for high-accuracy/low-accuracy production). Generally, the customers’
future value co-creation (e.g., orders for high/low accuracy products) triggers
their adoption of a functional goal, such as using machine tools for high/low
accuracy production. For those small start-ups with an existing functional
goal of using machine tools for high-accuracy production, the JH smart valley
model could trigger their adoption of the cost goal of using leased i5 for highaccuracy production. In other words, it was the small startups’ existing functional goal and the JH smart valley model (other actors’ activities-resources)
that triggered the small startups’ adoption of the cost goal in solution value
co-creation.
The changes in the customers’ future value co-creation could trigger their
goal development in solution value co-creation. For example, when the customer’s high-accuracy orders got canceled by the customer’s customers, the
customer gave up its functional goal (i.e., using high-accuracy machine-tool
capacities for production) and quit solution value co-creation.
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During solution value co-creation, the local government adopted a symbolic goal triggered by state officers’ visit to the JH smart valley (i.e., the
connected actors’ value co-creation). The adopted symbolic goal caused goal
conflicts between the local government and SMTCL. Led by their symbolic
goal, the local government wanted to place 730 machine tools, whereas the
JH smart valley led by their cost goal wanted to place 200-300 machine tools
first. The local government was more powerful than SMTCL, which needed
local government financial and policy support; therefore, SMTCL chose to
give in.
8.3.2

Ongoing actors’ activities-resources

Led by their goals in the smart valley value co-creation, SMTCL transported
and installed i5 in the JH smart valley, built six service centers, and formed
an on-site management and technical team there (i.e., SMTCL’s activitiesresources). The local and state governments provided the land, built the
plant, and gave the smart valley a large amount of funding.
On the one hand, the smart valley value co-creation (i.e., SMTCL’s other
ongoing value co-creation) provided resources and activities (e.g., the plant,
i5, SMTCL plant management and on-site services) that were integrated for
their value creation (e.g., solution functional value creation) by individual
customers in each solution value co-creation in the smart valley.
On the other hand, the aggregation of individual customer’s utilization
of i5 in the smart valley in each solution value co-creation was integrated by
SMTCL and the governments in the smart valley value co-creation. For example, fulfillment of the local government’s functional goal (i.e., upgrading
local machine-tool capacities) depended on a large number of local private
companies shifting to utilize i5 in the valley. Fulfillment of SMTCL’s functional goal (i.e., collecting customers’ usage data from i5) depended on a large
number of customers using i5 in the valley.
8.3.3

The evolvement of actors’ value

The valley’s resident customers determined positive solution value in solution value co-creation of the JH smart valley model because they had the
flexibility to join and quit solution value co-creation according to their predetermined value in their contexts (e.g., their future value co-creation).
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The subprocesses of solution value co-creation

In the SVP development, SMTCL motivated customers to join solution value
co-creation under the JH smart valley model by allowing them to choose
their preferred model (e.g., a usage-based model or a real-time value-sharing
model). Similar to the previous models, SMTCL developed the main framework (e.g., only i5 is available in the valley, the charges for leasing i5 and
other services, the smart valley management protocols for customers to follow) of the SVP in-house and pushed it to potential customers, who predetermined overall solution value based on their contexts (e.g., their ongoing
and future value co-creation). For example, the local companies used secondhand machine tools in their production and had quite stable orders with lowaccuracy requirements. Thus, they predetermined higher (overall) value by
utilizing their own machine tools rather than using i5, deciding—without
communicating with SMTCL—not to join solution value co-creation in the
JH smart valley.
In the shaping subprocess, SMTCL not only shaped the solutions (e.g.,
connecting all i5 to iSESOL), but also shaped the interface resources of the
solutions (e.g., operational protocols) according to its goals (e.g., SMTCL’s
functional goal).
8.3.5

Discussion

The JH smart valley model implied high fixed costs for SMTCL (e.g., the
provision of a large number of proprietary machine tools in the valley, the
costs of on-site service staff). This exposed SMTCL to greater risk than did
the other models (e.g., U2U model). In the smart valley model, SMTCL’s
functional and revenue value creation fully depended on the customers’ intensive use of i5. Similar to the U2U model, the smart valley model intended
to motivate the customers to join solution value co-creation by supporting
the customers’ cost value creation in the acquisition-cost dimension. However, the customers determined overall cost value based on several cost-related dimensions (e.g., acquisition cost, use cost, and risk cost). Customers
who had their own (outdated) machine tools could get higher cost value by
utilizing their own machine tools than by leasing the equipment in the valley.
Unfortunately, the smart valley model provided no activities-resources (e.g.,
buying back their outdated machine tools at a good price) that would alter
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the customer’s unfavorable context so that these customers could create
overall positive solution value in the smart valley.
In fact, the model only favors cost value creation for those customers
who cannot afford to buy machine tools or have unstable orders. However,
low-accuracy orders also dissuade customers from using i5 in the smart valley, because they can achieve even better cost value creation by leasing lowaccuracy machine tools elsewhere. The valley provides only i5 machine tools,
which will not benefit customers’ cost value creation when they need to combine low- and high-accuracy machine tools for the whole production order.
Overall, the model does not support different types of customers’ (e.g.,
those with outdated machine tools) value creation in the valley, running
counter to SMTCL’s original intention to create functional and revenue value
based on customers’ intensive use of i5 in the valley.

8.4

Solution value co-creation under SWY smart
valley model

Unlike the JH smart valley, SMTCL transferred the ownership of i5 to the
private company SWY and guaranteed i5 uptime in the valley. SWY was in
charge of the smart-valley operation and the local government provided the
financial support. This model is similar to the smart factory model, in which
SMTCL provided i5 machine tools and free on-site services that guaranteed
i5 uptime.
8.4.1

The development of actors’ goals

Initially, SWY’s operators held just a revenue goal and no cost goal for using
i5 for production. SWY’s implementation of the value-sharing model (i.e.,
other actor’s activities-resources) triggered SWY’s operators to adopt a cost
goal (i.e., low operational costs) and adjust their revenue goal to also making
money from realized cost savings.
The customer’s adoption of a functional goal (i.e., using i5 in the smart
valley for production) to join solution value co-creation was triggered by
SWY offering i5 capacities at cost (i.e., other actor’s activities-resources). Doing so enabled SWY to motivate a large number of customers to use their i5.
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In comparison, the JH smart valley insisted on charging customers i5 leasing
fees according to the set prices and had difficulties attracting customers.
8.4.2

Ongoing actors’ activities-resources

SWY leveraged i5 smartness to support its value creation in solution value
co-creation. For example, in order to support SWY’s cost-goal fulfillment,
SWY built the value-sharing model for operators based on the prototype data
that i5 provided. To support its revenue-goal fulfillment (e.g., selling i5 capacities), SWY negotiated the usage payment with its big customers based on
the i5 actual postproduction usage data. SWY promoted the machine-toolsharing scheme among small customers based on the real-time i5 operational
data. To support its revenue goal to sell consumables, SWY used the consumable usage data collected by i5 to negotiate consumable prices with the
suppliers.
In comparison, JH smart valley made no efforts to leverage i5 smartness
to support its own and its customers’ value creation, as SWY did. This made
the JH smart valley as indifferent as other ordinary machine-tool rental
places.
8.4.3

The evolvement of actors’ value

SWY’s operators determined positive value in solution value co-creation as
they earned more than before, based on the value-sharing model promoted
by SWY. SWY determined positive value in solution value co-creation as well
for SMTCL, the local government offered favorable terms to support its cost
value creation, and it was able to create revenue value through selling consumables to its customers. Unlike Lu’s success in the smart factory model,
the key reason for SWY’s success is that it leveraged i5 smartness to support
its own value creation, its operators’ value creation, and its customers’ value
creation. Due to the lack of data, it is hard to say whether SMTCL determined
positive value in SWY’s smart valley model.
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The subprocesses of solution value co-creation

In the SVP development, SWY aligned its revenue goals (i.e., selling machine-tool capacities at cost, while selling consumables to customers to make
money) to motivate its customers to join solution value co-creation.
Notably, SWY did not complete the SVP with its big customers until the
customer utilized the solution. SWY and the customers used the usage data
generated from the utilizing subprocess to continue the development of the
SVP (e.g., negotiating i5 usage charges). Generally, the interactions between
solution value co-creation subprocesses often occur such that the former
subprocess (e.g., SVP development subprocess) informs the latter subprocess (e.g., the shaping subprocess), and in return, the latter subprocess (e.g.,
the shaping process) calls for improvement of the former subprocess (e.g.,
SVP development subprocess). However, by leveraging i5 smartness, SWY
used the latter subprocess (i.e., the utilizing subprocess) as a reference to inform the development of the former subprocess (i.e., SVP development subprocess).
In the utilizing subprocess, SWY’s operators tended to prioritize their
revenue goal over SWY’s cost goal (i.e., low costs of production) and used
the machine tools over their limit when the operators were paid on units.
SWY tried to facilitate their goal fulfillment by implementing a value-sharing
model.
8.4.5

Discussion

The SWY smart valley model is quite similar to the smart factory model for
SMTCL. It still incurs large costs for SMTCL, e.g., providing low-interest
loans and an on-site service team. However, in this model, SMTCL could not
get much benefit from SWY’s leverage of i5 smartness except by collecting
the i5 usage data in the smart valley.
8.4.6

Digitization effects

The case illustrates two digitization effects. First, digitization makes visible
the previously “invisible” activities-resources of the solution in operation.
Second, digitization allows the solution to attain activities-resources temporal
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flexibility, so the actors can track the historical and ongoing activities-resources of the solution, and even predict its future activities-resources.
Activities-resources visibility: Digitization empowers i5 to capture the data
concerning how i5 integrates the ongoing operations of the operators, the
transformation of the production inputs (e.g., cutting tools, energy, lubricants) to produce a unit. The captured operational data includes how i5 and
operators perform during production and transformation of other interface
resources of i5 (e.g., cutting tools and lubricants) in such a process. In that
way, digitization makes the previously “invisible” activities-resources of the
solution in the production process become visible to the actors. For example,
SWY mentioned that i5 could present them with the consumption of energy,
the cutting tools, and the operations of certain operators in production,
which made the production process transparent.
Activities-resources temporal flexibility: Digitization allows tracing the past activities-resources of i5, following up the ongoing activities-resources of i5 in
real time, and predicting (by artificial intelligence) the future activities-resources of i5. In that way, a digitized solution like i5 attains activities-resources temporal flexibility. For example, SWY said it could track the
previous production and ongoing production of a certain i5.

8.5

i5 OS

Being an industry platform, iSESOL intends to connect and support more
new actors (e.g., designers, consumers) with unique competencies to contribute to i5 solution value co-creation. By launching the i5 OS, these various
new actors can create value for themselves by selling apps and contribute to
i5 solution value co-creation by productizing their knowledge of apps. Thus,
digitization turns the traditionally relatively closed and stable solution value
co-creation process (usually involving a fixed number of certain types of actors, such as the machine-tool supplier and the customer) into a more open
and dynamic process. Ideally, many different types of new actors could join
the i5 solution value co-creation at any time, based on the requirements for
specific competencies in the process. Therefore, digitization empowers the
i5 solution with “actor extensiveness.” That is, an extensive range of actors
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with unique competencies could join in the process, ideally at any time, based
on the demands of i5 solution value co-creation.

8.6

Findings

Based on the above analysis, I discuss 1) the problems with the models implemented by SMTCL; 2) whether individual-actor goal development in solution value co-creation is (only) caused by continuous evaluations of its
goals in temporal and relational contexts; 3) whether the conceptual framework concerning how an individual actor creates value in solution value cocreation (identified in Chapter 6, section 6.5.3) applies in the SMTCL case;
4) whether the patterns of influence between actors in solution value cocreation (identified in section 6.5.4) also exist in SMTCL’s case and whether
SMTCL case shows any new patters; 5) whether the four subprocesses of
solution value co-creation (identified in Chapter 3) are sufficient to describe
the whole solution value co-creation process; 6) whether the findings (identified in Chapter 6) concerning how actors’ goal development contributes to
solution value co-creation throughout the four subprocesses (see section
6.5.6) are applicable in the SMTCL case and 7) solution digitization’s effects
on solution value co-creation.
8.6.1

Identified problems

Goal dimension: a) The models proposed by SMTCL mainly aim to support
the customer cost-goal fulfillment in the acquisition-cost dimension. However, the cost goal of SMTCL’s customers also involves other cost dimensions, such as the risk-cost and use-cost dimensions. The customers
determine overall solution cost value based on their evaluation of cost value
in all these different cost dimensions. Therefore, SMTCL’s models could
only attract those customers that prioritize the acquisition-cost dimension
(e.g., small start-ups), but not other customers who have different priorities
in their goals. b) Comparing the SWY and SMTCL smart valleys shows that
SWY chose to prioritize its revenue goal #2 (selling consumables) over its
revenue goal #1 (selling i5 capacities). These two goals did not necessarily
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conflict and require the actor’s prioritization. However, SWY expected difficulty in motivating customers to join solution value co-creation if the customers could not achieve “positive” overall cost solution value. Then, SWY
could fulfill neither revenue goal #1 nor #2. Therefore, it decided to sacrifice
revenue goal #1 to fulfill revenue goal #2. In contrast, SMTCL regarded two
revenue goals as equally important and, ultimately, could not realize either
goal. c) Goal conflicts appear frequently in the case, causing problems (e.g.,
Lu’s). The key issue here is that SMTCL always develops the main frame of
SVPs in-house alone and push the SVPs to the customers. As a result, its
goals and its customers’ goals have no chance of being communicated and
aligned, with the goal conflicts between them a natural consequence. d) It
seems that SMTCL also tends to hide “some of its goals” from its customers;
however, it turns out those uncommunicated goals could get problems fulfilled in solution value co-creation. Since the goals are “secret,” the others’
activities-resources needed to enable “secret goal fulfillment” become just as
hard to explicitly secure in the SVP (e.g., the smart factory example). This
leads to SMTCL’s failure in value creation.
Activities-resources dimension: The models do not provide “activities-resources” that could motivate and support customers’ value creation
with i5 smartness. Most of SMTCL’s customers have no goals to create value
with i5 smartness. Therefore, the model needs to call for providing “certain
incentive activities-resources” to trigger customer adoption of such a goal.
Without the relevant goal in place, the customers’ other goals guide their
activities-resources, which could even harm SMTCL’s efforts to create value
with i5 smartness (e.g., the smart factory example). Moreover, most models
only provide on-site service support to the customers, but no models offer
specific services to support the customer leverage of i5 smartness for value
creation.
Value dimension: All the models imply huge costs (e.g., fixed cost and
risk cost) for SMTCL, unfavorable for SMTCL’s cost value creation. To
cover the big loss in cost value creation, SMTCL must make much bigger
revenues from the new models than from the traditional selling model. In
most models, SMTCL’s revenue value creation is largely dependent on customers’ intensive use of i5. However, almost none of the models actually
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could motivate the customers to use i5 intensively. The reason has been explained in the goal dimension.
8.6.2

Is individual actor’s goal development in solution value
co-creation (only) caused by its continuous evaluations
of its goals in temporal and relational contexts?

The analysis shows the individual actor’s goal development in solution value
co-creation is caused by the actor’s continuous evaluations of its goals in
temporal and relational contexts. No other causes are observed in the case
that trigger individual actor’s goal development. For example, SMTCL
adopting a functional goal to collect customer usage data was triggered by its
previous value co-creation (i.e., the temporal context), where its customers
could not leverage operational data provided by i5 for value creation. The
operations in SWY adopted a cost goal triggered by its ongoing value cocreation, namely SWY’s implementation of an internal value-sharing model
(i.e., the temporal context). The customer in the JH smart valley gave up its
functional goal to use i5 for production, triggered by the changes in its future
value co-creation, the cancellation of the orders (i.e., the temporal context).
The local government in the JH smart valley adopted a symbolic goal, triggered by the connected actors’ value co-creation, the officers’ visit to the
smart valley (i.e., the relational context).
8.6.3

Is the conceptual framework for how individual actors
create value in solution value co-creation (identified in
Chapter 6, section 6.5.3) applicable to the SMTCL case?

The analysis shows that the SMTCL case supports most parts of the conceptual framework concerning how the individual actor creates value in solution
value co-creation, identified in Chapter 6 (section 6.5.3).
For example, SWY’s operators adopted a cost goal (i.e., low operational
costs) after SWY’s implementation of the value-sharing model. The cost goal
guided the operators to continuously integrate their own and others’ ongoing
activities (e.g., using i5 for production with care and making process improvements, technical support from SMTCL and SWY) and transformed resources (e.g., knowledge generated from production, knowledge from
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SMTCL and SWY, real-time operational data) to create cost value. The operators evaluated the perceived consequences of their activities-resources in
accordance with the goal of determining value (in the cost-value dimension).
In turn, the determined value informed the operators making further improvements in their activities-resources.
However, due to lack of relevant data, two relations identified in the conceptual framework (see Figure 6.2) cannot be replicated. One is that the individual actor’s goal-led activities-resources can trigger the actor’s goal
development for value creation. The other is that in turn, the actor’s determined value can trigger the actor’s goal development for value creation.
8.6.4

Do the patterns of influence between actors in solution
value co-creation identified in the WW case also exist in
the SMTCL case? Are there new patterns?

According to the analysis, two patterns of influence between actors in solution value co-creation identified in the WW case analysis are also found in
the SMTCL case. No new patterns of influence between actors in solution
value co-creation are found from the analysis.
Pattern 1: One actor’s activities-resource—> other actor’s activitiesresources
For example, in the U2U model, the customers could use the equipment
without making timely payment to SMTCL since the equipment was in the
customer’s workshops. To deal with this, SMTCL employed the remote-control service of iSESOL to support its revenue-goal fulfillment. The finding
illustrates that one actor’s (i.e., the customer) activities-resources (e.g., opportunistic behavior) can drive other actors (i.e. SMTCL) to make changes
in their activities-resources (e.g., starting employment of the real-time monitoring service).
Pattern 3: One actor’s activities-resources—> other actor’s goal
For example, SWY’s operators initially held just a revenue goal and no cost
goal when using i5 for production. The implementation of the value-sharing
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model by SWY (i.e., other actor’s activities-resources) triggered SWY’s operators to adopt a cost goal (i.e., low operational costs) and adjust their revenue
goal (i.e., making money from realized cost savings).
8.6.5

Are the four identified subprocesses of solution value cocreation sufficient to describe the whole solution value
co-creation process?

Due to the limited case data available concerning subprocesses of solution
value co-creation, it is hard to say whether the four identified subprocesses
of solution value co-creation are sufficient to describe the whole solution
value co-creation process.
8.6.6

Are the findings from Chapter 6 applicable concerning
how actors’ goal development contributes to solution
value co-creation in the four subprocesses?

In general, the case does not provide relevant process data concerning the
shaping and determining subprocesses; therefore, I am unable to discuss how
actors’ goal development contributes to these two subprocesses. The findings of the developing SVP subprocess and utilizing subprocess are mostly
in line with the relevant findings of the WW within-case analysis.
In the SVP development, the analysis also shows that the actors (e.g.,
SMTCL) motivate other actors (e.g., the customer) to adopt the goals that
would favor their goal fulfillment (i.e., value creation). Meanwhile, they (e.g.,
SMTCL) align their goals to support other actors’ value creation, to enable
SVP development. In addition, the analysis uncovers the actors (e.g., the customer) predetermining value (in different dimensions) in their contexts (e.g.,
future value co-creation) before they engage in solution value co-creation.
In the utilizing subprocess, the analysis also shows that the solution users
(e.g., the SWY operators) utilize the solution and are often more powerful
than other actors and have their goals prioritized when there are goal conflicts between actors in solution value co-creation. Other actors (e.g., SWY)
unable to have their goals fulfilled in the utilizing subprocess try to facilitate
their goal fulfillment by employing some special means (e.g., applying an internal value-sharing model).
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Solution digitization effects on solution value co-creation

Digitization allows i5 solutions to attain five new features: perceived activities-resources neutrality, activities-resources spatial flexibility, activities-resources temporal flexibility, activities-resources visibility, and actor
extensiveness. Each new feature has unique impacts on solution value cocreation.
Perceived activities-resources neutrality: Actors often have discordant goals
(e.g., SMTCL’s revenue goal and the customer’s cost goal in the U2U model)
in solution value co-creation, directing them to integrate some common activities-resources (e.g., collecting usage time) for respective value creation,
but with opposite interests. Therefore, they require those activities-resources
to be undertaken “neutrally.” Drawing on the perceived activities-resources
neutrality of digitized solutions, they think they can have their conflicting
goal fulfilled in a fair way in solution value co-creation.
Activities-resources spatial flexibility: Distant actors can still track the activities-resources of the digitized solutions and influence them (e.g., remote
monitoring and control of the i5).
Activities-resources temporal flexibility: Actors learn from the past and ongoing activities-resources of digitized solutions and make corresponding adjustments in their activities-resources (e.g., SWY studied the prototyping data of
i5 and then developed the value-sharing model).
Activities-resources visibility: Actors’ activities-resources in solution value cocreation are restricted and optimized based on the activities-resources visibility of digitized solutions—e.g., SWY’s operators leveraged the visibility of
i5 operational data to improve their production processes. SMTCL’s customers stopped opportunistic behavior when remote-monitoring service was on.
Actor extensiveness: Extensive new actors with different competencies demanded in the ongoing solution value co-creation can join the process (ideally) at any time via digitized solutions. This turns the traditionally relatively
closed and stable solution value co-creation process (usually involving a fixed
number of certain types of actors) into a more open and dynamic process
(more different types of actors engage in the process upon demand). By combining these features differently, the actors are able to develop innovative
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value propositions (e.g., real-time value-sharing model and internal valuesharing model) between them in solution value co-creation, create new interactions between subprocesses of solution value co-creation (e.g., the utilizing
subprocess is used to inform the SVP developing subprocess), and develop
new value propositions for their future value co-creation (e.g., capacity exchange services and selling new apps on iSESOL) (see Table 8.1).

Table 8.1 Leveraging new features of digitized solutions for value creation—an example
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Chapter 9
Cross-case analysis
The purpose of this chapter is three-fold: (1) to compare the findings of the
two within-case analyses to draw more general conclusions, specifically, in
discussions around five themes relevant to the research questions of the thesis; (2) to further develop the conceptual frameworks presented in Chapter
3; (3) to discuss the effects of solution digitization on solution value co-creation. The chapter consists of eight main sections. Sections 9.1 to 9.5 are
each devoted to a cross-case comparison on a specific theme to generate
additional insights. Based on these findings, I modify the process model of
solution value co-creation developed in Chapter 3 (Section 9.6). I then discuss the effects of solution digitization on solution value co-creation (Section
9.7). Finally, I briefly summarize the chapter in section 9.8.

9.1

Goals and Value Registers

Both case analyses show that actors usually have multiple goals for creating
value for themselves in solution value co-creation. The goals guide the individual actors’ value creation and often develop during solution value co-creation (i.e., actors’ adopting new goals/adjusting existing goals/giving up
existing goals), based on the individual actors’ continuous evaluations of their
goals in their temporal and relational contexts. The individual actors’ temporal context refers to the actors’ previous value co-creations (e.g., previous
business projects), ongoing value co-creations (e.g., parallel business), and
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future value co-creations (e.g., business in planning) that influence the individual actors’ evaluations. The individual actors’ relational context refers to
value co-creation of other connected actors (e.g., the suppliers of the actors)
that influence the actors’ evaluations. The individual actors’ temporal and
relational contexts vary over time, resulting in the individual actors’ goal development in solution co-creation.
For instance, MF initially adopted a functional goal for the RAS solution
(i.e., raising fish in a high-density environment in the RAS), based on its evaluations of previous value co-creation (i.e., raising fish in a low-density environment in the flowing-water system) and its colleagues’ value co-creation
(i.e., Norwegian farmers raising fish in a high-density environment in RAS).
Later, MF gave up the functional goal based on its evaluation of the goal in
the context of its ongoing value co-creation (i.e., fish death in the RAS solution in MF). Another example is that SWY’s employees initially did not have
a cost goal (i.e., low operational costs) when utilizing the machine tools. They
adopted the cost goals based on their evaluation of the goal in the context of
their ongoing value co-creation (i.e., engaging in SWY’s internal value-sharing model).
Furthermore, the analyses show that the actors’ goals for value creation
can be classified as different types (e.g., functional, cost, revenue, symbolic,
learning, experiential, and marketing goals), corresponding to the value dimensions (Smith & Colgate, 2007) in which they intend to create value. These
different types of goals are essentially interrelated, pointing to the actors’ ultimate goal—e.g., profit maximization or serving the society. For instance,
MF’s symbolic goal to gain a good reputation with the government was to
get more resources (e.g., financial support) from the government. MF’s functional goal was to raise fish in a high-density environment in the RAS to have
more fish to sell in one batch. MF’s cost goal was to have low operational
costs of raising fish in the RAS. The fulfillment of these goals would support
MF’s ultimate business goal, profit maximization (i.e., increasing revenues
while reducing costs).
In brief, I identify three characteristics of the actor’s intention for value
creation in value co-creation: 1) being derived from the actor’s continuous
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evaluations in temporal and relational contexts; 2) leading to the actor’s actual subsequent value creation efforts; 3) being related to a specific value dimension in which the actor intends to create value.
Based on the findings, it seems that the term “goal” is not suitable to use
here, for two reasons. First, the “goal” is not necessarily related to the actor’s
actual value creation and derived from the actor’s continuous evaluations in
context. No clear definition for “goal” is found in the relevant literature (e.g.,
Macdonald et al., 2011; Macdonald et al., 2016; Woodruff, 1997). The Oxford English Dictionary defines “goal” as the object of a person’s ambition
or effort; an aim or desired result. According to the definition, the goal could
be a dream of the actor without leading to actual actions for value creation,
or fantasies without being evaluated in context for its essentiality and feasibility for the actor, e.g., a goal to live on the moon. Second, the term “goal”
is often used to describe the desire of the actor in the literature (e.g., having
fast response times for repairs) (Macdonald et al., 2011), but it does not explicitly link to the value dimensions in which the actor intends to create value.
The goal is a general term, widely used in daily language. Therefore, we
need a more fine-grained concept for it. Value register, a term adopted from
valuation studies, usually denotes a specific value dimension in which the
actor aims to create value based on the actor’s evaluations (e.g., Heuts & Mol,
2013; Helgesson & Kjellberg, 2013). This is a more appropriate way to denote an actor’s intention for value creation in value co-creation because the
meaning of the value register is close to the characteristics identified above.
In light of the findings of the analyses, I define a value register as an actor’s
intention in value co-creation to create value in a specific value dimension. It is based on
the actor’s continuous evaluations in temporal and relational contexts.

9.2

Value-register-led value creation (VRVC)

The conceptual framework developed in Chapter 3 (see Figure 9.1) for how
individual actors create value in solution value co-creation is further modified, based on the findings of the case analyses and the introduction of the
value-register concept.
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Figure 9.1 The initial conceptual framework developed in Chapter 3
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Figure 9.2 The modified conceptual framework—VRVC framework
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The WW case analysis indicates that a value register entertained by the actor
guides the actor’s continuous integration of both its own and others’ ongoing
activities and transformed resources (i.e., activities-resources) for creating the
value intended in solution value co-creation (see 1 in Figure 9.2). The ongoing activities continuously transform the resources (e.g., bringing new resources, generating new resources, changing the status of resources,
consuming resources). The transformed resources constantly make available
the ongoing activities. In turn, the activities-resources could trigger the development of the actor’s value register (see 2 in Figure 9.2). The perceived
consequences of activities-resources are evaluated by the actor (see 3 in Figure 9.2), in accordance with the value register, to determine value in a certain
dimension (see 4 in Figure 9.2). In turn, the (determined) value could trigger
the changes in the actor’s activities-resources (see 5 in Figure 9.2) and the
value register (see 6 in Figure 9.2).
The SMTCL case analysis supports most parts of this finding. However,
due to the lack of relevant data in the SMTCL case, two relations identified
in the finding cannot be replicated. One relation is that the actor’s activitiesresources can trigger the actor’s value-register development. The other is that
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the actor’s determined value can trigger the actor’s value-register development.
The VRVC framework differs from the initial conceptual framework (derived from existing theory) in four areas. First, in the initial framework, the
goal guides the actor’s activities to integrate both its own and others’ resources to create value, resulting in a modified resource situation. Based on
the case analyses, the VRVC framework posits that the value register guides
the actor’s continuous integration of its own and others’ ongoing activities
and transformed resources, to create value. The case analysis shows that actors creating (potential) value does not simply occur through their putting
(pre-matched) static resources together, as advocated by extant SDL literature (Gummesson & Mele, 2010; Carida et al., 2019). In fact, the process
involves the actor’s continuous efforts at integrating its own and others’ ongoing activities and transformed resources not fully under the actor’s control
(e.g., others’ ongoing activities) and not foreknown by the actor (e.g., its own
and others’ learning during the process and the changes in others’ ongoing
activities). Due to these issues, the actor often faces challenges in value creation. For example, led by its functional value register (i.e., collecting customer usage data from i5), SMTCL continuously integrated its own and
others’ ongoing activities (e.g., SMTCL’s technical support to guarantee i5
uptime and the customer’s use process) and transformed resources (e.g., the
i5 getting connected to the digital platform). During the process, the i5 got
disconnected, due to the change in the customer’s use process. Then,
SMTCL had to send its own staff (i.e., transformed resources) to reconnect
i5 to the platform (i.e., ongoing activities) to enable its functional value creation.
Second, the activity dimension and resource dimension are merged as
activities-resources in the VRVC framework. This is because these two dimensions are closely intertwined in value creation. The hyphen in “activitiesresources” refers to the fact that ongoing activities and transformed resources continuously afford each other opportunities in value creation.
Third, the VRVC framework identifies that the individual actor’s activities-resources can trigger the actor’s value-register development. For example, the knowledge generated from WW’s market study on RAS solutions
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was one trigger for WW’s adjusting its revenue value register from selling
AOT to selling AOT-RAS solutions.
Fourth, the VRVC model also identifies that the actor’s determined value
can trigger the actor’s value-register development, based on the case analysis.
For example, after MF determined negative functional value after the death
of the fish at the farm, it gave up its functional value register.
In brief, the empirically derived VRVC model describes how the actor,
led by its value register, creates value in solution value co-creation. The key
difference between the VRVC framework and the framework developed in
Chapter 3 is that VRVC advocates the actor creating value through its valueregister-led continuous integration of its own and others’ ongoing activities
and transformed resources.

9.3

Three patterns of influence between actors’
value creation in solution value co-creation

An additional question raised at the end of Chapter 3 is the identification of
the patterns of influence between the actors’ value creation in solution value
co-creation. Based on the literature, I identify one pattern in Chapter 3 based
on the literature review. That is, the changes in the focal actor’s activitiesresources can cause changes in the activities-resources of another actor who
integrates part of the focal actor’s activities-resources with its activities-resources for value creation, i.e., Pattern 1: one actor’s activities-resources —
> other actor’s activities-resources.
The WW case analysis confirms this pattern, and the analysis uncovers
two additional patterns of influence. One is that the development of one
actor’s value register in solution value co-creation can influence the development of another actor’s value register in solution value co-creation, i.e. Pattern 2: one actor’s value register—> other actor’s value register. The other is
that the change in one actor’s activities-resources in solution value co-creation can result in the development of another actor’s value register in solution
value co-creation, i.e., Pattern 3: one actor’s activities-resources —> other
actor’s value register. The SMTCL case analysis replicates two of these three
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patterns: Pattern 1 and Pattern 3. Figure 9.3 illustrates the three patterns of
influence between actors’ value creation in solution value co-creation.

Figure 9.3 Three patterns of influence between actors in solution value co-creation
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Pattern 1: one actor’s activities-resources—> other actor’s activitiesresources
The changes in the focal actor’s activities-resources can cause changes in the
activities-resources of another actor. This can take two forms. One is that
the changes in the focal actor’s activities-resources cause changes in the activities-resources of another actor, who integrates part of the focal actor’s
activities-resources in its activities-resources for value creation. For example,
when MF stopped using the RAS to raise fish, it brought changes to the
Tianjin government’s activities-resources for its functional value creation
(i.e., saving underground water), as MF’s use of RAS was part of the Tianjin
government’s activities-resources. The change resulted in the Tianjin government’s failure to create the functional value intended. The other form is that
one actor’s activities-resources can drive another actor to make changes in
its activities-resources. For instance, under the U2U model, after a while, the
customers began to use the equipment without making timely payment to
SMTCL. To deal with this, SMTCL employed the remote-control service of
iSESOL to support its revenue goal fulfillment. The key difference between
the two forms is that one form of change in the actor’s activities-resources is
the unavoidable consequence of changes in the other actor’s activities-resources. The other form of change is the choice of the actor to respond to
the changes in the other actor’s activities-resources.
Pattern 2: one actor’s value register—> other actor’s value register
The development of one actor’s value register can influence the development
of another actor’s value register in solution value co-creation. For example,
WW’s adoption of a new value register for value creation (i.e., selling the RAS
shrimp application) was triggered by Xu’s adjustment of his value register for
value creation (i.e., from raising fish to raising shrimps in RAS). This indicates interrelatedness of actors’ value registers in solution value co-creation.
Pattern 3: one actor’s activities-resources—> other actor’s value
register
The change in one actor’s activities-resources can result in the development
of another actor’s value register in solution value co-creation. For example,
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when using i5 for production, SWY’s operators initially held just a revenue
goal and no cost goal. SWY’s implementation of the value-sharing model
(i.e., the change in another actor’s activities-resources) triggered SWY’s operators to adopt a cost goal (i.e., low operational costs) and adjust its revenue
goal (i.e., making money from realized cost savings). This shows how actors
can influence another actor’s value registers in solution value co-creation by
adjusting activities-resources.
Moreover, the WW case analysis further suggests that the same patterns
also exist between an individual actor’s two different value-register-led value
creation efforts, i.e., the actor’s activities-resources for value register A fulfillment —> the same actor’s activities-resources for value register B fulfillment, the actor’s value register A —> the same actor’s value register B, and
the actor’s activities-resources for value register A fulfillment —> the same
actor’s value register B (for examples, see section 6.5.4).
In brief, three patterns of influence exist not only between actors’ value
creation but also between an individual actor’s two different value-registerled value creation efforts in solution value co-creation. The finding reveals
how actors’ different value-register-led value creation efforts interact in solution value co-creation. Overall, it shows how ongoing solution value cocreation, as a microlevel context, shapes an individual actor’s value-registerled value-creation effort in solution value co-creation.

9.4

The evolvement of solution value and other
value in solution value co-creation

The extant solution studies suggest that not only the customer’s solution
value but also other actors’ value can be created in solution value co-creation
(Cantù et al., 2012; Mason, 2012). Both case analyses show that during the
process of solution value co-creation, multiple instances of (solution) value
in different dimensions for both the customer and other actors are created.
Specifically, the case analyses demonstrate that the customer usually
holds multiple value registers related to the solution. The WW case analysis
further suggests that solution value is determined based on the customer’s
overall evaluations of solution value in multiple value dimensions (see 1 in
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Figure 9.4). In turn, the customer’s determined (overall) solution value will
influence the customer’s value creation in individual solution value dimensions (see 2 in Figure 9.4). For instance, Xu prioritized his functional value
register and cost value register over the learning value register and determined the overall solution value as negative after the third-batch shrimp
death. In turn, the negative solution value led him to give up his functional,
cost, and learning value registers.

Figure 9.4 Determining solution value
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In a similar vein, other actors determine value based on their overall evaluations of value in multiple value dimensions (e.g., learning, functional, and
revenue value dimensions). In turn, their determined overall value influences
their value creation in individual value dimensions. For example, WW determined negative functional (i.e., raising fish in a high-density environment)
and learning value (i.e., learning from a professional local RAS user) after HY
changed course to raise fish in a low-density environment, since WW had
wanted to learn how to raise fish in high-density environments. This resulted
in WW’s determination of its overall value as negative, which led to giving
up its functional, learning, and symbolic value register and withdrawing its
participation in the ongoing solution value co-creation.
Based on the above discussions, we know that actors led by their multiple
value registers create (solution) value in different dimensions in solution
value co-creation. As discussed in the last section, an individual value-register-led value creation effort is influenced by other value-register-led value
creation efforts in solution value co-creation. The (solution) value is based
on the actor’s overall evaluations of value in multiple value dimensions. In
turn, the determined (solution) value influences the actor’s value creation in
individual value dimensions (see Figure 9.5).

Figure 9.5 Co-creating solution value and other value in solution value co-creation
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As shown in the figure, multiple actors, such as solution provider, customer, and financer, led by their different value registers, engage in solution
value co-creation to create value for themselves. Their value-register-led
value creation efforts influence each other in solution value co-creation. Multiple instances of (solution) value in different value dimensions are co-created
in solution value co-creation.

9.5

The contribution of actors’ value-register
development to solution value co-creation

The second sub-research question of the thesis is how the development of
actors’ goals (now value registers) contributes to each subprocess of solution
value co-creation. Before answering the question, it is important to discuss
whether the four subprocesses identified in Chapter 3 are sufficient to describe the solution value co-creation process. In the analysis of the cases, I
tried to challenge the theoretically-derived four subprocesses by making efforts to identify other potential subprocesses. However, I did not notice any
process data indicates the need to add critical subprocesses for solution value
co-creation or does not fit the subprocesses. The analysis of each subprocess
shows the identified subprocesses are critically different and essential for solution value co-creation. No activities that the actors undertake can be
grouped into more than one subprocess. However, due to the limited
SMTCL case data availability concerning subprocesses of solution value cocreation, I was unable to make an examination similar to the one in the WW
case analysis.
According to the two case analyses, the development of actors’ value
registers in solution value co-creation takes five forms: 1) New actors bringing their own value registers join, and engaged actors giving up their value
registers quit the solution value co-creation. 2) The actors become active or
inactive during solution value co-creation, and their value registers become
influential or not in the process. 3) Actors adopt (apparently) new value registers during the process. 4) Actors adjust their original value registers. 5)
Actors give up some value registers.
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In Table 9.1, I summarize and compare the findings of the two case analyses concerning how the development of actors’ value registers contribute to
solution value co-creation in each subprocess.

Table 9.1 Cross-case analysis of four subprocesses of solution value co-creation
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order to determine
overall solution
value
•

The determined
overall solution
value causes development of the
customers’ value
registers

•

Co-creation returns to utilizing
subprocess/the
shaping subprocess/the SVP development
subprocess based
on the overall solution value

As shown in the table, the four subprocesses are interrelated and conducted
iteratively and interactively. The actors’ value registers develop throughout
four subprocesses, contributing to solution value co-creation in each subprocess.
In the SVP development subprocess, the actors motivate other actors to
adopt the value registers that would favor their value-register fulfillment (i.e.,
value creation). Meanwhile, they also align their value register in support of
other actors’ value creation, to enable SVP development. The resulting SVP
is used to guide the shaping subprocess.
In the shaping subprocess, the actors shape the solution referring to the
SVP. The actors’ value registers develop in the shaping subprocess mainly
due to the participation of new actors or the actors’ adoption of “new” value
registers. The development of the actors’ value registers causes actors’ valueregister conflicts—e.g., actors having opposite opinions regarding solution
shaping. The actors try to negotiate with others to solve the conflicts. Some
conflicts are solved when actors choose to adjust or give up their value registers to adapt to others. The unsolved conflicts lead the solution value cocreation return to the SVP development. The outcome of the shaping subprocess is the generation of solution output.
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In the utilizing subprocess, the solution output is utilized by actors (e.g.,
the user and customer) for value creation. The actors’ value registers continue developing in the utilizing subprocess, mainly caused by the actors’
continuous attempt to create better overall value in the changing temporal
and relational contexts, e.g., changes in the actors’ future value co-creation
and connected actors’ value co-creation. This causes value-register conflicts.
The solution users who directly utilize the solutions are more powerful and
have their value registers prioritized over others. Other actors (e.g., the solution provider) who are unable to have their value registers fulfilled try to
facilitate their value-register fulfillment by employing special means, e.g.,
providing free services in exchange for support from others for their valueregister fulfillment.
The customers keep on evaluating solution value in different dimensions,
in accordance with their value registers (from the SVP development subprocess to the utilizing subprocess). The results serve as a basis for the customers
to determine overall solution value in the determining subprocess. When the
customers get “opposite” value (i.e., negative versus positive value) in different solution value dimensions, they weigh the importance of their value registers to determine solution value. The resulting solution value can trigger the
development of the customers’ value registers (e.g., making value-register adjustments), leading them to decide whether they make changes in their use
or return to the shaping subprocess and SVP development subprocess.
Hence, solution value co-creation does not end with the determining subprocess . Rather, it can be an ongoing process, within which solution value
and other value is created and remodeled over time.
Overall, on the one hand, the actors’ value-register development (e.g.,
some actors adopting new value registers) is one of the main causes of actors’
value-register conflicts in solution value co-creation. On the other hand, the
actors address value-register conflicts by developing their value registers (e.g.,
some actors giving up their value registers). Ultimately, the development of
actors’ value registers causes solution value and other value (i.e., value for
other actors) created in solution value co-creation to be remodeled over time.
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The process model of solution value cocreation

Based on the finding described in section 9.2 (i.e., the establishment of the
VRVC framework), the conceptual process model of solution value co-creation developed in Chapter 3 can be modified as follows:

Figure 9.6 A modified process model based on the VRVC framework
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As shown, the construction of the modified process model of solution value
co-creation is based on three dimensions: the development of actors’ value
registers, ongoing actors’ activities-resources, and the evolvement of actors’
value. During the solution value co-creation process, individual actors create
value (in certain value dimensions) through their value-register-led continuous integrations of their own and others’ ongoing activities and transformed
resources, i.e., activities-resources (see 1 in Figure 9.6). In turn, the individual actors’ ongoing activities-resources can trigger the development of their
value registers (see 2 in Figure 9.6). The actors’ value (in certain dimensions) is determined based on the perceived consequences of their ongoing
activities-resources, in accordance with their value registers (see 3 in Figure
9.6). The determined value can trigger changes in the actors’ ongoing activities-resources (see 4 in Figure 9.6) and the development of the actors’ value
registers (see 5 in Figure 9.6).
Based on the findings reported in sections 9.2 to 9.5, the process model
of solution value co-creation can be further elaborated as follows:

Figure 9.7 Solution value co-creation - A process model (a simplified version)
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As shown in Figure 9.7, multiple actors with different value registers engage
in different subprocesses of solution value co-creation. The actors create different instances of value for themselves during solution value co-creation,
e.g., VC1, VU1, and VP1.
Actor value creation in solution value co-creation influences that of other
actors in three patterns: 1) one actor’s activities-resources—> other actor’s
activities-resources (see A in Figure 9.7); 2) one actor’s value register—>
other actor’s value register (see B in Figure 9.7) and 3) one actor’s activitiesresources —> other actor’s value register (see C in Figure 9.7). The same
patterns also exist between individual actors’ different value-register-led
value creation efforts.
During solution value co-creation, actors’ value registers continuously
develop, taking five forms: 1) New actors bringing their own value registers
join in, and the engaged actors giving up their value registers quit solution
value co-creation. 2) The actors become active or inactive during solution
value co-creation, so their value registers become influential or not in the
process. 3) Actors adopt new value registers during the process. 4) Actors
adjust original value registers. 5) Actors give up some value registers.
On the individual-actor level, the development of the actors’ value registers guides them to undertake a new set of activities-resources (see 6 in Figure 9.7) to create new value (in certain dimensions) in solution value cocreation (see 7 in Figure 9.7). On the inter-actor level, the development of
the actors’ value registers can trigger the development of other actors’ value
registers in solution value co-creation (see B in Figure 9.7).
The development of the actors’ value registers in solution value co-creation contributes differently to each subprocess of solution value co-creation.
In the SVP development subprocess, the actors align their value registers to
enable the establishment of a mutually accepted SVP (see 8 in Figure 9.7).
In the shaping subprocess, the actors’ value-register development causes
conflicts. To solve the conflicts, some actors choose to adapt to others and
give in their value registers (see 9 in Figure 9.7). In the utilizing subprocess,
the development of the actors’ value registers continues causing conflicts.
The solution users are more powerful than others, and so more likely to have
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their value registers prioritized (see 10 in Figure 9.7), while others must facilitate their value-register fulfillment by employing special means (see 11 in
Figure 9.7). In the determining subprocess, the customer determines the
overall solution value, based on the evaluations of the value created in different dimensions in prior subprocesses (see 12 in Figure 9.7). The resulting
solution value can trigger the development of customers’ value registers,
leading them to decide whether to make changes in their use or return to the
shaping subprocess/SVP development subprocess (see 13 in Figure 9.7). The
solution value co-creation is an ongoing process, within which solution value
and other value are created and remodeled over time (e.g., from VC1 to
VC1’)
In brief, the key differences between the modified model and the previous theoretically derived model are: 1) The construction of the modified process model is based on three dimensions, i.e., the development of actors’
value registers, ongoing actors’ activities-resources, and the evolvement of
actors’ value. 2) The modified model demonstrates how individual actors
create value in solution value co-creation based on the VRVC framework. 3)
The modified model incorporates three patterns of influence between actors
in solution value co-creation. 4) The modified model contains the details
concerning how the development of actors’ value registers contributes to
each subprocess of solution value co-creation.

9.7

Solution digitization effects on solution
value co-creation

The SMTCL case analysis finds that digitization allows the solutions to acquire five new features: perceived activities-resources neutrality, activities-resources spatial flexibility, activities-resources temporal flexibility, activitiesresources visibility, and actor extensiveness. The WW case analysis also
shows the RAS solution acquiring the feature of activities-resources spatial
flexibility, as WW could provide remote-control services with its RAS solutions. Each new feature has unique impacts on solution value co-creation, as
follows:
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Perceived activities-resources neutrality: Actors often have discordant goals
(e.g., SMTCL’s revenue goal and the customer’s cost goal in the U2U model)
in solution value co-creation, leading them to integrate some common activities-resources (e.g., collecting usage time) for value creation, but with opposite interests. Therefore, those activities-resources must be undertaken
“neutrally.” Drawing on the perceived activities-resources neutrality of digitized solutions, the actors have their conflicting goals fulfilled “fairly” in solution value co-creation.
Activities-resources spatial flexibility: Actors at a distance can still track the
activities-resources of the digitized solutions and influence the solutions, e.g.,
remote monitoring and control services provided by WW for RAS solutions.
Activities-resources temporal flexibility: Actors learn from the past or ongoing
activities-resources of digitized solutions, based on which they make adjustments in their activities-resources to better support their value creation (e.g.,
SWY studied the prototyping data of i5 and then developed the value-sharing
model).
Activities-resources visibility: The activities-resources visibility of digitized
solutions restricts actors’ activities-resources, as their activities-resources undertaken on the digitized solutions are also visible to other actors (e.g., the
operators’ opportunistic behavior in the use of i5 was delimited because of
this feature). The activities-resources visibility of digitized solutions also enables the actors to continuously improve their activities-resources (e.g.,
SWY’s operators leveraged the visibility of i5 operational data to make continuous improvement in their production processes).
Actor extensiveness: Extensive new actors with different competencies demanded in the ongoing solution value co-creation can join the process (ideally) at any time via digitized solutions. This turns the traditionally relatively
closed and stable solution value co-creation process (usually involving a fixed
number of certain types of actors) into a more open and dynamic process
with more and different types of actors engaging in the process on demand
(e.g., the launch of i5 OS enabling a wide range of actors with different competencies to contribute to solution value co-creation).
By combining these features in different ways, the actors can further influence the solution value co-creation process. The SMTCL and WW cases
illustrate the materialization of the influences in four ways. First, the actors
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can align the goals of different actors in solution value co-creation by developing value propositions based on these features. For example, SWY developed an internal value-sharing model to align its operators’ goals with its
goals, based on the perceived activities-resources neutrality, activities-resources temporal flexibility, and activities-resources visibility of i5. Second, the
actors’ cost goals in solution value co-creation can be better supported by
leveraging these features. For example, based on the perceived activities-resources neutrality, activities-resources temporal flexibility, and activities-resources visibility of i5, SWY promoted a machine-sharing scheme to support
its small customers’ cost-goal fulfillment. By leveraging the activities-resources temporal flexibility and spatial flexibility, WW could provide more
cost-effective remote technical support to its customers. Third, the actors can
create new interactions between the subprocesses of solution value co-creation. For example, SWY used the operational data from the utilizing subprocess to set the machine-tool usage charges (i.e., a part of the SVP
development subprocess) for its big customer, based on the perceived activities-resources neutrality and activities-resources visibility of i5. Fourth, the
roles, responsibilities, and range of engaged actors in solution value co-creation can be changed. For example, SMTCL proposed a real-time value-sharing model based on all five features of i5. Within the model, there is no
customer role, but all the actors are both financers and providers. New types
of actors, such as consumers and designers, can join i5 solution value cocreation under this model.

9.8

Summary

First, based on the cross-case analyses, I identify the three characteristics of
the actor’s intention for value creation in solution value co-creation: 1) It is
derived from the actor’s continuous evaluations in the temporal and relational contexts. 2) It leads to the actor’s actual subsequent value-creation efforts. 3) It is related to a specific value dimension, in which the actor intends
to create value. As a general term widely used in daily language, the term
“goal” does not convey these meanings. Therefore, I introduce the concept
“value register,” which originally has its roots in valuation studies. I define
value register as an actor’s intention in solution value co-creation to create
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value in a specific value dimension. It is based on the actor’s continuous
evaluations in its temporal and relational contexts.
Second, the case analyses reveal that value creation is not simply the actor
putting (pre-matched) static resources together, as extant SDL literature advocates (Gummesson & Mele, 2010; Carida et al., 2019). Rather, it occurs
through the actor’s continuous integration of its own and others’ ongoing
activities and transformed resources. Accordingly, the VRVC model of how
individual actors create value in solution value co-creation is developed and
elaborated.
Third, I found three patterns of influence between actors’ value creation,
as well as between the individual actor’s two different value-register-led
value-creation efforts in solution value co-creation. The finding shows how
actors’ different value-register-led value creation efforts interact in solution
value co-creation. Overall, it shows how ongoing solution value co-creation
as a microlevel context shapes individual actors’ value-register-led value creation efforts in solution value co-creation.
Fourth, both case analyses show that actors led by their multiple value
registers create (solution) value in different dimensions in solution value cocreation. The (solution) value is based on the actor’s overall evaluations of
value in multiple value dimensions. In turn, the determined (solution) value
influences the actor’s value creation in individual value dimensions.
Fifth, I found that the four subprocesses of solution value co-creation
are interrelated and occur iteratively and interactively. The actors’ value registers develop throughout four subprocesses. On the one hand, the actors’
value-register development (e.g., some actors adopting new value registers)
is one of the main causes of actors’ value-register conflicts in solution value
co-creation. On the other hand, the actors address the value-register conflicts
by means of developing their value registers (e.g., some actors giving up their
value registers). The development of actors’ value registers contributes differently to each subprocess of solution value co-creation. Ultimately, the development of actors’ value registers causes solution value and other value
created in solution value co-creation to be remodeled over time.
Sixth, based on the above findings, the process model of solution value
co-creation developed in Chapter 3 is modified. The key differences between
the modified model and the previous theoretically derived model are: 1) the
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modified process model’s basis in three dimensions, i.e., the development of
actors’ value registers, ongoing actors’ activities-resources, and the evolvement of actors’ value; 2) the demonstration of how individual actors create
value in solution value co-creation, based on the VRVC framework; 3) the
incorporation of three patterns of influence between actors’ value creation
in solution value co-creation; 4) the details of how the development of actors’
value registers contributes to each subprocess.
Last, I found that digitization enables the solutions to acquire five new
features: perceived activities-resources neutrality, activities-resources spatial
flexibility, activities-resources temporal flexibility, activities-resources visibility, and actor extensiveness. Each new feature uniquely impacts solution
value co-creation. By combining these features in different ways, the actors
can further influence the solution value co-creation process in four aspects,
as the cases illustrate: 1) The actors can align the goals of different actors in
solution value co-creation. 2) The actors’ cost goals in solution value co-creation get better support. 3) The actors can create new interactions between
subprocesses of solution value co-creation. 4) The roles, responsibilities, and
range of engaged actors in solution value co-creation can be changed.

Chapter 10
Concluding discussion
In this final chapter, I first present my conclusions, followed by three key
theoretical contributions and a discussion of their implications for managers.
Finally, I propose some potential areas for future research.

10.1 Conclusions
In total, I have arrived at six conclusions, which are organized from letter A
to F.
A. Identification of four critical subprocesses for solution value cocreation
The overall research question of the thesis is: “How do actors co-create solution value?” The purpose is to investigate the process of solution value cocreation. The first sub-question asks, “What are the subprocesses involved
in solution value co-creation?” The thesis identifies four subprocesses. These
are: developing a solution value proposition (SVP) (i.e., developing SVP subprocess), shaping the solution and interface resources (i.e., shaping subprocess), utilizing the solution (i.e., utilizing subprocess), and determining
solution value (i.e., determining subprocess). The starting points of these
subprocesses are sequentially ordered, though some subprocesses may play
out in parallel. The four subprocesses are interrelated. Varied actors, with
goals to create value for themselves, engage in them. Actors carry out these
four subprocesses iteratively and interactively. A solution value proposition
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developed by actors is used to inform the shaping subprocess. Actors attempt to shape the solution and interface resources to favor their value creation. The solution output generated from the shaping process is used in the
utilizing subprocess. Not only customers but also other actors use the solutions to support their value creation in the utilizing subprocess. The customer refers to the solution value in different dimensions, determined by the
customer in the prior subprocesses, in the determining subprocess to determine overall solution value. The determined solution value informs the customer’s decision about how to continue in the next step (e.g., making an
improvement in the utilizing subprocess or returning to the shaping subprocess), which further affects other actors’ engagement in solution value cocreation. Hence, solution value co-creation does not end with the determining subprocess . Rather, it is an ongoing process. Solution value (in different
dimensions) and other value (i.e., value for other actors) are created throughout the four subprocesses.
B. Identification of three characteristics of individual actors’ intentions for value creation in value co-creation and proposition of
the value register concept
The three characteristics of individual actors’ intentions for value creation in
value co-creation are: (1) The intentions are derived from the individual actors’ continuous evaluations in their temporal and relational contexts. The
temporal context refers to an actor’s previous value co-creations (e.g., previous business projects), ongoing value co-creations (e.g., parallel business) and
future value co-creations (e.g., business in planning) that influence individual
actors’ evaluations. The relational context refers to the value co-creation of
other connected actors (e.g., the actor’s suppliers ) that influence the actors’
evaluations. The individual actors’ temporal and relational contexts vary over
time, resulting in the individual actors’ goal development in value co-creation. (2) The intentions lead to the actors’ subsequent value creation efforts.
(3) The intentions can be classified into different types (e.g., the intentions
for creating functional, cost, revenue, symbolic, learning, experiential, and
marketing value), corresponding to the value dimensions (Smith & Colgate,
2007) in which they intend to create value. These different types of intentions
are essentially interrelated, pointing to the actors’ ultimate intentions—e.g.,
profit maximization or serving the society.
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The term “goal” doesn’t convey these meanings. Rather, it is a general
term, widely used in daily language. Therefore, a more fine-grained concept
is needed. “Value register,” a term adopted from valuation studies, usually
denotes a specific value dimension in which the actor aims to create value
based on the actor’s evaluations (e.g., Heuts & Mol, 2013; Helgesson & Kjellberg, 2013). This is a more appropriate way to denote an actor’s intention for
value creation in value co-creation because the meaning of the value register
is close to the characteristics identified above. In light of the findings of the
study, I define a value register as an actor’s intention in value co-creation to create value
in a specific value dimension. It is based on the actor’s continuous evaluations in
their temporal and relational contexts.
C. Development of a process theory7 concerning how the development of actors’ value registers contributes to each subprocess
of solution value co-creation
The second sub-question of the thesis asks how the development of actors’
goals contributes to each subprocess of solution value co-creation. The third
conclusion of the thesis offer an answer to this question.
In general, the development of actors’ value registers in solution value
co-creation takes five forms: (1) New actors join, bringing their own value
registers, while engaged actors giving up their value registers exit the solution
value co-creation. (2) The actors become active or inactive during solution
value co-creation, so their value registers become influential or not in the
process. (3) Actors adopt (apparently) new value registers during the process.
(4) Actors adjust original value registers. (5) Actors give up some value registers in solution value co-creation.

7 The characteristics of a process theory include: an account of how one event leads to and influences
subsequent events, an explication of the overall pattern that generates the series, or both (in which case the
microlevel explanation and overall pattern should be linked) (Van de Ven & Poole, 2005). In the account
of how the development of actors’ value registers contributes to each subprocess of solution value cocreation, the impacts of one event on its subsequent events are stated (e.g., how actors’ value-register development leads the shaping subprocess return to the developing SVP subprocess). The overall pattern is
presented. That is, the development of actors’ value registers causes actors’ value-register conflicts in solution value co-creation. The actors address the value-register conflicts by means of developing their value
registers (e.g., some actors giving up their value registers). Ultimately, the development of actors’ value
registers causes solution value and other value (i.e., value for other actors) created in solution value cocreation to be remodeled over time. The microlevel explanation (i.e., the contribution of actors’ value register development to each subprocess) links with the overall pattern presented above.
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The overall pattern is that on the one hand, the actors’ value-register development (e.g., some actors adopting new value registers) causes actors’
value-register conflicts in solution value co-creation. On the other hand, the
actors address the value-register conflicts by means of developing their value
registers (e.g., some actors giving up their value registers). Ultimately, the
development of actors’ value registers causes solution value and other value
(i.e., value for other actors) created in solution value co-creation to be remodeled over time.
The development of actors’ value registers contributes differently to each
subprocess of solution value co-creation. In the SVP development subprocess, the actors motivate other actors to adopt the value registers that would
favor their value-register fulfillment (i.e., value creation). Meanwhile, they
also align their value registers (e.g., adjusting their original value registers) to
support other actors’ value creation, in order to enable SVP development.
The actors’ value registers develop in the shaping subprocess mainly due
to the participation of new actors or the actors’ adoption of “new” value
registers. The development of the actors’ value registers causes the actors’
value-register conflicts—e.g., actors having opposite opinions regarding solution shaping. The actors try to negotiate with others to solve the conflicts.
Some conflicts are solved when actors choose to adjust or give up their value
registers to adapt to others. The unsolved conflicts lead solution value cocreation to return to the SVP development.
The actors’ value registers continue developing in the utilizing subprocess mainly caused by the actors’ constant attempts to create better overall
value in their changing temporal and relational contexts, causing the valueregister conflicts. The solution users who directly utilize the solutions are
more powerful than other actors, and so, more likely to have their value registers prioritized. Other actors (e.g., the solution provider) who are unable to
have their value registers fulfilled try to facilitate their value-register fulfillment
by employing special means, e.g., providing free services in exchange for support from others for their value-register fulfillment.
In the determining subprocess, when the customers get “opposite” value
(i.e., negative versus positive value) in different solution value dimensions,
they weigh the importance of their value registers to determine the overall
solution value. The resulting solution value can trigger the development of
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the customers’ value registers (e.g., making value-register adjustments), leading them to decide whether to make changes in their use, return to the shaping subprocess, or quit solution value co-creation. This further affects other
actors’ value-register development in solution value co-creation.
D. Development of the framework concerning how individual actors led by their value registers create value in solution value cocreation (the VRVC framework)
The VRVC framework proposes that individual actors creating value (in certain dimensions) in solution value co-creation are led by their value registers,
which guide individual actors’ continuous integration of both their own and
others’ ongoing activities and transformed resources (i.e., activities-resources) for creating value they intend in solution value co-creation. The hyphen in “activities-resources” refers to the fact that ongoing activities and
transformed resources continuously afford each other opportunities. In turn,
the activities-resources could trigger the development of the actors’ value
registers. The individual actors evaluate the perceived consequences of activities-resources in accordance with their value registers, to determine value in
certain dimensions. Then, the (determined) value could trigger the changes
in the activities-resources and the value registers.
E. Identification of three patterns of influence between actors’
value creation in solution value co-creation, based on the VRVC
framework
In Chapter 3, an additional sub-question of the thesis is raised as a result of
the conceptual development of the study—that is, what are the patterns of
influence between actors’ value creation in solution value co-creation? One
pattern of influence is that the changes in the focal actor’s activities-resources
can cause changes in the activities-resources of other actors. This can take
two forms. First, the changes in the focal actor’s activities-resources cause
changes in the activities-resources of other actors, who integrate part of the
focal actor’s activities-resources in their activities-resources for value creation. Second, the changes in one actor’s activities-resources can drive other
actors to voluntarily make changes in their activities-resources. A second pattern is that the development of one actor’s value register can influence the
development of another actor’s value register in solution value co-creation.
This indicates that the development of actors’ value registers in solution
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value co-creation makes them interrelated. A third pattern is that the change
in one actor’s activities-resources can result in the development of another
actor’s value register in solution value co-creation. This shows that actors can
influence other actors’ value registers in solution value co-creation by means
of adjusting their own activities-resources.
Moreover, the same patterns also exist between individual actors’ two
different value-register-led value creation efforts in solution value co-creation—i.e. the actor’s activities-resources for value register A fulfillment —>
the same actor’s activities-resources for value register B fulfillment; the actor’s value register A —> the same actor’s value register B; the actor’s activities-resources for value register A fulfillment —> the actor’s value register
B.
The patterns of influence between actors’ value creation, as well as between individual actor’s different value-register-led value-creation efforts in
solution value co-creation, indicate that actors’ value-register-led value creation is closely interrelated in solution value co-creation. Moreover, it reveals
how other value-register-led value creation in the ongoing solution value cocreation serves as a microlevel context that shapes the focal value-registerled value creation in solution value co-creation.
Based on the six conclusions above, a process model of solution value
co-creation is developed (see Figure 10.1).

Figure 10.1 Solution value co-creation - A process model (a simplified version)
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As shown, the solution value co-creation process consists of four subprocesses (see top arrow): developing a solution value proposition, shaping the
solution and interface resources, utilizing the solution, and determining solution value. From a temporal perspective, the starting points of these subprocesses appear in sequence. Solution value co-creation does not end with
the determining subprocess . Rather, it is an ongoing process.
In the process of solution value co-creation, individual actors led by their
value registers create value (in certain dimensions) (see 1 to 5 , based on the
VRVC framework). Individual actors’ value creation influences each other in
solution value co-creation based on the three patterns of influence (see A to
C). The three patterns of influence also exist within individual actors’ different value-register-led value creation efforts.
On the individual-actor level, the development of the actors’ value registers guides them to undertake a new set of activities-resources (see 6 ). As a
result, the value created in solution value co-creation is remodeled (see 7 ).
On the inter-actor level, the development of actors’ value registers causes the
value register conflicts and the actors address the conflicts by developing
their value registers. The development of actors’ value registers contributes
to each subprocess of solution value co-creation differently (see 8 to 13 ).
F. Identification of five features of digitized solution and its effects
on solution value co-creation
The conclusion relates to the sub-theme of the thesis—that is, understanding
the impacts of solution digitization on solution value co-creation. Below, I
offer a tentative presentation of the identified features, as the finding is
mainly based on one case study and not investigated theoretically. The study
finds that digitization allows the solutions to acquire five new features: perceived activities-resources neutrality, activities-resources spatial flexibility,
activities-resources temporal flexibility, activities-resources visibility and actor extensiveness. Each new feature uniquely impacts solution value co-creation.
The perceived activities-resources neutrality enables the actors to have
their conflicting value registers fulfilled “fairly” in solution value co-creation.
The activities-resources spatial flexibility empowers the actors at a distance
to track the activities-resources of the digitized solutions and influence the
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solutions. The activities-resources temporal flexibility allows the actors to
learn from the past and ongoing activities-resources of digitized solutions,
based on which they can adjust their activities-resources to better support
their value creation. The activities-resources visibility of digitized solutions
restricts actors’ activities-resources and enables the actors to continuously
improve their activities-resources. The actor extensiveness turns the traditionally relatively closed and stable solution value co-creation process (usually involving a fixed number of certain types of actors) into a more open
and dynamic process (more and different types of actors engage in the process on demand).
By combining these features in different ways, the actors can further influence the solution value co-creation process in four aspects: (1) The actors
can align the value registers of different actors in solution value co-creation.
(2) The actors’ cost value registers in solution value co-creation can get better
support. (3) The actors can create new interactions between the subprocesses
of solution value co-creation. (4) The roles, responsibilities, and range of engaged actors in solution value co-creation can be changed.

10.2 Contributions
The study makes three main contributions. First, the value-register concept
is introduced based on the characteristics of individual actors’ intentions for
value creation in value co-creation, which contributes to the SDL literature.
Second, the VRVC framework contributes to the SDL literature by advancing our understanding of how individual actors create value in solution value
co-creation, and the identification of three patterns of influence between actors’ value creation in solution value co-creation contributes to the SDL literature by uncovering how ongoing solution value co-creation serves as a
microlevel context that shapes individual actors’ value creation in solution
value co-creation. Third, the process theory of how the development of actors’ value registers relates to subprocesses of solution value co-creation contributes to the solutions literature by advancing our understanding of the
causes and resolution of actors’ value-register conflicts in solution value cocreation.
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The value-register concept

The abductively derived value-register concept is proposed to denote an actor’s intention for value creation in value co-creation, based on its three characteristics identified by this study.
In the extant SDL literature, actors’ intentions for value creation in value
co-creation has received increasing attention. Taillard et al. (2016) propose
that the development of shared intentions of actors in value co-creation is
key for understanding the emergence of a service ecosystem. Individual actors’ intentions at a microlevel are regarded as the basis of shared intentions.
Finsrud et al. (2018) suggest actors’ motivation as a psychological driver of
their resource integration in value co-creation. Actors’ intentions are the basis for the formation of their motivation. The intentions focus on outcomes
and motivate in the direction of pursuing value-in-context. Razmdoost et al.
(2019) discuss resource integration motives, finding that the motives determine the degree to which actors commit to resource integration. The motives
are defined as the energetic forces originating both within the actor and from
the context. Thus, the motives arise from both the actors’ intentions for
value creation and from the impacts of institutions. These different concepts
developed recently in SDL are grounded on individual actors’ intentions for
value creation in value co-creation, which so far has not been studied much.
The study identifies three characteristics of actors’ intentions for value creation in value co-creation. First, the intentions are derived from the individual
actors’ continuous evaluations in their temporal and relational contexts. Second, the intentions guide the actors’ subsequent value-creation efforts. Third,
the intentions can be classified into different types (e.g., functional, cost, revenue, symbolic, learning, experiential, and marketing value registers), corresponding to the value dimensions (Smith & Colgate, 2007) in which they
intend to create value. Due to its closeness in meaning to these characteristics, the term “value register” (from valuation studies) is regarded as appropriate to denote individual actors’ intentions for value creation in value cocreation. A value-register is defined as an actor’s intention in value co-creation to create value in a specific value dimension. It is based on the actor’s
continuous evaluations in their temporal and relational contexts. Hence, this
study contributes to the current literature by proposing the value-register
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concept to denote an actor’s intention for value creation based on its key
characteristics, identified by the study.
10.2.2

A framework for understanding solution value cocreation

The conceptual framework of value-register-led value creation (VRVC) explicates the process of how individual actors, led by their value registers, create value (in certain dimensions) in solution value co-creation.
The VRVC framework contributes to the extant SDL literature in three
areas. First, the VRVC framework proposes that individual actors create (potential) value not only through the integration of their own and others’ transformed resources but also through their integration of their own and others’
ongoing activities. Many in SDL regard actors as (co)-creating (potential)
value through their integration of their own and others’ resources (e.g.,
Vargo, 2008; Gummesson & Mele, 2010; Kleinaltenkamp et al., 2012; Carida
et al., 2019). Hibbert et al. (2012) propose that customers create value
through their bundles of activities to deploy resources needed for value creation. Peters et al. (2014) suggest that value creation is characterized by an
actor’s application of knowledge and skills to perform a series of activities.
Hence, it is recognized in SDL that creating value also involves the actors’
own bundles of activities. The finding of the study extends the argument by
proposing others’ ongoing activities as an essential part of individual actors’
integration for value creation. For example, a solution provider wants to collect customers’ solution-usage data to sell to other parties. In order to achieve
this revenue value register, the provider has to integrate its own (e.g., the
ongoing process of data collection) and others’ ongoing activities (e.g., the
customer’s ongoing use of the solution) together with its own (e.g., the skills
in data collection) and others’ resources (e.g., data). If the customer stops
using the solution, the provider will be unable to create revenue value. Hence,
the customer’s ongoing activity (i.e., ongoing use of the solution) is an essential part of the solution provider’s integration for its revenue value creation.
This finding further demonstrates the uncertainty involved in individual actors’ value creation, as other actors’ ongoing activities are often more difficult
for the focal actor to control than other actors’ resources.
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Second, the VRVC framework demonstrates that the process of individual actors creating value in solution value co-creation is explorative and ongoing. Time and changes are critical for the process. Many in SDL regard
actors (co)-creating (potential) value through their integration of their own
and others’ resources (e.g., Vargo, 2008; Gummesson & Mele, 2010; Kleinaltenkamp et al., 2012; Carida et al., 2019). The actors match the potential
resources (Gummesson & Mele, 2010) and then operate on the resources
through which value is created (Carida et al., 2019). As such, value creation
is depicted as a spontanenous chemical reaction (i.e., put substances A and
B together and then substance C is generated spontaneously). Potential resources seem to stay “static,” waiting for the actors’ integration for their value
creation. Time and the consequence of time (i.e., changes) involved in the
value creation process are not highlighted. However, in a solution value cocreation process, time and changes characterize individual actors’ value creation. Typically, the actors require time to learn and explore how to create
value for themselves in solution value co-creation, as each solution is unique
to them (e.g., different sets of actors are involved and different levels of solution customization). Hence, they keep adjusting their activities-resources
on a trial-and-error basis for value creation. Their ongoing activities (e.g.,
improvements) and transformed resources (e.g., learning) continuously afford each other opportunities. Moreover, the changes in the actors’ resources
and activities are ongoing in solution value co-creation (e.g., caused by the
development of actors’ value registers). Accordingly, the actors will have to
adjust their activities-resources to ensure their value creation when those resources and activities of others, essential for their value creation, change. The
VRVC framework demonstrates individual actors’ value creation in solution
value co-creation as explorative and ongoing by proposing the actors creating
value through their continuous integration of activities and resources on a
trial-and-error basis (i.e., activities-resources with the hyphen standing for
the ongoing activities and transformed resources continuously affording each
other opportunities), stressing the actors’ learning in the process by stating
the feedback loops between the actor’s value register—activities-resources
and the actor’s value—activities-resources in the framework.
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Third, the VRVC framework clarifies how individual actors’ value registers relate to their value creation efforts in solution value co-creation. Most
research in SDL focuses on actors’ competencies and the social aspects (e.g.,
institutions) that guide actors’ value creation (Findsrud et al., 2018). The empirically derived VRVC framework shows an actor’s value register guides its
activities-resources to create value (in a specific dimension) in solution value
co-creation. The actor determines value based on the consequences of activities-resources in accordance with the actor’s value register. As such, the
VRVC framework contributes to the current literature by explicating how
individual actors’ value registers guide their value creation in solution value
co-creation.
Based on the VRVC framework, the three patterns of influence between
actors’ value creation, as well as between an individual actor’s different valueregister-led value-creation efforts in solution value co-creation, are identified.
Context is regarded as key for understanding value co-creation in the extant
SDL literature (Chandler & Vargo, 2011; Edvardsson et al., 2011; KoskelaHuotari & Vargo, 2016; Helkkula et al., 2018). However, most efforts so far
have been made to understand only how the “macrolevel” context (e.g., institutions and service ecosystem) shapes value co-creation (e.g., Vargo &
Lusch, 2011; Koskela-Huotari & Vargo, 2016). Still, little is known concerning how the “microlevel” context contributes to value co-creation (Storbacka
et al., 2016). The identification of the three patterns of influence between
actors’ value creation, as well as within individual actors’ different value-register-led value-creation efforts in solution co-creation, advances our understanding of how other value-register-led value creation in ongoing solution
value co-creation serves as microlevel context to shape focal individual actors’ value creation in solution value co-creation. Thus, this contribution to
current literature demonstrates how ongoing solution value co-creation
serves as the microlevel context for shaping individual actors’ value creation
in solution value co-creation.
10.2.3

Understanding actors’ value-register conflicts in solution
value co-creation

From a network perspective, four subprocesses of solution value co-creation
are identified. On this basis, a process theory is proposed, concerning how
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the development of actors’ value registers contributes to each subprocess of
solution value co-creation. The process theory describes how actors’ valueregister conflicts are raised and addressed in different subprocesses of solution value co-creation by actors’ value-register development.
The findings contribute to the solutions literature in two areas. First, taking a network perspective, four subprocesses of solution value co-creation
are identified. Empirical anecdotes show that a key feature of solution provision is the direct involvement of multiple actors in solution value co-creation (e.g., Jaakkola & Hakanen, 2013; Andersson & Axelsson, 2018; Hedvall
et al., 2019). However, previous studies commonly investigate the solution
value co-creation process from a dyadic perspective (Skarp & Gadde, 2008;
Aarikka-Stenroos et al., 2012; Biggemann et al., 2013). Adopting a network
perspective, this study identifies four interrelated subprocesses (i.e., developing a solution value proposition, shaping the solution and interfaces, utilizing
the solution, and determining solution value) of solution value co-creation,
within which varied actors with value registers to create value for themselves
engage in the different subprocesses. The starting points of these four subprocesses are ordered in sequence. However, they may play out in parallel
during solution value co-creation. The subprocesses are conducted interactively and iteratively. A solution value proposition developed by actors is
used to inform the shaping subprocess. Actors attempt to shape the solution
and interface resources to favor their value creation. Not only the customers
but also other actors use the solutions to support their value creation in the
utilizing subprocess. In the determining subprocess, the customer refers to
solution value in different dimensions, determined by the customer in the
prior subprocesses to determine overall solution value. The determined solution value informs the customer’s decision on how to continue in the next
step (e.g., making improvement in the utilizing subprocess or returning to
the shaping subprocess), which further affects other actors’ engagement in
solution value co-creation. Solution value (in different dimensions) and other
value (i.e., value for other actors) are created throughout the four subprocesses. The study contributes to current solutions literature by identifying
critical subprocesses of solution value co-creation from a network perspective and demonstrating how actors co-create solution value in each subprocess.
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Second, the process theory describes how the causes, the resolutions and
consequences of actors’ value-register conflicts in solution value co-creation.
Actors in solution value co-creation often find that they have conflicting
value perspectives (Tuli et al., 2007; Biggemann et al., 2013; Aarikka-Stenroos
et al., 2012). Suppliers and customers often have value conflicts before creating a solution and try to resolve the conflicts through open discussions
(Aarikka-Stenroos et al., 2012). The actors also face value conflicts concerning how to shape the solutions (Skarp & Gadde, 2008) and how to use and
further develop them (Biggemann et al., 2013). Facing the actors’ value conflicts related to the solutions, the customers apply different strategies to resolve the conflicts (Epp & Price, 2011). However, so far, no specific studies
describe how the value conflicts occur or how the actors deal with the conflicts in different phases of solution value co-creation and the impact on solution value co-creation. On the one hand, the study uncovers the actors’
value-register development (e.g., some actors adopting new value registers)
as one of the main causes of actors’ value-register conflicts in solution value
co-creation. On the other hand, the actors address the value-register conflicts
by means of developing their value registers (e.g., some actors giving up their
value registers). Ultimately, the development of actors’ value registers causes
remodeling of solution value and other value (i.e., value for other actors)
created in solution value co-creation over time. The process theory proposed
by the study describes how the development of actors’ value registers contributes differently to each subprocess of solution value co-creation. Hence,
this study contributes to the extant literature by proposing a process theory
to describe how the actors’ conflicts occur, how the actors deal with the conflicts differently in the subprocesses of solution value co-creation, and impacts on the process of solution value co-creation.

10.3 Managerial implications
Drawing on the findings of the two case studies in this thesis, I discuss managerial implications related to the following themes: supporting customer
value creation with solution outputs, companies’ multiple and dynamic value
registers, the application of the VRVC framework in business-model development, and solution digitization effects.
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Supporting customer value creation with solution outputs in their contexts. For those companies moving from product selling to providing their
customers with a specific solution output, it is important that they have
knowledge of how to not only guarantee the output technically but also to
support their customer value creation with the provided solution output.
This is because the solution output itself has no value for the customer unless
the customer could use the solution output in its context to create the value
it intends. Specifically, the case data demonstrates that knowing whether the
solution output fits with the customer’s interface resources to enable customer value creation, about which the original product companies usually
have few ideas, is vital. One suggestion is to do small-scale experimentation
before rolling out the whole solution.
Tracking multiple customer value registers. Solution customers usually
hold multiple value registers and create solution value in several dimensions.
However, solution providers are often aware of only some of these value
registers. This could result in the solutions failing to support the customer’s
overall solution value creation and consequently lead to failures, as both cases
illustrate. The solution provider must understand the customer’s list of solution-related value registers, how the customer weighs them and assesses the
overall solution value. Moreover, the study shows that customer value registers change over time, which could result in the value-register prioritization
changing. Therefore, it is especially important for the solution providers,
who retain solution ownership, to keep track of the development of their
customers’ value registers, e.g., through regular discussions with customers
about their ongoing value registers and preferences.
Selecting partners with aligned value registers. Multiple actors are involved in solution provision. Such actors have their own (multiple) value
registers that guide their efforts to create value when engaging in solution
provision. The study indicates that when the actors’ value registers are
aligned, the actors’ activities and resources support each other’s value creation. However, when the actors’ value registers conflict, they will have problems getting needed resources and activities of others, and, consequently, that
will harm their value creation. Therefore, it is important to select partners
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that have well-aligned value registers, for it will favor partners’ value creation.
The cases further illustrate that actors’ value registers that are apparently
aligned may not be inherently aligned. To avoid this trap, it is important to
discuss among the partners the implications of all value registers (e.g., activities to be undertaken and resources needed to support a specific value register), to understand whether the value registers are truly aligned.
Aligning actors’ value registers in SVP development. The study shows
that actors involved in solution value co-creation often face value-register
conflicts that harm their value creation. One of the main reasons is that the
actors do not take the SVP development process as an opportunity to align
their value registers before entering into real business. Some actors tend to
hide some of their value registers because they suppose they could realize
their value registers later on anyway. Others may just communicate their
value registers superficially without going deeper to find out whether the
value registers accommodate each other. Hence, it is important for firms to
take SVP development seriously as an opportunity to communicate and align
value registers, e.g., through open discussions on the actors’ value registers
and negotiation of how to align discordant value registers.
Prioritizing among multiple value registers. Both cases show that firms
have several value registers in solution value co-creation. Nevertheless, the
fulfillment of these multiple value registers could conflict with each other
during co-creation, causing loss to the firm. Sometimes, it is even impossible
to actualize the multiple value registers altogether, as the SMTCL case shows.
Therefore, it would benefit the firm to consider clearly in advance the following questions: 1) Are these value registers essential for our business? 2)
Which is the most critical value register for our business? 3) What value registers can we sacrifice to support the most critical value-register fulfillment?
Developing business models based on the VRVC framework. The
SMTCL case analysis illustrates that analyzing three dimensions of the VRVC
framework could generate useful insights for firms in developing business
models. In the value-register dimension, the firms should consider questions
such as: What value registers do we want to achieve in our given context (e.g.,
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based on our skills and competencies)? What value registers of the customer
do we want to support? What are the relations (e.g., synergistic or discordant)
between these value registers? What value registers do we expect the customer to have? In the activities-resources dimension, the firms can ask the
questions: What activities-resources are needed to support the fulfillment of
our value registers? To support the fulfillment of the customer’s value registers? To align our value registers with the customer’s value registers? To trigger the customer to adopt the value registers we expect? In the value
dimension, the firms could consider the questions: Based on the activitiesresources designed in the model, in which value dimensions could we create
value? In which value dimensions could the customer create value? Does this
favor our overall value creation and our customer’s overall value creation?
Solution digitization effects. The study shows digitization could allow the
solution to acquire five new features: perceived activities-resources neutrality, activities-resources spatial flexibility, activities-resources temporal flexibility, activities-resources visibility, and actor extensiveness.
Drawing on the perceived activities-resources neutrality, companies can
have their conflicting value registers fulfilled “fairly” in solution value cocreation. The activities-resources spatial flexibility empowers the companies
at a distance to track the activities-resources of the digitized solutions and
influence the solutions. The activities-resources temporal flexibility allows
the companies to learn from the past and the ongoing activities-resources of
digitized solutions, based on which they can adjust their activities-resources
to better support their value creation. The activities-resources visibility of
digitized solutions restricts the companies’ activities-resources and enables
the companies to continuously improve their activities-resources. The actor
extensiveness turns the traditionally relatively closed and stable solution
value co-creation process (usually involving a fixed number of certain types
of companies) into a more open and dynamic process (more and different
types of companies engage in the process on demand), making it easier for
more companies to join in solution value co-creation.
By combining these features in different ways (for details, see Table 8-1),
companies can further influence the solution value co-creation process in
four aspects, as illustrated by the cases: (1) The companies can align the value
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registers of different actors in solution value co-creation, e.g., by applying an
internal value-sharing model. (2) The cost value registers of the companies
in solution value co-creation can get better support, e.g., by implementing a
solution-sharing scheme. (3) The companies can create new interactions between subprocesses of solution value co-creation, e.g., by drawing on the
solution utilization data to inform the solution value proposition development. (4) The companies can make changes in the roles, responsibilities, and
range of engaged actors in solution value co-creation, e.g., by applying a realtime value-sharing model.

10.4 Future research
First, the VRVC framework proposes individual actors creating value in solution value co-creation through their continuous integration of their own
and others’ ongoing activities and transformed resources. For the VRVC
framework developed in a solution context, more research is required to investigate whether the finding is valid in another empirical context. Moreover,
due to the lack of relevant data, two relations identified in the VRVC framework cannot be replicated in the second case. One is that the individual actor’s value register-led activities-resources can trigger the actor’s valueregister development for value creation. The other is that the actor’s determined value can trigger the actor’s value-register development for value creation. Therefore, more empirical research is encouraged to prove these two
relations in the VRVC framework.
Second, three patterns of influence are identified between actors’ valueregister-led value creation in solution value co-creation, based on the VRVC
framework. However, no patterns of influence are found from the cases concerning the impacts of one actor’s value on other actor’s value register or
activities-resources. Logically, it is reasonable to believe that such patterns of
influence should exist. For example, the solution customer may be unable to
create certain value alone. This could trigger some service providers to adopt
new value registers to support the customer’s value creation. Therefore, more
studies are needed to identify potentially new patterns of influence from the
VRVC framework, based on empirical evidence.
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Third, the study shows that actors’ value-register conflicts occur frequently and cause severe consequences for solution value co-creation. The
development of actors’ value registers is regarded as the main cause of such
conflicts. Future research is encouraged to investigate whether there are
other causes for the actors’ value-register conflicts in solution value co-creation, e.g., the changes in the actors’ relationships and resources.
Fourth, four subprocesses of solution value co-creation are identified in
the study. However, the study has limited data on the fourth subprocess (i.e.,
the determining subprocess)—e.g., how the solution customer evaluates solution value and the roles and activities of other actors in this subprocess.
Future studies could take a network perspective to study this subprocess by
specifically looking into how the customer determines solution value in the
network.
Last, studying the solution digitization impacts on solution value co-creation is a promising avenue for future research. In this study, five features of
digitized solutions are identified, mainly based on one case. There is potential
for future studies to identify new features of digitized solutions by studying
a variety of such solutions. Moreover, the study finds companies combine
the features differently to support their value creation in different ways.
Therefore, it would be worthwhile for future studies to investigate the typical
combinations of digitized solution features and their specific benefits for
supporting value creation.
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